BLISS CATALOG
Fresh, fun, sweet small town stories for the modern woman, all at your fingertips.
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Her Secret, His Surprise
by Paula Altenburg

Since being disowned by her strict father, Cass Stone has spent her adulthood trying
to prove him wrong. Her drive has led to more success than her family ever thought
she’d achieve, and life is looking great. Not even an incredible and mysterious one night
stand that leaves her a single mom can trip her up...until the father of her baby stumbles
back into her life, as sexy and unreliable as ever.
Logan Alexander hasn’t forgotten the night he spent with Cass two years ago, but he
never expects to end up undercover as her assistant. His job saves lives—like it should
have saved his brother—and he can’t afford complications. It’s difficult enough to
maintain his cover as a carefree wanderer when he realizes his attraction to Cass hasn’t
faded...and then he meets Cass’s daughter.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750241
4/11/2016
216
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Law Enforcement,
Boss and Employee,
Opposites Attract,
Secret Baby

“Wit, tenderness, and a smoking hot hero who will melt your heart make Her Secret,
His Surprise a must read!” --Robin Bielman, USA Today Bestselling Author and Rita
Finalist
“You’ll be cheering for the characters in this sweetly seductive story. Also, beware, you
might want to have Logan’s baby!” --Roxanne Snopek, USA Today Bestselling Author
“This has to be one of the sweetest books I’ve read in a long time...” --Sam, Goodreads
“The characters were great, their chemistry was smoking, and their baby was adorable”
--Becky, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR PAULA ALTENBURG
USA Today bestselling author Paula Altenburg grew up in rural Nova Scotia knowing that
at some point in her life she was likely to be a fiction writer. Swapping Louis L’Amour and
Zane Grey books with her father guaranteed she wasn’t going to be the next Jane Austen,
much to the dismay of her English teacher mother. A degree in Social Anthropology
from the University of King’s College and Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
confirmed that writing was the most logical career path for her.
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Desire by Design
by Paula Altenburg

Eve Doucette finally almost has it all. She’s free from her mistake of an ex-husband
and just landed her dream job: project manager for a new City Hall and drafter of the
final design. That is, until a handsome architect sweeps into town to commandeer her
blueprints.
Famous architect Matt Brison is unsatisfied with his mundane life in Toronto. So when
the mayor of Halifax asks him to spearhead his City Hall project, Matt jumps at the
opportunity. There’s just one problem: the feisty and beautiful project lead, Eve, who
isn’t exactly thrilled about her new “coworker” hijacking her design.
But when the sparks begin to fly, they both find themselves falling for the colleague they
shouldn’t want. And before they know it, their already shaky foundation might come
crumbling down…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661008
5/13/2013
192
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Coworkers, Forced
Proximity

“Entangled has done it again! Lord they have so many genres that are new but I have
to say that The Bliss line is great for HEA and great for love and romance that comes
naturally not rushed or instant love. That is what I love about these stories in this line.
They have a story and a plot that you follow to the end and all the while you are reading
the story you are rooting for the main characters.” --A Diary of a Book Addict
“This was quite simply a pleasure to read. Paula Altenburg has given us a book that
has everything; it’s well written, has a great storyline, fabulous characters, wit, humour,
romance and whilst it doesn’t go into the detailed act, the sexual tension and build up is
there. I loved it and didn’t want it to end!” --Nicola, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR PAULA ALTENBURG
USA Today bestselling author Paula Altenburg grew up in rural Nova Scotia knowing that
at some point in her life she was likely to be a fiction writer. Swapping Louis L’Amour and
Zane Grey books with her father guaranteed she wasn’t going to be the next Jane Austen,
much to the dismay of her English teacher mother. A degree in Social Anthropology
from the University of King’s College and Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
confirmed that writing was the most logical career path for her.
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Dating the Wrong Mr. Right
by Amanda Ashby

Pepper Watson has lost everything–her job, her fiancé, and the future she’d so carefully
planned. Now she’s back at Wishing Bridge trying to figure out her next step. Her new
plan does not include the ever-so-sexy Ben Cooper. Nope. She’s getting her life back on
track, and getting out of this little town as fast as possible.
Ben Cooper is doing his best to build his business and help his parents. The last thing
he needs is the distraction that is Pepper Watson. She might be prickly every time he’s
in her presence, but he sees another side of her. The side that has set aside her dreams to
help her sisters. And then there’s the fact that kissing her is pretty much the best thing
that’s ever happened to him.
He’s putting down roots. She’s running away. It’s going to take more than a wish for
these two to find their happily ever after.

Sisters of Wishing Bridge Farm Series,
Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631113
6/19/2017
192
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers

“This was a great story by Amanda Ashby and love all three sisters.” --T Faulc Book
Reviews
“The tension between these two was incredible and Amanda did a great job writing
both Ben and Pepper...Loved this book, I’d like to go back and get a gander at the earlier
books in the series.” --Lori Z., Goodreads
“This was a quick, fun read. I enjoy small town romances, the supporting characters are
always super fun, which was true in this case also...” --Urvashi H., Goodreads

ABOUT AMANDA ASHBY
Amanda Ashby was born in Australia but now lives in New Zealand, where she writes
romance, young adult, and middle grade books. She also works in a library, owns far too
many vintage tablecloths, and likes to delight her family by constantly rearranging the
furniture. She has a degree in English and Journalism from the University of?Queensland
and is married with two children.
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The Wedding Planner’s Baby
by Amanda Ashby

Free-spirited Bec Watson was never having children––until she is. No way she’s ready
for this, and she’s not going to tie-down the father, not even (especially!) if he’s secretly
an English Lord. She’s doing this solo, which means she needs help from the one place
she swore she’d never return...Wishing Bridge Farm. Home.
Lincoln Mathews has never known love, only responsibility. And now his family home
and business is at jeopardy unless he finds a solution. Fast. Their idea? Marry for
money. But the girl who stole his heart is carrying their child. His first mission?
Follow her to Wishing Bridge Farm. But soon he’ll have to choose between duty to his
relatives and love for the real family he never thought he could have.

Sisters of Wishing Bridge Farm Series,
Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759091
4/10/2017
209
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Secret Baby

“A light, feel--good kind of book that I would recommend to anyone who wants an
easy, fun read that ends with a happily ever after.” --Heather, Goodreads
“The Wedding Planner’s Baby was a great lighthearted read that leaves you with all the
good feels you expect out of a sweet romance.” --Lamplight Review and Promotion
“Ms. Ashby has penned a sweet, captivating read in this second book of her Sisters of
Wishing Bridge Farm series.” --Book Magic
“This was a quick romance that was sweet, heartfelt and very enjoyable.” --Katrina B.,
Goodreads

ABOUT AMANDA ASHBY
Amanda Ashby was born in Australia but now lives in New Zealand, where she writes
romance, young adult, and middle grade books. She also works in a library, owns far too
many vintage tablecloths, and likes to delight her family by constantly rearranging the
furniture. She has a degree in English and Journalism from the University of?Queensland
and is married with two children.
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Falling for the Best Man
by Amanda Ashby

Emmy Watson loves her small-town life. Most of the time––except the one crazy night
she threw caution to the wind and slept with a sexy stranger. Totally not like her, but so
worth it. And hey, who’ll ever find out. It’ll be her little secret...
Globe-trotting travel writer Christopher Henderson can’t get one woman out of his
head. He knows Emmy is all wrong for him–he’d have to pry her cold dead hands from
this crazy town–but living without her is slowly not becoming an option.
Christopher has a game plan:
1. Dazzle her with his awesome cooking skills to throw her off guard.
2. Win the world’s weirdest golf trophy.
3. Impress her with his ability to talk cranky French dove breeders into doing his
bidding.
But Emmy isn’t playing by the rules, and Chris might have finally met his match...

Sisters of Wishing Bridge Farm Series,
Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758346
1/9/2017
204
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Playboy Reformed,
One Night Stand,
Opposites Attract,
Reunited Lovers

“I knew right away that I was going to enjoy this book. The way that Amanda Ashby
writes is so down to earth and she makes you feel like you are a part of the story as it
unfolds. I got sucked into this one and could not put it down until I was done.” --Books
Need TLC
“If you are looking to a beautiful, fun, flirty and sweet read then go no further than
Amanda Ashby’s Falling For The Best Man. I devoured this book without realising
it. I picked it up and before I knew it, I was done and turning the last page with a big
fat smile on my face. I got lost in the small town romance and sweetness of the story.”
--The Sub Club Books

ABOUT AMANDA ASHBY
Amanda Ashby was born in Australia but now lives in New Zealand, where she writes
romance, young adult, and middle grade books. She also works in a library, owns far too
many vintage tablecloths, and likes to delight her family by constantly rearranging the
furniture. She has a degree in English and Journalism from the University of?Queensland
and is married with two children.
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Sugar Rush
by Rachel Astor

Dulcie Carter has been running her family’s homemade sweet shop, Candy Land
Confections, on her own since her mom passed away. But business is slow and rent is
high, so Dulcie knows if she wants to keep her mom’s dream alive, she’ll need a miracle.
The annual Assembly of Chocolatiers competition might be just the thing, if she can
bring herself to try creating something new for the first time in a long time.
Then she meets Nick, a molten-hot guy with a sexy smirk and an attraction stronger
than any sugar rush, whose family also happens to own the big-box candy shop in
town—her strongest competition for first prize. Nick’s got his own reasons for needing
the win, but then being around Dulcie is proving addictive. As their competition heats
up, so do the sparks between them. Can they keep their sights on winning, when love
might be the sweetest prize of all?

“I loved it! Sugar Rush has now become one of my re--reads books.” --Harlequin Junkie
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622669691
8/12/2012
265
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Bait
and Switch, Enemies
to Lovers

“This book was utterly adorable. I’ve probably read at least a thousand romance novels
in my life, and this one stood out as unique for several reasons.” --Courtney, Goodreads
“This was such a sweet story! Yes, pun intended ;o)” --Erin, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & Greek

ABOUT RACHEL ASTOR
Rachel grew up with three sisters; an older, a younger, and a twin, in a house with only
one bathroom. She now lives with her husband and two stepsons (and thankfully, two
bathrooms), and have constant girl stuff withdrawal, which you’ll find her books often
reflect. She writes light, fun books, that I hope put smiles on peoples faces.
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How to Lose A Bachelor
by Anna Banks

Revenge has never been so fun...
Rochelle Ransom has big plans for winning the prize money on a dating show to help
her favorite charity--and if she wins the hot bachelor’s heart, even better. But at the last
minute she finds out the bachelor is her ex-boyfriend, Grant Drake.
Now she’s determined to get herself voted off as quickly as possible--even if she has to
embarrass herself on national television. But Grant has a different plan for the woman
who stole his heart.

“How to Lose a Bachelor charmed my socks right off. Another win from Anna Banks!”
--The Book Cellar
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754546
11/9/2015
198
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Romantic Comedy,
Enemies to Lovers,
Reunited Lovers,
Revenge

“Anna totally has another amazing book in her arsenal. There were plenty of moments
where I busted out laughing and moments where I swooned over the romance and love
that Rochelle and Grant shared.” --Vi3tbabe
“If you’re looking for a fun clean romance story this one is a good one.” --Diana’s Book
Review
“Great characters, a strong plot and is written in a style that makes it an easy read and a
great story to get lost in.” --Splashes into Books

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ANNA BANKS
Anna Banks is a young adult author whose primary goal is to entertain smart, funny gals
like herself. You can expect her works to be centered around a love story, freckled with
humor, and seasoned with sarcasm. Anna grew up in a small town called Niceville (yes,
really) in the Florida Panhandle. She now lives with her husband and daughter close to her
hometown.
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Flirting with Danger
by Claire Baxter

Firefighter Jasmine Mackinnon has always just been one of the guys. So no one’s more
shocked than she is to find herself kissing fellow firefighter and all-around sinfully
handsome playboy Aaron Parkes after a friend’s wedding. Jasmine knows she can’t risk
an emotional connection with a colleague—a potentially dangerous entanglement when
fighting fires together—and nothing’s more important to her than her job.
Aaron never noticed how beautiful Jasmine was until he saw her out of her firefighter
duds, but there’s something about the fiery woman that tempts him. Though he knows
pursuing a real relationship is out of the question for a serial dater like him, when their
casual flirtation builds into something more serious, it’s not just their jobs or their
safety on the line. It’s their hearts.

Firefighters of Adelaide Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661435
9/9/2013
200
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Coworkers, Right
Under Your Nose

“I laughed. I cheered. I fell in love with the hero. Sheer heart--warming pleasure.”
--USA Today Bestselling Author Rachel Bailey
“I loved this book.It had too many good scenes and made me laugh and swoon and feel
sad duringsome parts. Pretty much everything a good weekend romantic read should
have!! LOVED IT!!!” --Meagan, Books To Get Lost In
“If you enjoywatching a friendship progress into a relationship (loved the dialogue--just
like you’d expect two people comfortable with each other to talk), you’ll likethis one!
This was a 5 out of 5 for me!” --Lori, Ebook Escapes

ABOUT CLAIRE BAXTER
Claire Baxter writes contemporary romantic fiction of all lengths. Before following her
passion to write full-time, Claire was an award-winning corporate communications
manager. Earlier, she worked as a translator and a PA. Claire grew up in Warwickshire,
England, but for more than 20 years has called Australia home. She considers herself lucky
to live near one of Adelaide’s beautiful metropolitan beaches where she loves to walk and
think up stories.
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Wild About Her Wingman
by Robin Bielman

Erin Watters is her small town’s resident wild child--she doesn’t do boring, and after
having her heart annihilated, she definitely doesn’t do relationships. Her friends
have other ideas, though, and when they throw down a matchmaking challenge,
impulsive Erin can’t ignore it. Even when the annoyingly hot Troy Streiber accepts the
matchmaker role...
As a rescue paramedic, Troy’s used to watching out for people. Never mind the bet
he made with his buddy to play Erin’s wingman. But the more time he spends with
the sexy, charismatic woman, the more he discovers a side of her she doesn’t let many
see. Soon what started as an innocent game of matchmaking has them both thinking
about the person right under their nose. But Troy’s a play-it-safe guy, and he won’t let a
woman who lives for risk ever steal his heart.

Secret Wishes Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665006
4/14/2014
268
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Bet,
Right Under Your
Nose

“Laugh out loud fabulous!” --Talking Books
“Fantastic story!! Wit, sass, and wonderful chemistry --this has it all.” --Kirsten, Book
Lunatic
“Robin Bielman has yet again delivered a hero who’s easy to fall in love with and a
heroine you would love to have as a friend.” --Read Your Writes Book Reviews
“This story is everything you want in a contemporary romance --smart, funny, even
heart--wrenching at times, but in the sweetest, most addictive way. And the ending!
I won’t give anything away, so all I can say is...best ending EVER!” --USA Today
Bestselling Author Samanthe Beck

Rights Sold in Indonesian

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROBIN BIELMAN
Robin Bielman is the USA Today bestselling author of over fifteen novels. When not
attached to her laptop, she loves to read, go to the beach, frequent coffee shops (and by
frequent she means daily but she’s trying to break the habit), and spend time with her high
school sweetheart husband and two sons. Her fondness for swoon-worthy heroes who flirt
and stumble upon the girl they can’t live without jumpstarts most of her story ideas. She
writes with a steady stream of caffeine nearby (see above) and the best dog on the planet,
Harry, by her side. She also dreams of traveling to faraway places and loves to connect with
readers.
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Her Accidental Boyfriend
by Robin Bielman

Kagan Owens has a secret. One she thought she’d escaped by leaving New York, but
when her past follows her to her temporary new life, Kagan lets a teeny lie slip. And
now the town’s biggest playboy and flirt, Shane Sullivan, has become her pretend
boyfriend--just until she’s ready to return to NYC. But the handsome, fun-loving Shane
makes it tough to determine where their friendly agreement begins and ends...
Shane has no intention of settling down--in fact, his job depends on it, and nothing’s
more important than his work. Still, he can’t help but agree to Kagan’s scheme, if only
to find out more about the mysterious beauty. But when every touch from her sets his
heart and body on fire, he realizes playing an accidental boyfriend may be more than he
bargained for--and more than he can give.

Secret Wishes Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661657
10/14/2013
240
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Fake
Relationship

“Robin Bielman is a must read! --NYT Bestselling Author Vicki Lewis Thompson
“Sweet, sassy, and toe--curlingly sexy, my *secret wish* is to live inside the pages of this
story!” --Rachel Harris, author of Seven Day Fiance
“Her Accidental Boyfriend is a fun--loving read and one that had me grinning from ear
to ear... I give Her Accidental Boyfriend 5 swoon--worthy stars!” --Heather, Turning
Pages
“This one is definitely a must--read story. It’s the perfect blend of humor, romance, and
heartache --and Robin does an amazing job at drawing you in!” --Stacey, Reading Rain
Blog

Rights Sold in Indonesian

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROBIN BIELMAN
Robin Bielman is the USA Today bestselling author of over fifteen novels. When not
attached to her laptop, she loves to read, go to the beach, frequent coffee shops (and by
frequent she means daily but she’s trying to break the habit), and spend time with her high
school sweetheart husband and two sons. Her fondness for swoon-worthy heroes who flirt
and stumble upon the girl they can’t live without jumpstarts most of her story ideas. She
writes with a steady stream of caffeine nearby (see above) and the best dog on the planet,
Harry, by her side. She also dreams of traveling to faraway places and loves to connect with
readers.
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Kissing the Maid of Honor
by Robin Bielman

Sela Sullivan is resolved to be the best maid of honor ever, even if it means tolerating
the best man. Insufferable, too-handsome Luke Watters is not only the guy who
humiliated her at a kissing booth in high school, but he also happens to be her best
friend’s older brother. Positive he’s the same arrogant jock, Sela vows to focus on her
duties and steer clear of the frustrating—and frustratingly tempting—Luke.
As a world-renowned extreme-sports photographer, Luke is used to undertaking liferisking adventures. But risking his heart for the beautiful Sela Sullivan, who clearly still
hates him for his rejection all those years ago? He didn’t see that coming. Sela inspires
a passion he’s never known, and the more time they spend together, the more he craves
her. But can he prove to the maid of honor he’s become a man of honor?

Secret Wishes Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660889
5/13/2013
230
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Older Brother’s Best
Friend

“A lovely heart--warming wedding romance you MUST read! With characters you’ll fall
in love with, a romance that will make you sigh, Kissing the Maid of Honor is a novel
not to be missed!” --Stella, Ex Libris
“This story was just so fun. Like, a girl--next--door meets Wedding Crashers.” --Helena,
Mama’s Reading Break
“Wonderful romantic chemistry. As a reader, I found myself really rooting for Sela
and Luke, enjoying the steamy chemistry between them, feeling their anguish at the
mistakes they’d made in the past, and falling in love with their wonderful small--town
community, too.” --Marilyn Brant, author of A Summer in Europe

Rights Sold in Audio, Gaming, &
Indonesian
ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROBIN BIELMAN
Robin Bielman is the USA Today bestselling author of over fifteen novels. When not
attached to her laptop, she loves to read, go to the beach, frequent coffee shops (and by
frequent she means daily but she’s trying to break the habit), and spend time with her high
school sweetheart husband and two sons. Her fondness for swoon-worthy heroes who flirt
and stumble upon the girl they can’t live without jumpstarts most of her story ideas. She
writes with a steady stream of caffeine nearby (see above) and the best dog on the planet,
Harry, by her side. She also dreams of traveling to faraway places and loves to connect with
readers.
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One Week to Win Her Boss
by Barbara White Daille

Single mom Amber Barnett loves family, kids, Christmas…and unfortunately, her
boss, confirmed bachelor Michael DeFranco. It’s a crush she really needs to get over.
Except, when she’s temporarily forced from her apartment, her only option is to stay at
Michael’s private ski lodge, where she’s the housekeeper. No problem. Her handsome
boss rarely visits Snowflake Valley unexpectedly, plus he’s spending the holidays with
his family. Or so she thinks…
A stormy Christmas Eve reunion leaves Michael seeking the solitude of his lodge,
where he finds Amber in residence—and in trouble. Attempting to save her from
her matchmaking family, he announces they’re a couple. His good deed backfires
when they’re instantly included in each and every holiday event in town. So much for
solitude.
Only the more time he spends with the beautiful, cheery brunette, the more he yearns
to make things real between them. But he and Amber want different things, and
Michael could never be the family man she’s looking for.

Snowflake Valley Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634381
11/13/2017
231
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Boss and Employee,
Coworkers, Fake
Relationship, Forced
Proximity

“It would not be Christmas without a nice heartwarming holiday novel from Barbara
White Daille! Very enjoyable!” --Cathy S., NetGalley
“One Week To Win Her Boss is a splendid holiday romance by Barbara White Daille.
Ms. Daille has delivered a well--written book packed full of amazing, lovable characters.
The story is heartwarming and has plenty of drama, humor and spice to keep the pages
flying.” --Deb D., Goodreads
“A sweet Christmas story in a quaint small town. The two main characters, one full of
Christmas joy and the other a total Scrooge, come together on a spur of the moment
decision. The story is full of family and small town seasonal festivities.” --Kirstie I.,
Goodreads

ABOUT BARBARA WHITE DAILLE
Barbara lives in the sunny Southwest where she and her husband love the lizards in the
front yard but could do without the scorpions in the bathroom. She also loves writing,
reading, and chocolate. Come to think of it, she enjoys writing about those subjects, too!
Barbara wrote her first short story at the age of nine, then typed “The End” to her first
novel many years later...in the eighth grade. Now she’s writing contemporary romance on a
daily basis, with ongoing series from Harlequin Heartwarming (The Hitching Post Hotel)
and Entangled Bliss (Snowflake Valley).
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Snowbound with Mr. Wrong
by Barbara White Daille

Worst. Day. Ever. After Lyssa Barnett’s sister tricks her into reprising her role at
Snowflake Valley’s annual children’s party, she doesn’t think anything can be worse than
squeezing into her too-small elf costume. Then tall, dark, and way too handsome Nick
Tavlock shows up to play Santa...and an unexpected storm leaves them snowbound in
the isolated lodge.
The last thing Nick wants is to spend a cozy Christmas Eve with a trio of kids and the
woman who dumped him. But as much as Lyssa frustrates him, he can’t stop thinking
about her. And soon, he’s fighting very un-Santa-like thoughts of kissing a certain sexy
Miss Elf under the mistletoe. As Nick starts to fall for Lyssa all over again, he knows it
will take nothing short of a miracle to have Lyssa inhis arms on Christmas Day.

Snowflake Valley Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757875
11/7/2016
193
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract,
Reunited Lovers

“With dashes of comedy, holiday fun and romance, Snowbound with Mr. Wrong is the
right book to read this holiday season.” --N.N. Light Author Promotions
“Grab a cup of hot chocolate, light the fire, sit back and relax and read this second
chance romance.” --Kim, Goodreads
“Barbara White Daille has a great sense of humor. Snowbound with Mr. Wrong is both
funny and romantic. It’s a great combination for a perfect Christmas story.” --Suzanne
V., Goodreads
“Snowbound with Mr. Wrong has all the right ingredients to heat things up. Take two
clueless exes, add kids and an unexpected snowstorm for good measure and than wait
for the sparks to begin.” --I Love Romance

ABOUT BARBARA WHITE DAILLE
Barbara lives in the sunny Southwest where she and her husband love the lizards in the
front yard but could do without the scorpions in the bathroom. She also loves writing,
reading, and chocolate. Come to think of it, she enjoys writing about those subjects, too!
Barbara wrote her first short story at the age of nine, then typed “The End” to her first
novel many years later...in the eighth grade. Now she’s writing contemporary romance on a
daily basis, with ongoing series from Harlequin Heartwarming (The Hitching Post Hotel)
and Entangled Bliss (Snowflake Valley).
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Love Him or Leave Him
by Sara Daniel

Connor O’Malley and Becca Sanders were once high school sweethearts, ripped apart
by rumors in the small town of Kortville, Illinois. Connor left to join the military, and
Becca stayed, waiting for her younger brother to graduate so she could live her dreams
of traveling the world. But now that Connor’s back as the town sheriff, Becca finds
herself struggling to resist the too-handsome man who once broke her heart.
Connor loves Kortville—its quaintness keeps at bay the painful memories of
Afghanistan he’s sure make him unworthy of any woman, particularly the beautiful
brunette he’s always secretly dreamed of a future with. But when a scandal rocks the
town, suddenly Connor and Becca must trust in each other if they want to weather this
storm…and come out on the other side of it together.

Small Town, Big Dreams Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661930
7/8/2013
224
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Military/Men in
Uniform, Reunited
Lovers

“Love Him or Leave Him by Sara Daniel was such an easy, cute, and charming read. It
had a wonderful cast of characters that were easy to love, a clever plot line, and such a
sweet romance that I enjoyed very much.” --Words, Pages, and Books
“Love Him or Leave Him made me smile through my tears and long for a cup of cocoa.
A must read.” --Ms Romantic Reads, Goodreads

ABOUT SARA DANIEL
Sara Daniel writes what she loves to read—irresistible romance, from sweet to steamy
and everything in between. She grew up in a small town and was once a landlord of
two uninvited squirrels. She loses her car keys three times a day, occasionally loses her
husband, but never, ever loses her laptop.
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Construction Beauty Queen
by Sara Daniel

Chicago socialite Veronica Jamison is determined to shake off her sheltered lifestyle
and overbearing parents. She heads to her grandfather’s small town of Kortville, ready
to roll up her sleeves and work for the family construction business. She’ll prove her
worth, even if it means answering to the company’s ruggedly handsome co-owner,
Matt.
Matt Shaw just wants to run his business, spend time with the niece he’s raising on his
own, and give back to the townspeople who have stood by him. Managing a spoiledrotten princess he knows he’ll never be good enough for? Not part of his plan. But as
he gets to know Veronica, he learns there’s more to her than just beautiful looks and
designer clothes. She’s got a heart as rich as her background.
With the quirky townspeople rallying against Veronica inheriting her grandfather’s
business, it’s up to Matt to try to drive her out of town. But how can he, when she’s
driving her way into his heart?

Small Town, Big Dreams Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622669882
9/1/2012
293
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Across the Tracks,
Forced Proximity

“This book was exactly what I needed today. It was sweet, funny and something to get
completely lost in for a couple of hours.” --Cocktails and Books
“I really liked Construction Beauty Queen. It hits the spot if you’re looking for
something light, fluffy and sappy.” --Talk Supe

ABOUT SARA DANIEL
Sara Daniel writes what she loves to read—irresistible romance, from sweet to steamy
and everything in between. She grew up in a small town and was once a landlord of
two uninvited squirrels. She loses her car keys three times a day, occasionally loses her
husband, but never, ever loses her laptop.
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Small Town, Big Secrets
by Elsie Davis

To save her son, shy but determined waitress Becky McAllister would do just about
anything. But she never expected “anything” to include the brother of the man who
broke her heart.
Steve Parker needs a wife, now, if he has any hopes of winning his local DA election and
becoming the advocate for the underserved he’s always dreamed of being. The sweet
waitress seems like just the person—if he can get her to agree.
One year of marriage—no strings, no personal attachments. Becky gets the insurance
funds she needs for her son’s surgery while Steve’s poll ratings soar. Neither planned on
a commitment in their future, so they should have no problem making it through the
year without getting emotionally involved, right?
Except Becky’s holding on to a secret from her past—one that would change everything.

Trinity River Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682816110
6/8/2020
350
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Fake Relationship,
Marriage of
Convenience

“Small Town, Big Secrets by Elsie Davis a light and sweet five-star read.” --Sara Oxton,
Goodreads
“This book gets me warm on this cold winter May day, loves. I loved the chemistry
Steve and Becky had...Loved this book as everyone has a happy ever after eventually,
also Bryson (the son) is so lovable. --HeyAnci, Goodreads
“Small Town, Big Secrets is adorable. I loved every moment of this one.” --Becky Wise,
Goodreads
“The story was sweet and very small town, hence the name, and left me feeling like I
was wrapped in a warm hug!” --Alison Shoepe, Goodreads

ABOUT ELSIE DAVIS
Elsie Davis discovered the world of Happily-Ever-After romance at the age of twelve when
she began avidly reading Barbara Cartland, the Queen of Romance, and has been hooked
ever since. After building her dream log home on top of a small mountain, she turned her
attention to do what she loves most, writing. An award-winning author and active member
of RWA, she writes contemporary romance and romantic suspense. She writes from her
heart, hoping to share a little love in a big world.
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Back in the Rancher’s Arms
by Elsie Davis

Dylan Hunter has always loved the girl next door. Part of loving her meant making sure
she left their small town to study to become a veterinarian. He just never expected it to
take this long for her to come home. His hands are full raising his younger brother and
bringing his ranch through the drought, but one look at Kayla and his feelings are back
full force.
Kayla Anderson’s not prepared to see the guy who broke her heart in high school again,
but she can’t get out of returning home to be maid of honor at her cousin’s wedding.
She’s determined to have fun and celebrate the special day, despite the fact Dylan is her
family’s closest neighbor and the best man, and get the heck out of Dodge.
But Dylan already lost the woman he loved once. This time, he’s determined to win her
back...

Trinity River Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635128
4/9/2018
217
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Second
Chance

“This is a great debut book from Elsie Davis. I loved the story, I’m a sucker for all things
ranch or cowboys, this one nailed both!” –Lori Z., Goodreads
“Back in the Rancher’s Arms was a fabulous debut novel by Elsie Davis and will
certainly have me coming back for more. Congratulations on a great first outing Ms
Davis, I’m anxious for your next exciting instalment!” --Karen R., Goodreads
“LOVED this story! It’s a sweet second chance story that will melt your heart. Elsie
Davis you definitely gained a new fan with this one!” --Bette H., Goodreads
“Ms. Davis has delivered a captivating read in this debut novel where the chemistry
between Kayla and Dylan is strong and only gets stronger.” –Bec, Book Magic

ABOUT ELSIE DAVIS
Elsie Davis discovered the world of Happily-Ever-After romance at the age of twelve when
she began avidly reading Barbara Cartland, the Queen of Romance, and has been hooked
ever since. After building her dream log home on top of a small mountain, she turned her
attention to do what she loves most, writing. An award-winning author and active member
of RWA, she writes contemporary romance and romantic suspense. She writes from her
heart, hoping to share a little love in a big world.
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Playing the Maestro
by Aubrie Dionne

Melody Mires has sworn off dating musicians, but when the sexy European conductor
Wolf Braun takes over her struggling symphony, her hesitation almost flies out the
window with the notes of her flute—until he opens his mouth. Wolf is arrogant,
haughty, and seems to have a personal vendetta against Melody. Oh, and he’s her
boss. If she wants to keep her job as principal flutist, she’ll have to impress Wolf while
simultaneously keeping her undeniable attraction to herself.
Wolf came to America to get as far away from his past as possible, and to recover some
of the swagger he had as one of the world’s best maestros. He never imagined being
forced to reassess the entire orchestra’s talent—and potentially fire anyone who doesn’t
make his cut. Dating the attractive flutist is out of the question, but as their feelings
reach a fever pitch, can they risk both their careers for a chance at love?

“I’d recommend this sweet love story to anyone who loves classical music, a determined
young heroine and a hunky hero.” --Ms. Romantic Reads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668724
2/1/2013
190
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Boss
and Employee

“Playing the Maestro was a sweet tug--at--your--heartstrings type of romance that will
leave you with a smile on your face.” --Rachel, Goodreads

ABOUT AUBRIE DIONNE
Aubrie grew up watching the original Star Wars movies over and over again until she
could reenact every scene in her backyard. She also loved The Goonies,Star Trek The
Next Generation-favorite character is Data-, and Indiana Jones. But, her all-time favorite
movie is The Last Unicorn. She still wonders why the unicorn decided to change back to a
unicorn in the end. Aubrie’s books have received the highest ratings from Romance Times
Magazine, as well as Night Owl Reviews and Two Lips Reviews.When she’s not writing,
Aubrie teaches flute and plays in orchestras.
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Worth the Wait
by Traci Douglass

Mandy Reynolds needs a reset on life in so many ways. Her acting career isn’t exactly
where she’d hoped it to be. She can’t even get a job as a germ for a commercial. When
she inherits half a house she sees it as a sign and heads home to Heavenly Falls, Illinois.
She’ll sell the house, and use the money to take her career to the next level in Los
Angeles. That is if she can convince her hard-headed––and stupidly gorgeous–--exstepbrother, Alex Noonan, to sell fast.
The last time Alex saw Mandy, she was a gangly teen, who followed him around like a
sad puppy. But she’s grown into a smart and funny woman, who is as frustrating as she
is beautiful. The fact that they have to live in the house––together––while they fix it up,
is one temptation he doesn’t need. And while he’s having fun spending time with her,
she’s moving on soon, and he needs time to heal.
Plus, she has no idea he’s got a secret that could put a monkey wrench in all of her
plans...

“Worth the Wait, is just a really very good story with believable and relatable characters
and a different kind of wounded hero.” --Maria, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637863
3/9/2020
218
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

“It is a fast--paced romance that highlights the importance of being vulnerable and
letting people into your life. Alex and Mandy are so lovable even in their tough
times and you can’t help but root for them in the end.” --Living My Best Book Life,
Goodreads
“Worth the Wait is a FANTASTIC romance with a “stuck together” trope!” --Ms W
Book Reviews, Goodreads
“I enjoyed Worth the Wait, it’s full of banter, anger, laughter, and learning to adjust to a
new, unexpected life.” --Keeper Bookshelf

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR TRACI DOUGLASS
USA Today Bestselling Author Traci Douglass writes fiction bursting with romance,
usually mixed with a healthy portion of snark. Her stories feature sizzling heroes with
humor, quick wits and troubled pasts and smart, independent heroines who always give as
good as they get. She’s an active member of Romance Writers of America (RWA), Indiana
Romance Writers of America (IRWA), and the International Thriller Writers (ITW), and
holds a Master of Fine Arts Degree in Writing Popular Fiction from Seton Hill University.
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How to Seduce a Bad Boy
by Traci Douglass

Melody Bryant has heard it all before. Sure, she’s the epitome of the stereotype for a
librarian. Loves order. Loves rules and deadlines. Loves books. But what she doesn’t
love is still being a virgin at twenty-four. Unfortunately, the only guy she’s ever been
interested in turned her down flat. And then left town. Eight. Years. Ago. Ugh.
Now her birthday is fast approaching and she just can’t take it any longer. She’s finding
a guy before her birthday in five weeks or she’s adopting two more cats and fully
embracing becoming “the crazy cat lady.”
But when her latest date ends in epic failure--everyone thinks of her as the “proper
librarian,” she realizes what she needs is to ruin her reputation. And she knows the
perfect guy to help her: the baddest bad boy in town. This Army vet won’t know what
hit him...

Point Beacon Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637283
1/14/2019
228
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Bad
Boy Reformed, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Older Brother’s Best
Friend, Opposites
Attract

“Absolutely endearing! The story was great but the characters were five star! The author
really does spin a sweet story that was enjoyable and fun.” ----Loreal’s Books
“This is a sweet read that will melt your heart.” ----Becky W., Goodreads
“This was a sweet romance that had me smiling.” ----Erin L., Goodreads
“This book is sweet, savvy and seductive. It was a great read!” ----Louise B., Goodreads
“What a fun, romantic, witty read from a new author to me, this is my first Traci
Douglass book and it won’t be my last I really enjoyed How to Seduce a Bad Boy!’
----Jackie W., NetGalley

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR TRACI DOUGLASS
USA Today Bestselling Author Traci Douglass writes fiction bursting with romance,
usually mixed with a healthy portion of snark. Her stories feature sizzling heroes with
humor, quick wits and troubled pasts and smart, independent heroines who always give as
good as they get.She’s an active member of Romance Writers of America (RWA), Indiana
Romance Writers of America (IRWA), and the International Thriller Writers (ITW), and
holds a Master of Fine Arts Degree in Writing Popular Fiction from Seton Hill University.
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Santa to the Rescue
by Adele Downs

Second Place Winner at Love Romance Café for the Best Man in Uniform...
Firefighter Jamey Tucker knows three things in life to be true: an honorable man
doesn’t go back on his word; never hurts a woman; and lasting love isn’t a myth. But
with his recent move to a new job at Appleton Fire Station, the long hours don’t offer
hope of finding the love he’s looking for.
When Jamey meets beautiful pediatric nurse Heather Longhurst after hearing her sing
“Santa Baby” in a supermarket aisle, he offers her a promise he discovers he can’t keep.
Heather has been betrayed by men in the past, making it hard for Jamey to gain her
trust. Determined to find a way to win her heart, Jamey uses firefighter engine-uity and
Heather’s favorite song to prove he’s got Christmas spirit she can believe in all year.

“That first flush of “this could be love” makes for a wonderfully sweet read. I need to see
what else this author has written!” --First Page to the Last
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622663811
12/1/2014
60
0.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Firemen, Fish out of
Water

“This was cute! And short! Just long enough to read while you drink that holiday
cup of coffee (Pumpkin Spice for the WIN!) and munch a couple cookies.” --Kathie,
Goodreads

ABOUT ADELE DOWNS
Adele Downs writes contemporary romance inside the office of her rural Pennsylvania
home. She is a former journalist, published in newspapers and magazines inside the USA,
UK, and Caribbean. Adele is an active member of Romance Writers of America and her
local RWA chapter where she serves as past-president. She has written several articles
for RWR magazine (Romance Writers Report), the trade journal of Romance Writers
of America, and has presented workshops for writers. When Adele is not working on
her current project, she can be found riding in her convertible or reading a book on the
nearest beach.
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Coach Maddie & The Marine
by Blaire Edens

After the combat death of her Marine husband, grief counselor Maddie Westerfield has
thrown herself into helping other families—leaving no time for dating. Which is just
fine with Maddie since falling in love again, especially with another man in uniform,
is out of the question. No matter how gorgeous he is. Plus, she’s busy looking after her
eight-year-old nephew for her deployed sister.
For the last eight years, Lieutenant David Sterling has lived with the guilt of losing one
of his soldiers in an ambush in Afghanistan. So when the opportunity presents itself, he
jumps at the chance to help the beautiful widow coach her nephew’s football team. But
keeping things strictly professional between them is harder than he expected. And even
though he knows a relationship with Maddie will only lead to heartbreak, he can’t help
falling for her.

“A clean romance with a military theme, this story hit all of the high notes for a quick
and sweet read.” --Chris, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752108
1/11/2016
201
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Military/Men in
Uniform, Sports
Romance, Enemies
to Lovers

“Was completely enthralled once I started the book, and could not put it down until I
had finished. Highly recommend!!” --Megan, Goodreads
“Definitely a read that I think everyone should add to the top of their reading lists, it
sure to satisfy all your reading needs and then some!” --Misty, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR BLAIRE EDENS
Blaire Edens lives in the mountains of North Carolina. She grew up on a farm that’s been
in her family since 1790. Of Scottish descent, her most famous ancestor, John Comyn,
Lord of Badenoch and Guardian of Scotland, was murdered by Robert the Bruce on the
altar of the Greyfriars Church at Dumfries. She has a degree in Horticulture from Clemson
University. She’s held a myriad of jobs including television reporter, GPS map creator,
and personal assistant to a fellow who was rich enough to pay someone to pick up the dry
cleaning. When she’s not plotting, she’s busy knitting, running, or listening to the Blues.
Blaire loves iced tea with mint, hand-stitched quilts, and yarn stores.
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In the Dog House
by Traci Hall

Ten years ago, Jackson Hardy joined the Marines, leaving behind a woman he still
dreams about. When he’s called home to care for his ten-year-old nephew, no one is
more shocked than he to run into Emma again. Or to still have those same feelings.
But Jackson isn’t looking for love, and neither is Emma, especially not with him. His
precocious nephew, though, and a retriever named Bandit, are about to change that.
So what if Emma Mercer is an overachiever? She has plans to get her doctorate in
psychology and create a no-kill shelter for the EST dogs she trains. Which leaves
absolutely no time for romance. She’s fine with a furry family—dogs don’t teach you
to love and then rip your heart to shreds. But young Matty’s situation tugs at her
heartstrings and there’s no way she can’t help him…and Jackson.
She may have hotter-than-ever chemistry with the soldier, but forgetting the past isn’t
easy.

“This is a sweet second chance love story that I just loved.” --Linda Q., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637641
2/11/2019
271
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Military/Men in
Uniform, Fish out of
Water, Overcoming
Odds, Reunited
Lovers

“This is a wonderful book that will touch your heart from beginning to end.” --Yvonne
C., Goodreads
“With inspiring messages and a tame rating, readers age 13 to 103 will find a lot to love
in this heartwarming read.” --Book Addict
“In the Dog House is a charmingly sweet romance.” Shelley B., Goodreads
“In the Dog House is a heartwarming story of second chances & love.” --Pam D.,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR TRACI HALL
From contemporary seaside romances to cozy mysteries, USA Today bestselling author
Traci Hall writes stories that captivate her readers. As a hybrid author with over fifty
published works, Ms. Hall has a favorite story for everyone. Mystery lovers, be on the
lookout for her Salem B&B Mystery series, co-written as Traci Wilton, and her Scottish
Shire series, which takes place in the seaside town of Nairn, as Traci Hall. Whether it’s her
ever popular By the Sea series or a fun who-done-it, Traci finds her inspiration in sunny
South Florida, by living right near the ocean.
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The Nanny Arrangement
by Rachel Harris

Soft-spoken and shy Hannah Fisher is determined to make the man she’s loved her
entire life finally see her as a woman. With the help of a makeover and the convenient
forced proximity of a tour bus, she vows to win her best friend Deacon’s heart.
Former bad boy and current fiddle player Deacon Latrell has the world at his fingertips:
a new gig with a famous band, plus his best friend on tour as his son’s nanny. Life
couldn’t get much sweeter. Now if only he could stop imagining kissing the daylights
out of his childhood BFF...
With one friend set on pushing the boundaries and the other afraid to rock the boat,
one thing’s for certain—their story would make one heck of a country song.

Country Blues Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631120
5/22/2017
266
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Forced Proximity,
Friends to Lovers, In
Love with the Nanny

“OMG. Excuse me while I pick myself up off the floor from all the swoons! Rachel is the
queen of sweet and feel--good romance. I absolutely LOVED The Nanny Arrangement.”
--Jennifer Blackwood, USA Today bestselling author of The Rule Book
“Rachel Harris takes the friends to lovers trope and *completely* knocks it out of the
park with THE NANNY ARRANGEMENT. Seriously --out. of. the. park.” --Jamie
Shaw, International Bestselling Author of the Mayhem series
“Can you say SWOON with a capital S! Harris writes humanized, lovable characters
that touch a place deep in your heart.” --Tome Tender

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR RACHEL HARRIS
New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Rachel Harris writes humorous love
stories about girls-next-door and the hot guys that make them swoon. Vibrant settings,
witty banter, and strong relationships are a staple in each of her books…and kissing. Lots
of kissing. Rachel’s books have been featured in USA Today and Glitter Magazine, and
her stories have been finalists in the National Reader’s Choice Award, the Holt Medallion
Award, and The Golden Quill.
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You’re Still the One
by Rachel Harris

Arabella Stone, Nashville’s darling, is eager to shuck her prim-and-proper rep, and a few
wild months spent checking items off her “ summer bucket list” is the way to do it. First
up: kiss the man she’s crushed on since she wore a training bra, the bad boy of country
himself, Blue bassist Charlie Tucker.
For Charlie, a beautiful woman flirting with him isn’t out of the norm--but a beautiful
woman bolting after the hottest kiss of his life sure is. And when he finds out his kissand-run Cinderella is none other than Arabella Stone, daughter of his label’s CEO, he
knows he’s in trouble. Because not only is she a Stone, she’s also his employee for the
next few months at the recording studio he just bought.
Over the course of one thrilling summer, Arabella and Charlie chip away at her bucket
list and fight the simmering attraction between them...knowing that once it’s all over, so
is their time together.

Country Blues Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755550
2/15/2016
284
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Bad
Boy Reformed, Oﬀ
Limits, Mistaken
Identity, Opposites
Attract, Unrequited
Love

“Reading this book was like sinking into a hot tub with a glass of wine. Pure enjoyment,
lighthearted sexiness and hope. From page one, I was immersed in the country music
backdrop and cheering for the heroine to get her man.” --Tessa Bailey, New York Times
bestselling author
“In my humble opinion, Rachel Harris is the queen of sweet romance and her latest is a
fantastic start to a new series.” --Slick, Guilty Pleasures
“Romantic, hilarious, and filled with sexual tension.” --Reviews by Rah
“I have such love for all things Rachel Harris, and this book is just another example
of how she’s able to create the most amazing stories of love and humor and heart. I
couldn’t love it more!” --Melissa West, bestselling author of No Kissing Allowed

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR RACHEL HARRIS
New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Rachel Harris writes humorous love
stories about girls-next-door and the hot guys that make them swoon. Vibrant settings,
witty banter, and strong relationships are a staple in each of her books…and kissing. Lots
of kissing. Rachel’s books have been featured in USA Today and Glitter Magazine, and
her stories have been finalists in the National Reader’s Choice Award, the Holt Medallion
Award, and The Golden Quill.
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Accidentally Married on Purpose
by Rachel Harris

Sherry Robicheaux loves men. She loves love. And she loves an adventure. So when she
meets a mysterious man while working backstage at a country music concert in Vegas,
she’s all about what’s happened in Vegas staying there.
Country music superstar Tyler Blue just wants a weekend of anonymity...though there’s
something about the spunky waitress with the streaks of purple hair that tempts him
like no other. Until the next morning, when they both wake up with fuzzy memories...
and rings on their fingers.
Convincing Sherry to maintain the ruse for his public image isn’t the hardest part--it’s
reminding himself that their time spent playing husband and wife in her small town of
Magnolia Springs can’t last. Tyler’s first love will always be music--and the road is no
place for a sweet downhome girl.

Love and Games Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667864
7/14/2014
266
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Accidental
Marriage, Marriage
of Convenience,
Opposites Attract

“This book just screamed romance, and being the romance geek that I am, I ate it up.
Definitely give this book a read if you are a romance fanatic.” --Night Owl Reviews Top
Pick
“An emotionally charged, sexy story with characters that you can connect with. Sherry
& Tyler give new meaning to love at first sight.” --Heidi McLaughlin, USA Today Best
Selling Author of the Beaumont series
“Some of the sexiest and romantic moments I’ve read in a while. I loved the chemistry
between Ty and Sherry and the build of the relationship. If you’re looking for a light,
romantic read I can’t recommend this series enough.” --Jaime, Fic Fare

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR RACHEL HARRIS
New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Rachel Harris writes humorous love
stories about girls-next-door and the hot guys that make them swoon. Vibrant settings,
witty banter, and strong relationships are a staple in each of her books…and kissing. Lots
of kissing. Rachel’s books have been featured in USA Today and Glitter Magazine, and
her stories have been finalists in the National Reader’s Choice Award, the Holt Medallion
Award, and The Golden Quill.
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Seven Day Fiance
by Rachel Harris

Angelle Prejean is in a pickle. Her family is expecting her to come home with a fiancé-a fiancé who doesn’t exist. Well, he exists, but he definitely has no idea Angelle told
her mama they were engaged. Tattooed, muscled, and hotter than sin, Cane can reduce
Angelle to a hot mess with one look--and leave her heart a mess if she falls for him. But
when she ends up winning him at a charity bachelor auction, she knows just how to
solve her fiancé problem.
Cane Robicheaux is no one’s prince. He doesn’t do relationships and he doesn’t fall in
love. When sweet, sultry-voiced Angelle propositions him, he hopes their little fiancé
game can finally get her out of his head. He doesn’t expect her to break through all his
barriers. But even as Angelle burrows deeper into his heart, he knows once their seven
days are up, so is their ruse.

Love and Games Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662388
10/14/2013
211
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Bachelor Reformed,
Fake Engagement,
Girl Next Door,
Road Romance

“Harris’ second Love and Games novel is completely modern, totally entertaining and
stuffed with flirty, romantic goodness.” --RT Book Reviews
“Cane and Angie sizzle on the pages. It’s not a slow build--up either, it’s right there
like a bright light flashing. I need me some southern battered Cane!” --USA Today
bestselling author Heidi McLaughlin
“With humor, flair, and a hunky hero, Rachel Harris steals your heart. Seven Day Fiance
is a sweet, sexy, engaging read that will put a smile on your face and leave you wanting
more.” --Robin Bielman, author Kissing the Bridesmaid and Her Accidental Boyfriend

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR RACHEL HARRIS
New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Rachel Harris writes humorous love
stories about girls-next-door and the hot guys that make them swoon. Vibrant settings,
witty banter, and strong relationships are a staple in each of her books…and kissing. Lots
of kissing. Rachel’s books have been featured in USA Today and Glitter Magazine, and
her stories have been finalists in the National Reader’s Choice Award, the Holt Medallion
Award, and The Golden Quill.
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Taste the Heat
by Rachel Harris

When chef Colby Robicheaux returned home to New Orleans to save her family
restaurant, the last person she expected to reconnect with was her brother’s best friend
and her childhood crush. As tempting as a sugar-coated beignet, Jason is one dish she
can’t afford to taste. Colby can’t wait to leave the place where her distrust of love and
commitment originated and go back to Vegas.
Fire captain Jason Landry isn’t looking for love, either. Disillusioned by his past, he
knows he should be focusing on finding the perfect mother for his daughter. But when
he first sees Colby, all grown up and gorgeous, he can’t help but be drawn to her. And
when she suggests a no-strings-attached fling, Jason can’t say no.
As their relationship grows more intense, Colby finds that Jason isn’t as easy to leave
behind as she thought. Could turning up the heat on something real be worth the
possibility of getting burned?

Love and Games Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660940
7/8/2013
220
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Fling, Older
Brother’s Best Friend

“A delicious love story, sensually told. Bonus points for a beautiful ending that will
make your heart soar.” --NYT and USA Today bestselling author Lauren Blakely
“The perfect mix of humor, heartwarming moments, and heat!” --Cindi Madsen,
author Falling for Her Fiance and Act Like You Love Me
“A touching story of love lost and found with delightful characters.” --RT Book Reviews
“Taste the Heat was everything I look for in my books. It was fun, flirty, and a little
spicy. This is my first Rachel Harris book and it certainly won’t be my last.” --The
Autumn Review

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR RACHEL HARRIS
New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Rachel Harris writes humorous love
stories about girls-next-door and the hot guys that make them swoon. Vibrant settings,
witty banter, and strong relationships are a staple in each of her books…and kissing. Lots
of kissing. Rachel’s books have been featured in USA Today and Glitter Magazine, and
her stories have been finalists in the National Reader’s Choice Award, the Holt Medallion
Award, and The Golden Quill.
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Catching Her Heart
by Jody Holford

When a beautiful brunette driver meets Nashville Slammers catcher, Sawyer McBain, at
the airport, he figures it’s his lucky day. Sure, he’s usually pretty guarded around people,
especially after what happened with his ex, but he can definitely enjoy the car ride. Until
she passes his apartment...and keeps driving. All of a sudden the woman seems a lot
less like romance material and a lot more like a kidnapper. What gives?
Slammers executive Addison Carlisle needs one little favor. Sure, she may have kinda
maybe kidnapped one of her professional baseball players, but it’s for a really good
cause. She desperately needs someone high-profile to auction off that night for the
multiple sclerosis society she’s chairing, but he insists he wants a favor in return.
Soon Addie and Sawyer are trading completely ridiculous I.O.U.s, like being his plusone to his grandmother’s poker game or keeping each other company at the driving
range. But when their agreement goes from flirty to fiery, neither is ready to let their
guard down for a shot at love.

For the Love of the Game Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638600
9/9/2019
289
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Friends to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

“I’m a massive fan of Jody Holford. Her books are filled with wonderfully flawed
characters. Her stories draw you in, and make you root for the HEA. A brilliant read.”
--Claire S., Goodreads
“Another FANtastic book!! I love these Nashville Slammers books --the characters
are fun and realistic and the interactions between Sawyer (McBain) and the newest
member of management, Addie Carlisle, are believable and HOT!!!” --Kellie P.,
Goodreads
“Catching Her Heart is a fantastically cute read. I loved this one so much.” --Becky W.,
Goodreads

ABOUT JODY HOLFORD
Jody Holford lives in British Columbia with her family. She’s a huge fan of Rainbow
Rowell, Nora Roberts, Carly Phillips, Rachel Gibson, Sophia Kinsella, and Emily Giffen.
She’s unintentionally funny and rarely on time for anything. She writes multiple genres but
her favourite is romance.
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Covering All the Bases
by Jody Holford

Talk about a wild day... As if being summoned to the deathbed of a grandfather she
didn’t know existed wasn’t enough––Isla Bennett meets the man of her dreams. Spends
an amazing day playing tourist around Nashville with him. And then finds out she’s
inherited the Nashville Slammers major league baseball team. Oh, and her new dream
man? He’s the Slammers’ star power hitter. Isla just went from amazing first date to holy
heck I’m your boss in the span of a day.
Liam Cruz can’t believe how refreshing it was to spend a day with someone who didn’t
know his batting average, the size of his last contract, or heck, even that he’s a baseball
player. Now Isla’s thrust into the spotlight, and though she’s more than capable of
handling herself professionally, he takes it upon himself to teach her everything he can
about the game that is his whole life. But they’ll have to keep it on the DL.
Because doing what’s best for the team means they can never be together––and that
might be the toughest play of all.

For the Love of the Game Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638037
6/10/2019
350
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Boss and Employee,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forbidden Love,
Mistaken Identity

“I always enjoy Jody Holford’s writing and this book was a homerun!” --Carolyn P.,
Goodreads
“I completely adored this premise and Ms. Holford nailed the meet--cute. I was
sucked in immediately and charmed by the chemistry between Isla and Liam. Their
connection was a bit fast and furious, but it was also incredibly sweet and there were
moments between them that took my “awww” to the next level. That is, they set my
heart to fluttering and kept a smile glued to my face.” --Shelly S., Goodreads
“Covering All the Bases by Jody Holford a five--star read that will smash you out of the
park.” --Sara O., Goodreads

ABOUT JODY HOLFORD
Jody Holford lives in British Columbia with her family. She’s a huge fan of Rainbow
Rowell, Nora Roberts, Carly Phillips, Rachel Gibson, Sophia Kinsella, and Emily Giffen.
She’s unintentionally funny and rarely on time for anything. She writes multiple genres but
her favourite is romance.
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Hate to Love Him
by Jody Holford

Brady Davis is as happy as he is charming. Usually. Unless he’s in the same room
with the frustratingly gorgeous antidote to his cheer. Mia Kendrick is headstrong and
determined. She’s done with men who stand in her way—even if he has arms like Thor
and a smile that makes her dizzy. Whenever they’re together, sparks fly—both the bad
and good kind.
When Mia returns home to take over management of Kendrick Place, Brady is worried
her focus on big business could be the end of his tight-knit home and the family he’s
created there. Mia may have the power to change everything, but Brady could have the
power to change her mind…if he can get inside her heart.

Kendrick Place Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631533
7/17/2017
250
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers

“Simply fun and delightfully lighthearted.” --Tome Tender
“I had fairly high expectations considering I adored the first two books, but this one
checked all the boxes.” --Love, Lust and Libraries
“LOVED! I adored this series! Such a great community and friendships--you just want
to live there.” --Carolyn P., Goodreads
“This is an awesome read one of my favourite authors cant go wrong with any book
from her grab a copy today.” --Mickala R., Goodreads
“It’s a fun, lighthearted read.” --Books Eater

ABOUT JODY HOLFORD
Jody Holford lives in British Columbia with her family. She’s a huge fan of Rainbow
Rowell, Nora Roberts, Carly Phillips, Rachel Gibson, Sophia Kinsella, and Emily Giffen.
She’s unintentionally funny and rarely on time for anything. She writes multiple genres but
her favourite is romance.
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The Bad Boy Next Door
by Jody Holford

Shay Matthews moved to Boston for a fresh start...new apartment, new job, new
routine. After too many years being coddled by her overbearing older brothers, Shay’s
ready for some freedom and maybe a nice, easygoing guy. She wasn’t expecting to
literally run into the scowling, brooding, (and unfairly smoking hot) guy next door.
Fresh off a haunting undercover assignment, detective Wyatt Daniels is jaded about
life, relationships, and especially happily-ever-after. But there’s something about the
independent and beautiful Shay that makes him want to dig deeper. Or stay away,
which is definitely the smarter option of the two.
But the more Shay tries to convince herself that her sweet building manager, Brady, is
the guy for her, the more Mr. Completely Wrong-for-Her Wyatt invades her mind and
her heart.

Kendrick Place Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758735
3/20/2017
267
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Friends to Lovers

“A sweet tale of love, romance and understanding.” --Carly Phillips, NY Times
Bestselling Author
“Flawed, adorable characters, combined with witty dialog and tugging emotion,
proves Holford is a breath of fresh air in the romance genre.” --Kelly Moran, National
Bestselling Author
“From the start to finish, this story mesmerized me with its charming characters, well-written dialogue and a fast--paced plot that I couldn’t put down because the hero is
dreamy, despite his scowling and brooding ways.” --Book Magic, Under a Spell with
Every Page Blog

ABOUT JODY HOLFORD
Jody Holford lives in British Columbia with her family. She’s a huge fan of Rainbow
Rowell, Nora Roberts, Carly Phillips, Rachel Gibson, Sophia Kinsella, and Emily Giffen.
She’s unintentionally funny and rarely on time for anything. She writes multiple genres but
her favourite is romance.
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More Than Friends
by Jody Holford

Owen Burnett planned on a quiet, easygoing Christmas, hanging out with his best
friend and neighbor, Gabby Michaelson. So when his mom pressures him to come
home for the holidays, he tells a little white lie...that he’s spending the holidays with his
new girlfriend. But when his family shows up unexpectedly, Owen pulls the best friend
card and asks Gabby to play his fake girlfriend.
Gabby’s been hopelessly in love with her best friend Owen for what feels like forever,
but playing his “fake” girlfriend when the entire boisterous Burnett clan visits is easier
said than done. The more she tries to deny the attraction between them, the more
obvious their chemistry becomes. But even though she’s not the only one feeling it,
putting their friendship on the line is a risk she can’t take.

Kendrick Place Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758049
12/5/2016
216
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Friends to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

“More Than Friends is an absolutely heartwarming, easy and entertaining romance.”
--Tome Tender
“More Than Friends is a delightful read with lovable characters. That has us cheering
for a Happily Ever After, while the narrative of the storyline is entertaining and witty.”
--Shelley B., Goodreads
“Totally adorable and christmassy friends--to--lovers story. [...]. Great for a cozy night
on the couch with hot cocoa.” --HEA Novel Thoughts
“I truly enjoyed this holiday read! Gabby and Owen made me fall in love with them for
the holidays! I love a good friends to lovers book and this was a great one!” --Christine
M., Goodreads

ABOUT JODY HOLFORD
Jody Holford lives in British Columbia with her family. She’s a huge fan of Rainbow
Rowell, Nora Roberts, Carly Phillips, Rachel Gibson, Sophia Kinsella, and Emily Giffen.
She’s unintentionally funny and rarely on time for anything. She writes multiple genres but
her favourite is romance.
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Betting on Love
by Jennifer Hoopes

Whitney Carroll is back home in Gatlinburg, Tennessee after divorcing her low-down,
cheating husband. First thing on the to-do list: Get a job. Second thing: Just say no to
men. Third thing: Don’t fall for the boss. One out of three’s not too bad, right?
For Sam Ellis, his to-do list is always work, work, work, trying to keep his family’s
legacy alive. Now, out of concern, his siblings bet he can’t keep a girl happy for thirty
days, and if he loses he’s out as CEO. No problem, he can fake a relationship. And he
knows just who to ask...his new man-vegan assistant.
Yet Whitney’s sexy boss—secret singer and Skee-Ball champion—is definitely NOT
boring, and their connection is undeniable. But when a disaster strikes at work, Sam
will have to decide if he’s willing to trade in his job for his heart.

The Ellis Family Saga Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815625
4/13/2020
350
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Bet,
Boss and Employee

“Betting on Love by Jennifer Hoopes a five-star read you could bet your house on.
I loved this one. This is a charming roller-coaster of a read that will leave you on a
massive high, much like the ride of your life.” --Sara O., Goodreads
“I loved this book. The characters felt real and relatable.” --Linda Q., Goodreads
“Betting on Love is a sweet and funny romance.” --Kim V., Goodreads
“This was a cute, quick read with a fake dating scenario. I thought it was written well,
the characters are well developed, and I absolutely enjoyed them. The story is short but
sweet and gives off hallmark contemporary romance vibes.” --Christina L., Goodreads

ABOUT JENNIFER HOOPES
Contemporary romance author, Jennifer Hoopes, lives in a small town in Pennsylvania
with her husband, and two daughters. Stories have been in her head for as long as she
recognized every person had one and figuring out how two people meet and fall in love
makes for a rewarding dream job. When not writing she wears the many mom hats of
PTO, dance, and music, all while driving a mean, mom-taxi. She loves caramel and roller
coasters, plays a solo version of Carpool Karaoke, and cannot live without coffee and Jane
Austen adaptations.
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His Reason to Stay
by Jennifer Hoopes

Award-winning wildlife photographer, Elijah Ellis, has come back home due to the
tragic accident that killed members of both his and his best friend Tabitha Brodie’s
family. Despite their grief, Eli hopes that he and Tabby can pick up their familiar
friendship. He’s never forgotten the way Tabby makes him feel—full of hope and a sense
of home—but she seems determined to keep him at arm’s length.
Tabby has always loved Eli. He’s everything she wants in a man. But he left Gatlinburg
to make a name for himself outside of his famous family. Even though there’s no one
better to help her through this time, she refuses to be an anchor to a life he never
wanted. Not to mention Tabby’s hiding a secret that will change all of their lives.
As Eli and Tabby spend more time together, he’s determined to show her they could be
perfect together. Too bad she’s spent years building her walls against him...

The Ellis Family Saga Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682814932
12/9/2019
235
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Friends to Lovers,
One Night Stand,
Secret Baby,
Unrequited Love

“A sweet and dreamy story with with goodness and love.” --Suzette P., Goodreads
“This sweet romance captured my heart and never let go.” --Erika J., NetGalley
“A perfect book about falling back in love!” --Diane M., Goodreads
“This book broke my heart in the beginning but put it back together again and left me
with a huge smile.” --Margaret B., NetGalley

ABOUT JENNIFER HOOPES
Contemporary romance author, Jennifer Hoopes, lives in a small town in Pennsylvania
with her husband, and two daughters. Stories have been in her head for as long as she
recognized every person had one and figuring out how two people meet and fall in love
makes for a rewarding dream job. When not writing she wears the many mom hats of
PTO, dance, and music, all while driving a mean, mom-taxi. She loves caramel and roller
coasters, plays a solo version of Carpool Karaoke, and cannot live without coffee and Jane
Austen adaptations.
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The Cowboy’s Christmas Baby
by Jennifer Hoopes

Stranded in the middle of the road in big sky country, Wyoming, at eight months
pregnant isn’t exactly what Sofie Pennington had planned when she decided to pack
up and surprise her sister. Fly Creek is a fresh start for her, one where she’s finally free
from her controlling ex and can figure out this whole single parent thing. First, though,
she needs to get there. To her shock, her rescuer comes in the form of a frustratingly
handsome cowboy.
Dan Rigby is on his way out of town—for good—when he stumbles across a very
pregnant Sofie. She’s the most obstinate, exasperating woman he’s ever met…and the
most appealing. She drives him crazy, in more ways than one. When her sister suddenly
has to leave, and Dan becomes Sofie’s welcoming committee, they find themselves
growing closer despite their desire for conflicting things. Can Dan convince Sofie that
Christmas miracles do happen?

Fly Creek Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637177
11/12/2018
198
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Holiday
Romances, Fish
out of Water,
Overcoming Odds,
Redemption

“This was such a sweet romantic Christmas story!” --Sherri B., NetGalley
“Fly Creek is filled with quirky characters that add flavor to the story. It is a sweet and
charming seasonal story.” --Suzette P., Goodreads
“A delightful holiday romance. The magic of Christmas and a sweet sexy cowboy make
this a fun, light holiday read. It’s the perfect sort of book to enjoy during the busy
Christmas season.” --Marti C., NetGalley
“A wonderful good small town and second chance romance that is compelling. Strong
engaging characters and a well--written book.” --Karen M., NetGalley

ABOUT JENNIFER HOOPES
Contemporary romance author, Jennifer Hoopes, lives in a small town in Pennsylvania
with her husband, and two daughters. Stories have been in her head for as long as she
recognized every person had one and figuring out how two people meet and fall in love
makes for a rewarding dream job. When not writing she wears the many mom hats of
PTO, dance, and music, all while driving a mean, mom-taxi. She loves caramel and roller
coasters, plays a solo version of Carpool Karaoke, and cannot live without coffee and Jane
Austen adaptations.
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The Cowboy’s Homecoming Surprise
by Jennifer Hoopes

Single mom Peyton Brooks’s first Friday night out—with adults—in forever isn’t exactly
going the way she’d expected. She can line dance at the local dive bar with the best of
‘em, but she can’t shake the feeling she’s completely out of her depth. Then the first
man she ever loved walks in the door, bringing chaos, especially since the handsome
cowboy’s the father of her daughter. This definitely calls for whiskey...
Ryder Marks’s homecoming isn’t going how he’d planned. After years of working hard
and finding success in Alaska, he’d thought returning to Fly Creek, Wyoming would
feel different, more triumphant. Instead, he finds a daughter he knew nothing about, a
father who still harbors anger and resentment toward him, and a former love he never
forgot and who still warms his heart. Now he just has to convince Peyton he intends to
stay and be the man she deserves, even if that means letting her go.

Fly Creek Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634992
4/9/2018
237
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Enemies
to Lovers,
Redemption,
Reunited Lovers,
Second Chance

“A heartbreaking but also heartwarming story that will make you fall in love with
Peyton and Ryder.” --Yvonne C., Goodreads
“The author has a wonderful way of telling a story that fans of the genre will love. Put
this one at the top of your TBR list.” --Linda Q., Goodreads
“I loved this book. I don’t know how she does it, but from the very first page Jennifer
sucks me right into the story and doesn’t let go. I read it in one sitting, I couldn’t put it
down.” --Lori Z., Goodreads
“Jennifer Hoopes definitely has a talent for taking a reader on a roller coaster of
emotions. The story kept me enthralled until the very end!” --Deanna S., Goodreads

ABOUT JENNIFER HOOPES
Contemporary romance author, Jennifer Hoopes, lives in a small town in Pennsylvania
with her husband, and two daughters. Stories have been in her head for as long as she
recognized every person had one and figuring out how two people meet and fall in love
makes for a rewarding dream job. When not writing she wears the many mom hats of
PTO, dance, and music, all while driving a mean, mom-taxi. She loves caramel and roller
coasters, plays a solo version of Carpool Karaoke, and cannot live without coffee and Jane
Austen adaptations.
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Her Cowboy’s Promise
by Jennifer Hoopes

Three years ago, artist Emily White’s grief and survivor’s guilt sent her to the small
Wyoming town of Fly Creek. Since then, she’s kept her emotions safely tucked away—
until she meets the new rancher at Sky Lake Dude Ranch. Stetson in hand, the gorgeous
cowboy’s arrival in her store immediately shakes up her world.
Adam Conley is only in Fly Creek for as long as it takes to fulfill his promise to his
late cousin. The small town brings up too many memories of the life he left behind
years ago. He knows his task won’t be easy, but the last thing he expects is the instant
attraction to the reason he’s in town. Emily is beautiful, vibrant, and completely offlimits. He’s there to keep his promise—not fall in love.
But Adam has a secret that could crumble everything Emily’s life has revolved around.

Fly Creek Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631748
7/17/2017
237
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Fling,
Mistaken Identity

“This was both at the same time heartbreaking as it was heartwarming; the emotions it
evoked cannot be explained...This has been one of the most poignant stories I have read
in a very long time. It truly made my heart feel.” --Reading Between the Wines
“5 stars This is a very impressive debut from a new author...This is definitely a book
shelf keeper.” --Read Your Writes Book Reviews
“Enjoyed this book tremendously.” --Lisa A., Goodreads

ABOUT JENNIFER HOOPES
Contemporary romance author, Jennifer Hoopes, lives in a small town in Pennsylvania
with her husband, and two daughters. Stories have been in her head for as long as she
recognized every person had one and figuring out how two people meet and fall in love
makes for a rewarding dream job. When not writing she wears the many mom hats of
PTO, dance, and music, all while driving a mean, mom-taxi. She loves caramel and roller
coasters, plays a solo version of Carpool Karaoke, and cannot live without coffee and Jane
Austen adaptations.
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The Soccer Player and the Single Mom
by Kyra Jacobs

For most women, working for a sexy soccer star would be a dream come true. All
except single mom Felicity Shaw. She has no interest in playing personal assistant for a
stubborn, injured playboy—no matter how nice his abs are. But with bills piling up and
mouths to feed, she can’t say no to the job.
That’s when it gets interesting.
The last thing Scott Gillie wants or needs is a persistent and entirely too distracting PA
while he’s recuperating in his small hometown. Unfortunately, it’s not up to him. Then
Felicity and her son end up temporarily moving in—all thanks to his meddlesome
grandmother. Now temptation is right across the hall and it’s driving Scott crazy.
His only option is to fight fire with fire.
He never expects Felicity to do the same.

“This book was such a sweet funny romance book. I loved it from the very first page.”
--Sherri B., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636828
3/11/2019
254
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Coworkers, Enemies
to Lovers, Opposites
Attract, Overcoming
Odds

“...a fantastic read with great characters and some fun opposite attraction action.” --Viv,
Goodreads
“Loved the writing in this story,the emotional bonds existing and being cultivated with
these folks.” --Carolyn’s, Goodreads
“The story of Single mom Felicity Shaw, and famous soccer player Scott Gillie
was sweet, touching, at times heartbreaking but also heartwarming.” --Yvonne C.,
Goodreads

ABOUT KYRA JACOBS
Kyra Jacobs is an extroverted introvert who writes of love, humor and mystery in the
Midwest and beyond. Her romance novels range from sweet contemporaries to urban
suspense, and paranormal/fantasy to YA. No matter the setting, Kyra employs both humor
and chaos to help her characters find inspiration and/or redemption on their way to
happily ever after. When the Hoosier native isn’t pounding out scenes for her next book,
she’s likely outside, elbow-deep in snapdragons or spending quality time with her sportsloving family. Kyra also loves to read, tries to golf, and is an avid college football fan.
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Her Unexpected Hero
by Kyra Jacobs

Maddie Frye, the Checkerberry Inn’s snarky, introverted chef, just wants to be left alone.
But with the inn’s upcoming gala, Maddie’s boss has matchmaking on the brain. So
when the gorgeous new guy in town helps her out for a night, she comes up with the
perfect solution to her problem…
Cole Granville is looking for a fresh start. When a part-time job opens in the
Checkerberry’s kitchen, he takes it without a second thought. The only catch? He’s got
to help his sexy new coworker snag a date for an upcoming dance. But as he coaches
Maddie on attracting her crush, Cole realizes he’s the one falling for the curvy brunette.

Checkerberry Inn Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631502
7/17/2017
250
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Coworkers, Boss and
Employee, Right
Under Your Nose

“Ms. Jacobs lightens the mood and lifts up the heart with a simple tale of love and
laughter.” --Isha Coleman, Goodreads
“Funny, adorable, sweet, and swoony. Jacobs tells a wonderful, heart--warming story.”
--Juliette Cross
“Another charming Checkerberry Inn novel.” --Love, Lust and Libraries
“A cozy heartwarming romance that was clean and satisfying.” --Writing Pearls,
Goodreads
“This book will captivate romance readers and become beloved.” --Shakespeare’s
Wench, Goodreads

ABOUT KYRA JACOBS
Kyra Jacobs is an extroverted introvert who writes of love, humor and mystery in the
Midwest and beyond. Her romance novels range from sweet contemporaries to urban
suspense, and paranormal/fantasy to YA. No matter the setting, Kyra employs both humor
and chaos to help her characters find inspiration and/or redemption on their way to
happily ever after. When the Hoosier native isn’t pounding out scenes for her next book,
she’s likely outside, elbow-deep in snapdragons or spending quality time with her sportsloving family. Kyra also loves to read, tries to golf, and is an avid college football fan.
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Her Unexpected Engagement
by Kyra Jacobs

Stephanie Fitzpatrick wanted out of the spotlight after her pro-golfer husband was
caught on camera cheating. But when she returns to Michigan for a job interview and
some much-needed R&R, a fib told by her well-meaning sister has her looking for a
temporary fiancé, or she can kiss her new start good-bye. Desperate to hide the truth,
she goes to the one man who can help--her former best friend.
Miles Masterson is relieved to see the Checkerberry Inn beginning to thrive once
more. Not only does it ease his mind about his grandmother’s financial future, but
also about his decision to finally escape town. But then one all grown up and sexy as
hell friend from the past shows up needing rescued. Now the temptation to change
the “temporary” arrangement into something more is making it harder to think about
leaving.
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“Once I started this book I couldn’t put it down! It is a fantastic read with an incredible
storyline that makes you want to keep turning the page to find out the end.” --Heather
Bloggs
“The Checkerberry Inn is the perfect backdrop for romance; it’s like a Hallmark movie
with a touch of extra spiciness.Like a cup of warm cider with just a splash of bourbon.”
--Coffee& Wine Book Blog
“I absolutely loved this book...You can’t help but fall in love with Miles. Great read!”
--Liz Sergent, Goodreads
“A delightfully sweet,and heartwarming romance.” --Urvashi, NetGalley

ABOUT KYRA JACOBS
Kyra Jacobs is an extroverted introvert who writes of love, humor and mystery in the
Midwest and beyond. Her romance novels range from sweet contemporaries to urban
suspense, and paranormal/fantasy to YA. No matter the setting, Kyra employs both humor
and chaos to help her characters find inspiration and/or redemption on their way to
happily ever after. When the Hoosier native isn’t pounding out scenes for her next book,
she’s likely outside, elbow-deep in snapdragons or spending quality time with her sportsloving family. Kyra also loves to read, tries to golf, and is an avid college football fan.
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Her Unexpected Detour
by Kyra Jacobs

Kayla has the perfect strategy for a broken heart: work, work, and more work. Then a
storm sends her car skidding off the road, stranding her in Mount Pleasant. Fortunately,
rescue comes in the form of the incredibly handsome but gruff Brent Masterson. And
he’s hot enough to tempt Kayla into doing something she never thought she could do...
Brent Masterson swore he would never give into the fierce attraction that’s been sizzling
between him and Kayla since they first met. He has his own demons, and he won’t risk
his heart again. Not even for someone as gorgeous and amazing as Kayla. So...how
exactly did he end up in Kayla’s bed last night?
But sometimes all it takes is an ice storm to show two broken hearts the way home...
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Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9/14/2015
262
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Contemporary,
Forced Proximity,
One Night Stand

“An enjoyable, feel--good readwith memorable characters who linger in your heart and
mind.” --Shirley Jump, New York Times bestselling author
“Sometimes the path we see for ourselves may not be the road we are meant to take.
Her Unexpected Detour is a charming story about openingup to new possibilities.
Loved the characters and story...simply sweet.” --Isha Coleman, Goodreads
“Really LOVED this story! I thought the characters were great (adored Ruby!),and they
worked perfectly together...can’t wait to read more.” --Bette Hansen, Goodreads

ABOUT KYRA JACOBS
Kyra Jacobs is an extroverted introvert who writes of love, humor and mystery in the
Midwest and beyond. Her romance novels range from sweet contemporaries to urban
suspense, and paranormal/fantasy to YA. No matter the setting, Kyra employs both humor
and chaos to help her characters find inspiration and/or redemption on their way to
happily ever after. When the Hoosier native isn’t pounding out scenes for her next book,
she’s likely outside, elbow-deep in snapdragons or spending quality time with her sportsloving family. Kyra also loves to read, tries to golf, and is an avid college football fan.
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The Bookworm and the Beast
by Charlee James

When quiet, bookish Izzy Simon accepts a two-week assignment as an assistant for
an author of children’s books, it seems like the perfect way for her to make some
much-needed extra money, but the grumpy author claims he doesn’t want or need her
services. He might be as handsome as a storybook prince, but his prickly personality
and resistance to all things Christmas are sure to make for a chilly holiday season.
Derek Croft never agreed to the cheery temp his staff arranges for him while they’re
on vacation. Izzy is his polar opposite, but Derek soon realizes she could be the perfect
solution to his interfering family…if he can get her to agree to pretend to be his livein girlfriend. Before long Izzy’s sweet disposition and unflappable optimism has him
decorating a tree and looking forward to late night hot cocoa, but he’s all too aware
their time together can’t last.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
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9781640634398
12/4/2017
250
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Contemporary,
Fairy-tale Retellings,
Holiday Romances,
Fake Relationship,
Fish out of Water,
Opposites Attract

“I love a fairytale retelling. They’re a guilty pleasure and this was pretty much all I could
have wished for as Charlee James has created a story filled with Christmas sparkle,
romance and feeling.” –Nicola A., Goodreads
“Charlee James took me to Christmas reading nirvana, with The Bookworm and the
Beast and I have everything crossed that this author has a few ideas up her sleeve in
relation to transferring a few more much loved fairy tales into modern day, sweet and
emotive romances.” –Claire R., Goodreads
“This book made me laugh, a few tears were shed. A perfect holiday story to curl up
with and pass an afternoon reading.” –Kim R., Goodreads

ABOUT CHARLEE JAMES
Contemporary Romance Author Charlee James was introduced to a life-long love of
reading listening to her parents recite nightly stories to her and her older sister. Inspired by
the incredible imaginations of authors like Bill Peet, Charlee could often be found crafting
her own tales. Charlee is a New England native who lives with her husband, daughters, two
rambunctious dogs, a cat, and numerous reptiles. When she’s not spending time with her
tight-knit family, she enjoys curling up with a book, practicing yoga, and collecting Boston
Terrier knick-knacks.
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A Christmas Miracle for the Doctor
by Victoria James

Children’s bookstore owner Addie Mayberry believes in the magic of Christmas. Or at
least, she used to. So when a young customer needs some seasonal optimism, Addie sets
out to give the vulnerable, heartbroken little girl the best Christmas ever. Which means
helping the hottest man in Shadow Creek, Bella’s surgeon father, find his holiday spirit.
Addie’s up to the challenge, but between tree decorating and late night talks, she realizes
she’s starting to fall hard for the one man she definitely shouldn’t.
Drew Barrett drastically changed his fast-paced life when he moved back to Shadow
Creek, but it was all worth it to give his daughter a better life. He wasn’t exactly winning
dad-of-the-year awards before, so he’s determined to make it up to Bella. And with
Addie’s help, he’s slowly repairing his relationship with his daughter. The last thing he
wants is to fall in love, since that road only leads to pain, but he can’t stop thinking
about Addie. Not only is she gorgeous, sweet, and great with Bella, she fills something
in him he never knew was missing. But Addie wants forever, which is more than Drew
can offer...
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Digital ISBN:
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9781640637184
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Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
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“A Christmas Miracle for the Doctor is a beautifully crafted tale that will give a nice
little tug on the heartstrings and leave you heart full of joy!” --Misty P., Goodreads
“Now this book is an example of why I love holiday stories. All that magic and
romance of the holidays wrapped up in a beautiful family story.” --Bette H., Goodreads
“This was a cute book that gets you right into the holiday spirit.” --Nicole’s Book
Musings
“Family, Christmas magic and love make this a delightful Christmas story.” --Paula W.,
Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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The Firefighter’s Pretend Fiancee
by Victoria James

Leaving Shadow Creek nine years ago was the hardest thing Molly Mayberry’s ever
had to do…except maybe returning. She’s never regretted her choice, but a chance of a
lifetime position at the local hospital means going home and facing her past, including
her shrew of an estranged mother and the fiancé she ran out on. Ben Matthews is still
the sexy, sweet man she left behind…and apparently still her fiancé.
Ben has been doggedly pursuing the position of fire chief since he was a teenager.
There’s just one problem—he has to show his boss he’s ready to settle down. No matter
how silly the condition, Ben will make it happen. And apparently so will his brother
when he opens his mouth and decides to tell everyone Ben and Molly are engaged.
Now the one woman he never stopped loving is living with him in a fake relationship,
driving him crazy. Pretending only reminds him how right they were once, but if Ben
gives in to the heat building between them, heartache is sure to follow.
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9781640636484
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Contemporary,
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Engagement,
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“Adorable and fun. I swooned so muchreading this story. I absolutely fell in love.”
--Melissa P., Goodreads
“This is the first book that I have read byVictoria James and I have to say that it blew me
away. This book was full of somuch emotion both happy and sad that it literally gutted
me. Victoria Jamesreally knows how to tell a story and how to keep you on the edge of
you seatuntil the very last page.” --Sherri B., Goodreads
“This is a beautiful and heartbreakingsecond chance romance.” --Shea T., Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Baby on the Bad Boy’s Doorstep
by Victoria James

Connor O’Leary knows nothing about babies, families, or good women, yet he’s up to
his ears in all three. Coming to Shadow Creek, Montana was meant to be a new start for
this former oil rigger, but he had no idea that fresh beginning would include a baby on
his doorstep and a hot nanny he can’t stop thinking about. Diapers, feedings, and late
nights soothing his little bundle of surprise were definitely not on his itinerary.
The last thing Haley Thomson expected to see is the reclusive Connor with a baby in his
arms. Before she knows it, she’s volunteered as nanny—temporarily. Helping out with
baby Rosie is a dream come true and fills a space in her heart she believed will never be
filled. But falling for Rosie’s hot and sexy bachelor daddy is not on her to-do list…but
boy would she ever like it to be...

Shadow Creek, Montana Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781640634732
2/12/2018
194
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Baby
on the Doorstep,
Bachelor Reformed,
In Love with the
Nanny, Opposites
Attract

“Baby on the Bad Boy’s Doorstep is a heartwarming little tale that is sure to strike a
cord with romance readers, and leave them overjoyed!! It was a beautiful journey to
watch unfold, and I highly recommend you take the ride with them as well, you will not
be disappointed!” --Misty P., Goodreads
“Once again, Ms. James has written a wonderful, clean story that is fraught with
emotions and has a ridiculously satisfying happily ever after!” --Heather P., NetGalley
“I love the little town of Shadow Creek that author Victoria James has created and I was
so excited to see we were going back for Connor O’Leary’s story! You’ll want to grab
a copy of this one and fall in love with these characters the same way I did. I highly
recommend it!” --Bette H., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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The Doctor’s Redemption
by Victoria James

Gwen Bailey has been busy taking care of everyone but herself. After a tragedy tore her
family apart, she put her dreams aside to be with family. Now that her life is getting
back on track, and her new Chocolaterie is open, she can concentrate on snagging the
handsome, mysterious customer who has her dreaming about her own happily-everafter...
Doctor Luke Thomson has spent the last five years filled with guilt. He hopes to make
amends in Shadow Creek, however he doesn’t count on falling for the adorable and
gorgeous Gwen Bailey. He vows to not get involved with her, but she’s too sweet to
resist. It’s only a matter of time, though, before the truth comes out. Luke knows there’s
no way Gwen will look at him the same way once she discovers his secret...

Shadow Creek, Montana Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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Genre/Tropes:

9781640631236
5/22/2017
184
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Right Under Your
Nose

“I think this may be my favourite book in the Shadow Creek, Montana series. As
always, I loved this story by one of my go--to authors, Victoria James.” --Book Lover,
Goodreads
“Loved, loved, loved!! Victoria James once again wrote a story that pulls all my
emotional strings and grabs me by the heart.” --Bette Hansen, Goodreads
“The Doctor’s Redemption by Victoria James is a captivating contemporary romance,
which features humorous, yet realistic characters.” --Reading with Beth

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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The Baby Bombshell
by Victoria James

Lily Cookson has a few rules for the New Year, the most important being don’t fall for
Jack Bailey. The gorgeous, rugged man returned with a new look and a determination
to win her back, catching her off guard. After a forbidden night in his arms, she vows
never to let it happen again. But when morning sickness kicks in a few weeks later, Lily
realizes staying away from Jack just got a whole lot harder.
Jack Bailey left Shadow Creek behind five years ago when his world imploded around
him, knowing it would be best for everyone if he was gone...including Lily. It took him
a long time to get his life back on track and grow into the kind of man she needs him to
be. Now he’s determined to prove to Lily that he’s back for good and ready to commit,
but the secrets she’s holding onto are nothing compared to the bombshell he drops...

Shadow Creek, Montana Series, Book 2
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Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781633759374
4/10/2017
185
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Contemporary,
Accidental
Pregnancy, Second
Chance

“Victoria James knocks it out of the park once again.” --Nicola, Goodreads
“Every. Single. Time. Victoria James slays me with her writing. From beginning to end
this was an incredible second chance love story.” --Read Your Writes
“Victoria James for me is an author that manages to take the ever present tropes for
romantic fiction and make them into something special.” --Straight Shootin’ Book
Reviews
“This story was funny, romantic and full of heart, like all other Victoria James stories.”
--Book Lover

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Christmas With The Sheriff
by Victoria James

After fleeing her beloved small town five years ago, Julia Bailey is back to spend
Christmas with her family. Returning is hard, but keeping the devastating secret about
her late husband is even harder. Her place isn’t in Big Sky Country any longer...but the
more time she spends with the irresistible Sheriff who saved her once before, and his
adorable little daughter, the more Julia starts wishing she could let go of the past and
start a new life.
Single dad and county Sheriff Chase Donovan had been secretly in love with his best
friend’s wife for years. But after her traumatic loss he knew Julia needed to get away
from Shadow Creek, even though helping her leave was the last thing he wanted to do.
Now she’s home and he doesn’t intend to lose her a second time. Chase is going to prove
to Julia just how good they can be together this Christmas...and forever.
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Page Count:
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9781633757820
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192
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Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
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Forbidden Love,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“Ms. James takes readers on a prolific journey that starts with heartache and tragedy
but ends with healing and redemption. [...] Victoria James makes it okay to ugly cry
because a beautiful smile is only a heartbeat away.” --I Love Romance
“This was such an endearing, sweet, romantic, perfect Christmas read. I read the entire
book in one sitting.” --Alexis R., Goodreads
“There is nothing like a small--town Christmas romance from Victoria James. Her
books make me smile the entire time I am reading them and Christmas with the Sheriff
was no exception.” --Book Lover
“This had all the heart you could want with a Christmas release.” --Star Angel’s Reviews

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
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The Rebel’s Return
by Victoria James

Natalia Puccini has spent her entire life playing by her overbearing but well-intentioned
Italian family’s rules...except the one time she took a chance on a bad boy and fell hard.
She’s worked to get her life back on track so when Aiden McCann comes sauntering
back into town with his heart-stopping smile, Natalia vows not to fall for him again.
There’s no way she’ll let him mess with her perfectly planned life...and there’s no way
she’ll let him near her heart again...
Now reformed and a self-made success, Aiden is tormented by regrets and secrets. He
left Red River years ago filled with anger and resentment and a promise to never come
back. But when his ill father needs help, Aiden knows it’s time to face the mess he left
behind, and face the one woman he never got over. It doesn’t matter how beautiful or
intriguing she is, though, because he’ll never be able to give her what she needs. As
soon as his father is healthy, Aiden is leaving Red River...for good.

Red River Series, Book 4
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Page Count:
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9781633757332
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189
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Contemporary,
Bachelor Reformed,
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“I now feel the need to binge read the previous three books in the Red River Series.
The author has great skills in setting up a town and its people, for her main characters
stories to then play out around, and The Rebel’s Return is no exception. It was also
good to see Victoria setting up other secondary characters to have their stories told in
the future as well, I would happily return to Red River again and again.” --Robinson
Review, Goodreads
“Loved this second chance romance!” --Book Lover, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
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The Rancher’s Second Chance
by Victoria James

Widowed rancher Cole Forrester is all about running his family’s ranch and guarding
his heart. The last thing he’s looking for is love, but when his little sister can’t make it
home to handle some of her wedding details, he’s forced to entertain the event planner,
Melanie Simms. Melanie is everything he’s not even remotely interested in: she’s highsociety, complicated, and high maintenance. But when he’s stranded with her at his
remote cabin in the Colorado mountains, he realizes he’s seriously underestimated
her. She’s hiding something about her past from him, but despite everything, he finds
himself falling for the last woman he ever expected, and the first woman to make him
want to give his heart and risk everything...

Tall Pines Ranch Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781622665129
2/15/2016
250
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Contemporary,
Cowboys, Forced
Proximity,
Opposites Attract

“I’ve now had the chance to read two books written by Victoria James and she has
moved her way up to the top of my “Favorite Authors” list. Victoria’s books are
powerful and full of emotion. Her ability to transform a story in the minds of a reader
from nothing but words on a page to full blown reality is extraordinary.” --Sapphyria
Reviews
“This book was one epic read! From the first page I just knew this book would be
one I could not put down! Strongly written characters with equally strong stories
that intertwine to form one incredible read! An absolute feel good read. Five Stars!”
--Talking Books Review

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Falling For Her Enemy
by Victoria James

Alex McAllister always dreamed of a life filled with the laughter and love of a family,
but being abandoned at a young age left her wary of letting anyone in. Now that she’s
settled in Still Harbor, Alex struggles between keeping her distance and the magnetic
pull of the handsome stranger who claims he’s the biological father of her adopted
daughter.
Hayden Brooks never wanted to be a father. Long hours spent building his family’s
real estate empire suits him just fine. But when he discovers an ex put the baby he
unknowingly fathered up for adoption, his world crumbles. He tracks the child to
Still Harbor with the intention of bringing her home-and comes face to face with his
daughter’s stunning adoptive mother.
The paternity test is in. And Hayden’s about to make the most shocking decision of his
life, just in time for Christmas...

Still Harbor Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754706
11/9/2015
147
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Baby on the
Doorstep, Enemies
to Lovers

“With all the emotions the book stirs, Victoria has put in funny moments. My tablet
can attest to having my latte spewed on it. If you aren’t already a fan of Victoria James,
this book will make you become one.” --Read Your Writes Book Reviews
“This is the perfect book to curl up with on a cold afternoon or evening, and just get
lost in a beautifully written story.” --Claire Robinson, NetGalley
“Falling for Her Enemy is a really sweet,light, heartfelt story about learning to trust and
let down walls.” --Alyse, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Falling for the P.I.
by Victoria James

She could never trust a cop...
Teacher Kate Abbott’s fresh start in Still Harbor was the beginning of the life that she
and her two best friends always imagined for themselves. Still, being a working single
parent of a special needs daughter hasn’t exactly improved Kate’s love life. But Kate’s
preference for nachos over men quickly disappears when she meets the oh-so-sexy Matt
Lane.
Until she finds out he’s a cop.
Matt is a former cop-turned-private investigator, and he knows fear when he sees it. A
cop clearly spooked Kate...or hurt her. Still, something about the gorgeous professor
catches his attention, and despite his “no settling down” policy, he can’t resist her. But
all of the attraction in the world won’t be enough to overcome Kate’s past...

Still Harbor Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633753297
8/11/2015
196
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Law Enforcement,
Opposites Attract

“I would highly recommend Falling for the P. I. for romance readers who enjoy a small
town feel, deeply engaged couples and secondary characters who make you long to
move time forward so you can get to their stories.” --Keeper Bookshelf, Goodreads
“This was a sweet, heartwarming and fun read.” --Irene, Goodreads
“This was a sweet and intense romance. It’s filled with family, angst, secrets and
chemistry.” --Esther, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Bliss

Rescued by the Rancher
by Victoria James

Meredith Anderson left her difficult past behind to create a new life for herself in Tall
Pines - where she can be the independent, confident woman she always dreamed of
being. Now she’s a partner in her sister’s wedding planning business, helping brides
realize their happily-ever-afters...even as she promises herself to never fall in love.
Meredith’s sweetness and vulnerability brings out the protective side of rancher Gage
Mackenzie - even though their worlds are miles apart. All it takes is one night for desire
to take hold of them both, a sizzling encounter that can only lead to the promise of
more. But Meredith isn’t looking for more, and even if she was, Gage is set to leave Tall
Pines behind him...

Tall Pines Ranch Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752542
4/14/2015
186
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Bachelor
Reformed

“Victoria James has a gift of creating a couple to adore, with a strong, emotive writing
style containing humour and with secondary characters who bring a real family feel...
Gage is a protector; strong, sexy and gentle, he’s a complete sweetheart, but he has his
own secrets. I expected emotion, I’ve read enough of Victoria’s books to know I’ll get
it, but I didn’t expect it to be as deep--rooted as it was. I hurt for them, but this was
balanced by so many uplifting and romantic moments.” --Nicola, Goodreads
“This story has emotional blackmail, love, threats, parental blackmail, new families --all
in one great story!” --Elaine B., NetGalley

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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The Doctor’s Fake Fiancee
by Victoria James

Former surgeon and self-professed life-long bachelor Evan Manning has one thing on
his mind—to reclaim the career that a car accident stole from him. But when he’s forced
to return to his hometown of Red River, Evan comes face-to-face with the gorgeous
woman who’s haunted his dreams for the last year—the woman he rescued from the
burning car that injured his hand. Now Evan needs her help. In a month, he’ll have the
job opportunity of a lifetime...he just needs a wife to get it.
Artist Grace Matheson is down on her luck again…until she walks into Evan Manning’s
office. When her sexy former hero hears that she needs work, he offers her a job and
a home—if she’ll pretend she’s his fiancée. Grace knows she shouldn’t fall for him.
Once the month is up, Evan will be back to his old life. But the more time they spend
together, the more real their feelings become—and the more likely heartbreak is.

Red River Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751149
10/20/2014
250
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Boss
and Employee, Fake
Relationship

“Victoria James is a very powerful author, evoking full and total emotional connection
with the characters!!” --Sapphyria, Amazon
“...Victoria James....I’ve read three books by her so far and I have cried some serious
tears with them all. Her stories are emotional, heartfelt, and touching. She manages to
write heroes that you want to be yours and heroines you want to be friends with. Be
sure to have tissue because you are going to find yourself laughing and crying. But it is
SO worth it.” --Kim, Read Your Writes Book Reviews

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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The Best Man’s Baby
by Victoria James

Florist Claire Holbrook has always played by the rules her entire life, but breaks them to
spend one night with sexy lone wolf Jake Manning, a man she’s adored since she was a
teenager. Six weeks later things get complicated when she discovers they created a bond
that will last a lifetime...
Jake has never played by the rules. Getting Minister Holbrook’s daughter pregnant
wasn’t part of any life plan, but he won’t run from his responsibilities. He’ll step up and
be the best man he can, even if he doesn’t have a clue where to begin. The more time
he spends with Claire, though, the more he wants her, and the harder it is to get close
because that would mean sharing the one thing he hasn’t with anyone--the truth and
his heart.

Red River Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661756
8/12/2013
182
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Accidental
Pregnancy

“Every now and again an author is able to write a book that you fall in love with, and
engages you in such a way that even when you have finished reading,the story seems
to live on in your soul. The Best Man’s Baby by Victoria James is one of those kind of
books. It held my heart in a vise from beginning to end...I recommend it highly. This
story is filled with raw emotions from both main characters. When Claire cried, my
heart was breaking with her. When Jake got emotional, my eyes teared.This story is
the perfect combination of romance, intricate plot, angst and love. I will be anxiously
waiting to read the third book in the series when itis released sometime this winter.”
--Harlequin Junkie

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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A Risk Worth Taking
by Victoria James

Interior designer Holly Carrington worked hard for her success. Then tragedy struck,
leaving Holly the sole guardian of her infant niece. Now she’s swapped her designer
purse for a diaper bag, and is going ahead with plans to renovate—and sell—her
childhood home in Red River. But facing her past also means coming face-to-face with
Quinn Manning all over again...
Quinn was the object of her girlhood crush—and heartbreak— and is more gorgeous
than ever. He’s also the only person qualified to oversee the renovation. Now they’re
butting heads every step of the way... and their attraction is more electrifying than ever!
But once the house is sold, Holly needs to return to her real life. And falling for Quinn
all over again is one risk she can’t take...

Red River Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660728
3/11/2013
171
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Reunited Lovers

“A Risk Worth Taking has everything and more you could expect and want from
acontemporary romance, with her captivating writing style, engagingcharacterization,
witty humour and steamy scenes, Victoria James gifts us withanother keeper. A Risk
Worth Taking is a wonderful first instalment to this newseries, I can’t wait to read about
the other Manning brothers. Readers, you’dbetter put A Risk Worth Taking on your to-be--read lists, trust me, you don’twant to miss this series!” --Stella, Ex Libris
“...Awesome read. I’m so glad I got a chance to read this story. A Risk Worth Taking
had me chuckling, had me near tears, and the ending gave me that warm--fuzzy
feeling.” --Melody, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR VICTORIA JAMES
Victoria James is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance. Victoria always knew she wanted to be a writer and in grade five, she penned
her first story, bound it (with staples and a cardboard cover) and did all the illustrations
herself. Victoria is a hopeless romantic who is living her dream, penning happily-everafter’s for her characters in between managing kids and the family business. Writing on a
laptop in the middle of the country in a rambling old Victorian house would be ideal, but
she’s quite content living in suburbia with her husband, their two young children, and very
bad cat.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Dating for Keeps
by Coleen Kwan

Unlucky in love Lily Baker is ready to get back in the dating game. But her first night
out ends with the guy ditching her—in the middle of a dance floor. Wonderful. Public
humiliation on top of rejection. And worse, Caleb Willmett, the sexy local contractor
with an unfortunate desire to remain single, witnessed the whole thing. But where Lily
sees disaster, Caleb finds opportunity.
The only long-term relationship Caleb wants is a business partnership with Lily’s father,
but the man won’t give him the time of day. If Lily can arrange a meeting for him, Caleb
promises to help her find a guy worth dating. Perfect trade. And this should be easy—
just look for someone completely opposite of himself, someone who’s willing to settle
down.
But when Lily unexpectedly captures his heart, playing matchmaker for her becomes
the most difficult job he’s ever done.

Pine Falls Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636057
6/11/2018
249
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Bachelor Reformed,
Ugly Duckling

“I hung on every last word in this book. I laughed a lot, these two had some great
moments that were so rich and well written. It could not have been better. Coleen Kwan
writes a great story always. I loved Lily and Caleb together and of course Noodles. Read
the book!!!” –Lori Z., Goodreads
“This was the perfect summer romance I was looking for. it had me on my toes and I
was so invested in their story I didn’t want it to end.” –Lindsey S., Goodreads
“This fun sweet read is excellently written with great character development and a fun
storyline.” --Bette H., Goodreads
“This book is a perfect summer romance read!” --OMG Kacie Reads

ABOUT COLEEN KWAN
Coleen Kwan has been a bookworm all her life. At school English was her favorite subject,
but for some reason she decided on a career in IT. After many years of programming,
she wondered what else there was in life -- and discovered writing. She loves writing
contemporary romance and steampunk romance. Coleen lives in Sydney, Australia with
her partner and two children. When she isn’t writing she enjoys avoiding housework,
eating chocolate, and watching The Office.
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Kissing Her Enemy
by Coleen Kwan

Amber Miller has worked hard to get her small business thriving. Now the Wright
family wants to tear down her store to put up a mega center. What’s even worse, the
guy who broke her heart in high school is the new CEO of Wright Inc. He’s just as
infuriating now—and just as tempting—as he was back then, but she isn’t giving up
without a fight.
Logan Wright is back in Pine Falls for one reason: to turn his dad’s failing company
around. His plans should put them on the upswing. But he didn’t count on Amber
Miller standing in his way, as fiery and stubborn as she was years ago. And the more
time he spends with her, the harder it is to resist falling for her again. The only problem
is he’s everything she doesn’t want.

Pine Falls Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758865
2/17/2017
262
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Across the Tracks,
Enemies to Lovers

“When I first saw Kissing Her Enemy, I immediately thought of You’ve Got Mail(Tom
Hanks and Meg Ryan). It’s one of my favorite rom--com, so I eagerly snatched this book
up.?” --TOP PICK, The Romance Reviews?
“If you are looking for a fun romantic read, this is the one you should pick up.” --This
Wacky Momma Reads Blog
“A sweet romance that you wont want to put down.” --Sarah, Goodreads
“It’s a great read. I loved both Logan and Amber. They’ve perfect chemistry. Story is also
good. As far as contemporary romances goes this one is quite good.” --Books Eater and
Intellectual Vixens

ABOUT COLEEN KWAN
Coleen Kwan has been a bookworm all her life. At school English was her favorite subject,
but for some reason she decided on a career in IT. After many years of programming,
she wondered what else there was in life -- and discovered writing. She loves writing
contemporary romance and steampunk romance. Coleen lives in Sydney, Australia with
her partner and two children. When she isn’t writing she enjoys avoiding housework,
eating chocolate, and watching The Office.
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Unexpectedly Yours
by Coleen Kwan

Derek Carmichael has harbored a secret crush on his best friend’s older sister for years,
but she’s always been out of his reach. Now that Hannah is back in their hometown and
newly single, suddenly the five-year age gap doesn’t seem so huge. But convincing her
to see him as more than just the kid she used to know is another story.
Hannah Willmett can’t believe how grown-up Derek Carmichael has become. The
troubled kid from her youth has turned into a sexy, successful TV celebrity, but
Hannah’s wary of his player past and the rampant rumors connecting him to beautiful
socialites. Still, she can’t help but give in when their attraction reaches a boiling point.
Trying to keep their fling a secret from her overprotective brother is one thing, but
when Hannah finds herself unexpectedly expecting, her life is thrown upside down.
She and Derek may be becoming parents together, but that’s no basis for a happily-everafter.

Pine Falls Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755178
3/14/2016
242
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Accidental
Pregnancy,
Playboy Reformed,
Forbidden Love

“If you’re in the mood for a sweet, fun and romantic read I highly recommend
Unexpectedly Yours.” --Irene C., NetGalley
“This book was full of drama, dance moves and sizzling chemistry.” --Monica C.,
NetGalley
“Unexpectedly Yours is what the Bliss imprint is about for me; endearing characters, a
sweet romantic storyline and a small--town community feel.” --Nicola A., NetGalley

ABOUT COLEEN KWAN
Coleen Kwan has been a bookworm all her life. At school English was her favorite subject,
but for some reason she decided on a career in IT. After many years of programming,
she wondered what else there was in life -- and discovered writing. She loves writing
contemporary romance and steampunk romance. Coleen lives in Sydney, Australia with
her partner and two children. When she isn’t writing she enjoys avoiding housework,
eating chocolate, and watching The Office.
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One Real Man
by Coleen Kwan

Amidst an ugly divorce and an even uglier scandal, Paige Kerrigan has returned to
her parents’ estate to hide out until things blow over. While she’s enjoying a late-night
naked swim, however, she’s shocked to find Owen Bellamy— her family’s former cute
pool boy—standing poolside. Now he’s all hot, grown up, and renting the Kerrigan
property…and he’s definitely not forgiven Paige for how she used to treat him.
Once, the beautiful but spoiled Paige Kerrigan was everything Owen wanted. Now
she’s broke and Owen finally has his revenge...by offering her a place to stay as his
housekeeper. Yet Paige isn’t the person he remembers. Instead, she’s far more than he
imagined, and far more irresistible than is safe. But the last thing Owen can afford is to
give his heart to the same woman who once broke it.

Real Men Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751071
2/9/2015
257
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Revenge

“One Real Man is a book that will make you want to clutch your heart, and feel loved at
the same time.” --Blessie, NetGalley
“The chemistry between the two is off charts and in the end they decided to get their
“unfinished business” out of the way.” --Fizza, Goodreads
“Beautifully written.” --Carol--Ann, Goodreads

ABOUT COLEEN KWAN
Coleen Kwan has been a bookworm all her life. At school English was her favorite subject,
but for some reason she decided on a career in IT. After many years of programming,
she wondered what else there was in life -- and discovered writing. She loves writing
contemporary romance and steampunk romance. Coleen lives in Sydney, Australia with
her partner and two children. When she isn’t writing she enjoys avoiding housework,
eating chocolate, and watching The Office.
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White-Hot Holiday
by Coleen Kwan

When Aussie Naomi Spencer hears her uncle’s American friend is coming Down Under
for a short visit, she can’t wait to be rid of him. Aaron’s “Bah Humbug” attitude drives
her crazy...and so does his incredibly sexy smile, and the way he pitches in to help her
get ready for all her relatives. Okay, so maybe he’s not a total Grinch. But when Naomi’s
uncle warns her to stay away from his playboy friend, Naomi’s simple holiday gets even
more complicated.
When a volcano grounds all flights back to the States, Aaron Cade finds himself
stranded in Oz. For Aaron, family holidays are to be endured, not celebrated. Only
Naomi brings magic to the simplest things: shopping for gifts, finding the perfect
decorations, and making him feel at home in the bizarrely tropical December heat. His
sudden, overwhelming attraction to Naomi will turn his idea of home upside-down…
but can he change everything for one white-hot love?

Real Men Series, Book 2.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750272
7/28/2014
122
0.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Forced Proximity

“White--Hot Holiday was a rather fast paced romance read.” --Carrie, Goodreads
“A fun loving story about the magic of Christmas and finding the right person for you! I
enjoyed this book and would recommend it to a friend.” --Sara, Goodreads
“ANOTHER WINNER...yippeeeeeeeeeeee Now I cannot wait to read all the Real Men
series!!!” --Jessica Alcazar, NetGalley

ABOUT COLEEN KWAN
Coleen Kwan has been a bookworm all her life. At school English was her favorite subject,
but for some reason she decided on a career in IT. After many years of programming,
she wondered what else there was in life -- and discovered writing. She loves writing
contemporary romance and steampunk romance. Coleen lives in Sydney, Australia with
her partner and two children. When she isn’t writing she enjoys avoiding housework,
eating chocolate, and watching The Office.
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Real Men Don’t Quit
by Coleen Kwan

When famous author Luke Maguire decides to write his next novel in the small town of
Burronga, Australia, he’s sure he can ignore the fiery redhead next door. Not only has
he just been burned from a high-profile breakup, but he’s never been one to set down
roots. No, he’ll finish his novel and leave Burronga. And soon. Tyler Jones just wants to
run her business with her best friend, Ally, and take care of her three-year-old daughter,
Chloe. She’s never needed help from anyone, especially not a man, and the brooding,
rugged writer next door can’t tempt her. Not in the least.
Only Tyler and Luke can’t stay away from each other. So they set rules. No staying
overnight, no future plans, no sappy good-byes when Luke inevitably quits town. But
the chemistry between them is too strong to contain in a rulebook. Are Luke and Tyler
ready to risk their lives of independence for something more?

Real Men Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660872
4/1/2013
241
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Fling

“This is my second book by Coleen Kwan and it’s safe to say that I am already a fan.”
--Ms. Romantic Reads
“The Bliss line is known for its sweet happy--ever--afters, and this story is no exception.
So, if you are looking for a sweet toe--curling read, I would suggest Real Men Don’t
Quit. After all it left me giddy with happiness.” --What I’m Reading
“This was a top read. I love the penultimate chapter in particular, though I won’t give
away what happens. Suffice to say, it satisfied me very well. I’m hoping that somewhere
down the track there might also be a ‘real man’ for Paige Kerrigan. Got my fingers
crossed!” --Susanne, Goodreads

ABOUT COLEEN KWAN
Coleen Kwan has been a bookworm all her life. At school English was her favorite subject,
but for some reason she decided on a career in IT. After many years of programming,
she wondered what else there was in life -- and discovered writing. She loves writing
contemporary romance and steampunk romance. Coleen lives in Sydney, Australia with
her partner and two children. When she isn’t writing she enjoys avoiding housework,
eating chocolate, and watching The Office.
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Real Men Don’t Break Hearts
by Coleen Kwan

Ally Griffin is horrified to learn her new landlord is none other than the infuriating
playboy Nate Hardy--the man she blames for getting her jilted at the altar six years ago.
Plus, now her ex-fiancé is back in their hometown of Burronga, Australia, to marry his
beautiful new bride…for real this time. Everybody’s treating Ally with kid gloves, as
though she’s still heartbroken, but she’s just fine, thank you very much.
Nate Hardy is tired of his high-flying city career and bachelor lifestyle and is looking
for something more real. The last thing he needs is to find himself undeniably attracted
to Ally, the woman with whom he never saw eye-to-eye. But is he even capable of what
Ally wants and deserves?
As Ally tries to pull her life out of the rut it’s fallen in, she doesn’t count on Nate stirring
up her emotions. A short-term fling with the resident bad boy is practically irresistible,
but only if she can guard her heart…

Real Men Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668120
12/1/2012
237
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Fling

“REAL MEN DON’T BREAK HEARTS was a delightful read. Funny and at times
emotional as well.” --Ms. Romantic Reads
“REAL MEN DON’T BREAK HEARTS is a wonderful contemporary romance.” --The
Book Girl
“Real Men Don’t Break Hearts by Coleen Kwan is a fast read and a cute read. Fans of
romance of any type will just eat this one up!” --The Book Cellar
“This is a lovely contemporary romance that will put a smile on your face when you
finish.” -- Reading Reality

ABOUT COLEEN KWAN
Coleen Kwan has been a bookworm all her life. At school English was her favorite subject,
but for some reason she decided on a career in IT. After many years of programming,
she wondered what else there was in life -- and discovered writing. She loves writing
contemporary romance and steampunk romance. Coleen lives in Sydney, Australia with
her partner and two children. When she isn’t writing she enjoys avoiding housework,
eating chocolate, and watching The Office.
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Wife for The Weekend
by Ophelia London

When bad weather closes the airport, free-spirited Jules Bloom finds herself stuck
with the admittedly hot but total suit Dexter Elliott. One night and one large pitcher of
“Vegas Sunrise” later, Jules wakes up in a hotel bed with a vicious hangover…wearing
nothing but a wedding ring.
Determined not to ruin his brother’s wedding, Dexter strikes a deal with the
frustratingly gorgeous Jules to continue their quickie marriage through the weekend.
Only she keeps getting under his skin in unexpected ways.
Jules has her own reasons for staying married to Dex but they seem less important with
each exaggerated touch and staged kiss. But one marriage, one major secret, and two
complete opposites don’t add up to a happily ever after…

Sugar City Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756014
3/14/2016
279
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Accidental
Marriage, Wager,
Fake Engagement,
Opposites Attract

**A Harlequin Junkie TopPick**
“Wife for the Weekend is the best of Ms. London’s Sugar Cityseries so far. The plot was
compelling, fast--paced and kept meentertained...” --Sara, Harlequin Junkie
“Flirty and allkinds of adorable. And funny--very, very funny!” --Give Me Books
“Ophelia London always gives us a sweet, sexy read with lots of humor and heartache.
This one was no different. I loved Jules and Dexter’s story. Another great readfrom
Ophelia London!” --Melanie, Goodreads
“I am always on the lookout for good Fake Relationship stories and Wife for the
Weekend is one ofthe best I’ve read in a while.” --Stephanie M., NetGalley

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle
in Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake
and treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time
watching arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the
characters she writes.
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Kissing Her Crush
by Ophelia London

Natalie Holden wants three things: To be the best chocolate chemist in Hershey,
Pennsylvania, to prove her chocolate recipe can help teenage depression, and to get
over gorgeous Luke Elliott, the guy she’s had a crush on since birth. Unfortunately, he’s
the microbiologist set to debunk her chocolate study. And, of course, he looks more
delicious than ever!
Luke Elliott is still bitter over his divorce. Work is his passion now, and landing a huge
promotion is just what he needs. What he doesn’t need is a crackpot trying to prove that
chocolate cures depression. The last thing he expects is for the crackpot to be Natalie
Holden—his “what if ” girl from high school—or that she’d still tempt the hell out of
him.
They may not see eye-to-eye on her project, but they can’t deny the explosive chemistry
that keeps pulling them together. Even when it risks their jobs and the very different
futures they both want...

Sugar City Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633754850
11/9/2015
228
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Coworkers, Enemies
to Lovers, Opposites
Attract

“Beautifully written; a tale that is decadently sweet and epically romantic. A definite
must read!!!” --TSK, TSK, What to Read?
“A funny, passionate and emotional read.” --Urvashi H., NetGalley
“Love love love!! Such a light sweet romance!!” --Kathryn, Goodreads
“Sweetest story on earth --5 chocolate kisses” --Mollien, Alpha BookClub
“I devoured this book... And the ending, well it just doesn’t get anybetter. I loved the
whole thing so much that I wanted to do an immediate reread. As a matter of fact...”
--Jaime, Fiction Fangirls, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle
in Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake
and treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time
watching arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the
characters she writes.
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Love Bites
by Ophelia London

Sharona Blaire is only in Australia for a business audit, but she’s determined to make
the most of her one free night. So when she spills her drink on a handsome stranger
and they end up flirting, she does something completely out of character—she kisses
him. But the prospect of taking it further totally freaks her out...almost as much as
discovering the next morning that the man she’s auditing is the sexy, tanned stranger
she left with zero explanation.
An audit during his crew’s most important expedition yet is a complication marine
biologist Jeff Cruz doesn’t need—especially when the auditor is the gorgeous,
fascinating woman from the night before. Out at sea with nowhere to run, he’s forced to
admit Sharona draws him in like a shark to blood. But Jeff ’s one passion is his job, and
nothing—not even love—will get its hooks in him...

Sugar City Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750470
8/18/2014
117
0.99 USD
Contemporary,
Forbidden Love,
Forced Proximity

“Just the right amount of fluff with plenty of swoon, Love Bites is a promising start to
the new Sugar City series, and I can’t wait for more. You’ll like this one!” --Pretty Sassy
Cool, Goodreads
“Love Bites is a short, sweet cute read that leaves you with a good case of the warm and
fuzzies.” --Nicola, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle
in Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake
and treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time
watching arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the
characters she writes.
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Making Waves
by Ophelia London

Visiting her friends Ellie and Charlie in Hawaii was supposed to be a much-needed
vacation for journalist Justine Simms. But when she learns the notoriously reclusive
pro-surfer Chase Ryder is coming out of retirement for a competition, she knows
she’s found the perfect exclusive to save her career. Of course, then she learns he’s the
gorgeous, secretly nerdy guy who broke her heart a year ago.
Will Davenport—aka Chase Ryder—doesn’t do interviews. He keeps his real name
out of the papers and doesn’t mix his public life with his private. That is, until the
still-heartbroken Justine blackmails him into giving her an exclusive. Seeing Justine,
stunningly beautiful as ever, brings back all the feelings he had before. But despite their
smoldering attraction, nothing has changed since he had to leave her the first time.

Perfect Kisses Series, Book 3.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781622666478
6/16/2014
122
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Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Blackmail,
Opposites Attract

“My first time reading Ophelia London’s work and it won’t be my last. This was a quick
read but it was loads of fun. “ --Kate H, Goodreads
“Fun and flirty yet sexy and smoldering, this book will heat up and have you wanting to
jump in and make some waves of your own. Don’t miss this spectacular offering from
Ophelia London!” --Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle
in Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake
and treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time
watching arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the
characters she writes.
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Falling for Her Soldier
by Ophelia London

Ex-ballerina Ellie Bell has twenty-four days left until her self-imposed man-less year
is up. No more falling for the wrong kind of guy—charming, sexy, bad. Why can’t she
find someone sweet like Charlie Johansson, her soldier pen pal? His e-mails meant the
world to her, and she can’t stop thinking about him…until she meets Hunter, whose
muscles and cocky smile threaten to have her relapsing.
Before Charlie “Big Game Hunter” Johansson’s last tour of duty, he’d gone through
women like crazy. But after connecting on a real, emotional level via letters with his best
friend’s sister, Charlie’s ready for a relationship—with Ellie Bell. But then her brother
introduces him as Hunter. Proving he’s no longer a player by becoming Ellie’s dance
partner for an Army benefit seems like it could convince both siblings he’s changed, but
the harder he falls for Ellie, the harder it is to come clean. Can he convince her to fall
for the real him before it’s too late?

Perfect Kisses Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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Contemporary,
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“I had the honor of reading this book early and I couldn’t put it down. The premise
is cute and heartwarming as can be, and the characters are real and wonderful and
I found myself smiling the whole way through.” --Robin Bielman, USA TODAY
Bestselling Author of Her Accidental Boyfriend
“This is a fantastic story, it sucked me in from the first page and kept me turning those
pages.” --Rachel, Goodreads
“It is lovely to read such a delightful story with great characters and plenty of humorous
moments, too!” --Elaine, Goodreads
“Falling For Her Soldier was a beautiful story about love and forgiveness and is
definitely worth the read.” --Jessica, NetGalley

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle
in Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake
and treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time
watching arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the
characters she writes.
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Speaking of Love
by Ophelia London

Speech teacher and successful matchmaker Mackenzie Simms decides to find a woman
for her friend, handsome newspaper tycoon Rick Duffy. Though they’ve been each
other’s go-to dates for the past month, Mac and Rick couldn’t be more different: she
is outspoken, sarcastic, and completely loathes his privileged lifestyle. He’s laid-back,
unassuming, and seems comfortable at an upper-class charity function. So why can’t
she stop thinking about him?
Rick knows he and the opinionated-though-adorable Mackenzie are better off as
friends, so he agrees to the double-date getaway Mac plans at his family cabin. But
seeing Mac cuddle up with her “friendly” date rankles Rick beyond reason, and Mac
regrets her matchmaking scheme the minute she sees the way her beauty-queen cousin
looks at Rick. Can Mac ‘fess up to what’s really in her heart, when speaking her mind
puts everything at risk?

Perfect Kisses Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781622668748
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2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Friends to Lovers,
Opposites Attract,
Road Romance

“I had a dopey smile on my face the entire time I read this book. It is chick lit at its
finest. “ --K.M. Galvin, Goodreads
“This is a great read. Witty, romantic and fun.” --Ginger, Goodreads
“Ophelia London does it again with this fun and light friends to lovers romance.”
--Cocktails and Books
“Speaking of Love is one of those stories that.you immediately love and show you that
sometimes what you’re looking for is right in front of you. Plus how can you not love a
completely endearing romance with a happily ever after?” --Shortie Says

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle
in Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake
and treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time
watching arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the
characters she writes.
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Playing at Love
by Ophelia London

When a school budget crisis pits the music program against sports, choir teacher Tess
Johansson doesn’t think things could get any worse. Her singers will need to prove
themselves during halftime at every football game, plus take first place at Regionals.
Then…she meets her competition.
New head football coach Jack Marshall just needs to keep a steady job to win his
custody battle for his young daughter. But when he realizes his competition for funding
is Tess—the amazing summer love he never forgot—winning takes on a whole new
meaning. With everything at stake, Tess and Jack find themselves torn between doing
what it takes to win and doing what it takes to be together.

Perfect Kisses Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781622669875
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2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Enemies to Lovers,
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“Captivating and delightful! I rooted for both characters—and I’ll admit it…I
swooned.” --USA TODAY Bestselling Author, Diane Alberts
“The characters are engaging and I fell in love with them immediately. The author kept
giving you a piece of chocolate and not the whole candy bar and so the pages flew by.”
--Ginger, Goodreads
“I really enjoyed this love story; the characters were complex and interesting, the
romance was sweet yet steamy, and the plot line engaging and entertaining. I found
myself laughing at the amusing dialog and crying at some of their “confessions”.”
--Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews

Rights Sold in Turkish

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle
in Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake
and treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time
watching arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the
characters she writes.
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The Bad Boy’s Baby
by Cindi Madsen

There are certain words that have always described Cam Brantley: Town bad boy.
Soldier. Protector. But never, ever dad. Until he returns home from his latest military
tour to discover the girl he had one smoking-hot night with is now mom to the
adorable two-year-old Zoey. Who has his eyes.
Plenty of words could describe Emma Walker these days. Mom, dutiful granddaughter,
budding designer, the town’s golden child. But when her longtime crush Cam Brantley
comes back to town, she knows the perfect word to describe herself: screwed.
Cam and Emma are both shocked to discover he truly wants Zoey in his life. But Cam’s
not sure he’s ready to be a dad, and Emma can’t gamble her daughter on maybes. As
the long-simmering heat between Cam and Emma reaches a boiling point, he’ll have to
work past his demons in order to be the man both girls need.

Hope Springs Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756380
5/16/2016
284
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Military/Men in
Uniform, Baby on
the Doorstep, Bad
Boy Reformed, One
Night Stand

“The Bad Boy’s Baby by Cindi Madsen was a sweet, heartfelt tugging romance that will
be sure to leave readers smiling big.” --Michelle T., NetGalley
“If you are looking for a light hearted, well written, standalone baby romance, definitely
give this book a read --you won’t regret it!” --Lucia, Goodreads
“Pure perfection! A sweet and warm--hearted romance about second chances,
forgiveness, open mindedness, communication and the most important of them all:
family.” --Katrina B., Goodreads
“Cam is this huge gruff soldier...watching him melt for this curly headed little two year
old completely and totally melted my heart.” --Christi, Smitten with Reading Blog

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling
in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be
even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty
new pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing
and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most
definitely NOT all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat,
& an adorable one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Crazy for the Competition
by Cindi Madsen

Always the rebel in her ultra-conservative family, Quinn Sakata dreams of quitting her
dad’s real-estate business and restoring the old Mountain Ridge Bed and Breakfast in
her hometown of Hope Springs. Except that Quinn’s not the only person bidding on it.
Worse still, her competitor is her high school crush, Heath Brantley, who is all kinds of
ripped, tattooed hotness...
So much for her “nice, conservative boys” rule.
Heath has his own reasons for bidding on Mountain Ridge, and he won’t give in
without a fight - even to the red-lipped hottie with a sailor’s mouth. But when their
rivalry shifts into an unexpected zing of chemistry, Heath realizes he’s in deep trouble.
Because it’s inevitable that emotions will get involved, and he needs to keep his eyes on
the prize before they both get hurt.

Hope Springs Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752856
6/9/2015
277
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Multi-Cultural,
Across the Tracks,
Enemies to Lovers

“I just couldn’t put it down. Once again Cindi Madsen has written a heartfelt and
romantic story that left me with a smile on my face and a heart full of love.” --Irene
FFPassion, Goodreads
“Brimming with lots of sweet moments, kisses, and touches that will warm any
romantic reader’s heart.” --Four Chicks Flipping Pages
“Loved! It! This is a sweet, funny, and completely endearing story. “ --Bette Hansen,
Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling
in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be
even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty
new pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing
and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most
definitely NOT all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat,
& an adorable one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Second Chance Ranch
by Cindi Madsen

Sadie Hart has a plan: return to her small town of Hope Springs so she can regain her
confidence—and bank account—before giving one more shot to her country music
dream. The dream that means more to her than anything. The dream she chose over her
high school sweetheart, the brooding and sinfully handsome Royce Dixon.
Royce has moved on from his memories of the beautiful Sadie. Now he’s focused solely
on running Second Chance Ranch, where he rehabilitates troubled teens through ranch
work. But when he needs a new employee and Sadie’s the only one to volunteer, he has
no choice but to offer his old flame a job.
Whether riding a horse with the wind in her hair or mucking out the stalls, Sadie can
still get Royce’s heart beating like no one else. But Nashville is her dream, and Royce
can’t settle for second best.

Hope Springs Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750708
9/15/2014
232
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Boss and
Employee, Reunited
Lovers

“Sweet and sassy but also poignant and emotional author Cindi Madsen has written a
satisfying love story about two people whose lives converge again when they both need
it most.” --Slick, Guilty Pleasures
“It was a wonderfully entertaining read that I couldn’t put down until I’d read every
page! Cindi devised the most awesome surprise HEA ending too... you just have to read
it to enjoy it too!” --Linda, Reading Between the Wines Book Club
“From the moment I started it all the way to the very end this book was read with a
huge grin on my face.” --Tangled Up in Books

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling
in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be
even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty
new pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing
and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most
definitely NOT all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat,
& an adorable one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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An Officer and a Rebel
by Cindi Madsen

The last person police officer Nate Walsh expected to discover stranded in a snowstorm
is his brother’s ex—and former town rebel—Kelsey Cooper. His complete opposite in
every way, Kelsey’s the girl he never allowed himself to want. But when she agrees to
stay with him until the storm passes, he definitely finds himself wanting the gorgeous,
tattooed woman. Too bad Nate’s sure his brother is still in love with her…
Kelsey had only meant to drive through her tiny hometown, not end up spending time
there. With a cop. But despite her issues with authority figures, even she can admit Mr.
Serious looks pretty hot in his uniform. Unfortunately, she’s sworn off relationships—
and she’ll never be the girl for a nice guy

Accidentally In Love Series, Book 2.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633750258
7/28/2014
99
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Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
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Forbidden Love,
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“So damn cute!!!! What can I say? Cindi’s writing just makes me swoon so hard. “ --The
Book Voyagers
“This was a quick, fun read. I love the whole idea of the rebel girl with the good guy. It
totally works for these two.” --Fiction Fangirls, Goodreads
“In typical Entangled Bliss fashion, be prepared to cry and fall in love with Nate and
Kelsey.” --Read Your Writes, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling
in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be
even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty
new pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing
and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most
definitely NOT all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat,
& an adorable one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Resisting the Hero
by Cindi Madsen

Faith Fitzpatrick isn’t looking for a hero. Burned one too many times in the past, she’s
now sworn them off completely. And when her brother’s best friend, Connor, convinces
him to join the dangerous SWAT team, Faith has never been more anti-hero. What’s
wrong with having a safe job? There’s nothing safe about Connor. Confident, sexy, and
sporting a six-pack that should be illegal, he’s everything she doesn’t want.
When his best friend’s sister moves to town, local cop Connor Maguire knows he’s
in trouble. Faith is feisty, funny, and talks trash like nobody’s business. She’s also his
partner’s sister—and so totally off limits. Working on the Fall Festival together, they
agree to a truce and become friends. But the more time Connor spends with Faith, the
more he’s willing to risk the wrath of her brother. If only he could convince her to take
the risk with him, too…

Accidentally In Love Series, Book 3
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Release Date:
Page Count:
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Contemporary,
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Forbidden Love,
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“A strong and sassy heroine, smoking hot hero, and sizzling chemistry. This is a must-read romance.” --Michelle Major, author of Her Accidental Engagement
RESISTING THE HERO made me laugh, cry, and get delicious butterflies. What can I
say? When it comes to Connor Maguire, resistance is positively futile.” --Rachel Harris,
New York Times bestselling author
“I really loved this book and I feel Madsen did a great job of developing her characters,
as well as creating a believable storyline and atmosphere for them. It’s a warm, fun,
sweet book, but also has a serious side to it as well.” --Jessica, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Turkish

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling
in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be
even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty
new pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing
and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most
definitely NOT all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat,
& an adorable one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m
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Act Like You Love Me
by Cindi Madsen

Brynn McAdams isn’t the awkward drama geek she was in high school—she’s grown up
and confident, or at least she likes to think so. But when her old crush, the impossibly
handsome and unattainable Sawyer Raines, comes back to town to direct her
community play, Brynn finds herself determined to be someone other than the girl he
doesn’t even recognize. Good thing she’s an excellent actress.
After his bad breakup in NYC, the last thing Sawyer wants is to get involved with
another actress. But the glamorous and beautiful Brynn draws him in, even though as
her director, he knows she’s off-limits. There’s just something about the woman that
feels…familiar. Like home.
As Brynn’s lies start to snowball, she struggles to stop acting and come clean. But what
if Sawyer is already falling for the fake Brynn, not the Brynn she truly is?

Accidentally In Love Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660896
6/10/2013
242
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Bait
and Switch, Boss and
Employee, Mistaken
Identity

“Madsen’s engaging writing and believable dialogue captured me instantly; I loved
the chemistry and banter between Brynn and Sawyer and the way their romance
developed.” --Obsession with Books
“It had me laughing and crying. There were places I felt extremely overjoyed, and
scenes that literally made my heart clench. In other words, it was amazing.” --Vanya D,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Turkish

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling
in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be
even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty
new pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing
and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most
definitely NOT all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat,
& an adorable one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
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Falling for Her Fiance
by Cindi Madsen

Danielle and Wes have been best friends since college, so when Wes needs a date for
his sister’s wedding and Dani needs a partner for her company’s retreat, they devise the
perfect plan—a fake engagement to get through both events unscathed. Adrenalinejunkie Wes can prove to both his ex and his family that he’s well and truly moved on,
and serious-minded Dani can prove to her boss that she’s worthy of the promotion he
only wants to give to a family-oriented employee.
But amid the fake swoons, fake kisses, and forced proximity, neither expects the very
real feelings that develop. There’s nothing more dangerous than falling for your best
friend…but what if the landing is worth the fall?

Accidentally In Love Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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Engagement, Friends
to Lovers
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“Top Pick! The characters are well developed and the hero’s family dynamics are
delightfully portrayed in this charming friends--to--lovers romance.” --RT Book
Reviews
“Sexy and sweet, with characters that worktheir way into your heart.” --Victoria James,
author of The Billionare’sChristmas Baby
“Dani and Wes truly love one another, as friends.When romantic feelings start
to surface, though, the situation becomescomplicated. And cute. And awesome.”
--Andrea, The Bookish Babe
“I couldn’t get enough of Falling For HerFiance and when it was over I totally wanted
more!” --Jenna, ShortieSays

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling
in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be
even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty
new pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing
and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most
definitely NOT all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat,
& an adorable one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
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Her Surprise Engagement
by Ashlee Mallory

Single mom Daisy Sorensen doesn’t believe in fairytale endings—at least not for her.
All she wants is to enjoy a much-needed, stress-free family vacation at a friend’s Lake
Tahoe home. So of course everything that can go wrong does. Including a gorgeous
man and his daughter showing up in the middle of the night.
Soon-to-be Governor Jack Harrison has had a crazy week, but he’s sure nothing can
top arriving to find a bathrobe-clad, beautiful stranger in the home he’s staying in for
the week. He’s wrong. When things spiral out of control the next morning, Jack makes
Daisy an offer she can’t refuse. She’ll pretend to be his fiancée and he’ll help her open
the bakery she’s been dreaming about.
But in between late-night campfires and days on the lake, Jack finds himself falling for
the strong, stubborn woman for real.

Sorensen Family Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
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250
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Fake
Engagement, Fake
Relationship, Forced
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“Loved this book! It’s sweet and fun with lovable characters...I’ve added the author to
my must read authors’ list.” --Linda Q., Goodreads
“This book was wonderful. I am a big fan of the series and have read and enjoyed every
book but this is the absolute best one in the series.” --Sharon M., Librarian
“Lovely and Engaging Romance.” --Lesley, Goodreads
“Hands down, Ms. Mallory has a definite knack for putting together winning combos
of characters and world building, chemistry, and irresistible storylines.” --Katrina B.,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ASHLEE MALLORY
Ashlee Mallory is a USA Today Bestselling author of Contemporary Romance, Romantic
Suspense, and Thrillers. A recovering attorney, she currently resides in Utah with her
husband and two kids. She aspires to one day include running, hiking and traveling to
exotic destinations in her list of things she enjoys, but currently settles for enjoying a good
book and a glass of wine from the comfort of her couch.
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The Playboy’s Proposal
by Ashlee Mallory

Doctor Benny Sorensen has had it up to here with her party-throwing playboy
neighbor. She’s declaring war. She doesn’t care how gorgeous or charming he is, he’s
going down. That is until he proposes something she’s not sure she can say no to...
Wealthy ad man Henry Ellison lives an uncomplicated life that revolves around work,
women, and partying. In that order. Until Benny storms into his life. To placate his
attractive but hotheaded neighbor, Henry offers to help her land a date with the man
of her dreams. Only as Henry makes her over and coaches her on the fine art of
flirting, he realizes that the idea of this woman in any other man’s arms but his own
is unacceptable. But Benny’s a forever kind of girl and forever might just be the one
commitment he can’t make.

Sorensen Family Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757202
7/25/2016
275
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Ugly Duckling

“The Playboy’s Proposal is a wonderful quick read and will have you smiling
throughout the entire book.” --Teresa J., NetGalley
“I completely fell in love with Benny and Henry’s story!” --Jennifer C., NetGalley
“Brilliant read.” --Archaeolibrarian --I Dig Good Books!
“This book is well--written, interesting, humorous, romantic, and a perfect read for
summer.” --Fizza, NetGalley
“Fast--paced and well told. I loved following the hot tale as well as the emotional
journey.” --Danielle U., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ASHLEE MALLORY
Ashlee Mallory is a USA Today Bestselling author of Contemporary Romance, Romantic
Suspense, and Thrillers. A recovering attorney, she currently resides in Utah with her
husband and two kids. She aspires to one day include running, hiking and traveling to
exotic destinations in her list of things she enjoys, but currently settles for enjoying a good
book and a glass of wine from the comfort of her couch.
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Her Accidental Husband
by Ashlee Mallory

Payton Vaughn’s trip to Puerto Vallarta for her friend’s wedding was her big escape
from her ridiculously overbearing mother-oh, and that little matter with her cheating
fiancé. Now, her flight’s been cancelled, and she’s crammed into a tiny car with the
gorgeous-but-irritating best man.
Viva la road trip from hell...
Cruz Sorensen doesn’t have time to babysit some spoiled socialite, even if she is
the future daughter-in-law of the man who could change the fortune of his family’s
company. He has no business getting to know her better-not even for all the tequila in
Mexico...until they wake up with grande-sized hangovers as man and wife.
Now Payton and Cruz must decide if they’ve reached the end of their journey...or the
beginning of a new adventure.

Sorensen Family Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754553
10/12/2015
213
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Multi-Cultural,
Accidental Marriage,
Across the Tracks,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forced Proximity

“Payton and Cruz were incredible characters yet it was the entirety of the book that
sucked me in and had me glued to the pages with a silly smile on my face.” --Bette H.,
Goodreads
“With witty banter, great chemistry, and a wonderful cast of believable secondary
characters, you won’t want this mildly angst--filled story to end.” --A Klues, Goodreads
“This is a fun, fantastic book that is definitely worth a read.” --Mary F., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ASHLEE MALLORY
Ashlee Mallory is a USA Today Bestselling author of Contemporary Romance, Romantic
Suspense, and Thrillers. A recovering attorney, she currently resides in Utah with her
husband and two kids. She aspires to one day include running, hiking and traveling to
exotic destinations in her list of things she enjoys, but currently settles for enjoying a good
book and a glass of wine from the comfort of her couch.
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Her Backup Boyfriend
by Ashlee Mallory

Straight-laced lawyer Kate Matthews always plays by the rules. But when her ex gets
engaged and a big promotion is on the line at work, she blurts out that she has a new
boyfriend. And now that she’s proved she “has a life” outside of work, everything is
perfect. Except for one teeny little detail?there is no boyfriend. And now Kate’s liable for
her little white lie...
Dominic Sorensen is hot, charming, and very definitely not Kate’s type. But not
only does Dominic want to help Kate renovate her home, he’s also willing to play
“boyfriend.” All he wants in return is a little pro bono work for his sister. Now instead
of Mr. Right, Kate has a delectable Mr. Fix-It-Right?and some unbelievable sexual
chemistry. And if falling for Dominic is a breach of contract, Kate is guilty as charged...

Sorensen Family Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751347
1/19/2015
383
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Multi-Cultural,
Fake Relationship,
Opposites Attract

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

“If you enjoyed the Proposal with Sandra Bullock this is your book!” --Dirty Dayna,
Goodreads
“...Dominic is the one you want to burn the paper for. He’s hot, sexy, and has a heart of
gold. This guy needs to go on a list for best book boyfriend.” --Lindsey, Lindsey Gray
Blog
“This heart--warming book was light, fast paced and full of sweetness. Ms. Mallory
treated her readers to a lovable characters that you couldn’t help but fall in love with.”
--Michelle at Four Chicks Flipping Pages
“Loved! This! Book! It’s a great fake boyfriend story that kept me mesmerized” --Bette
H., Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ASHLEE MALLORY
Ashlee Mallory is a USA Today Bestselling author of Contemporary Romance, Romantic
Suspense, and Thrillers. A recovering attorney, she currently resides in Utah with her
husband and two kids. She aspires to one day include running, hiking and traveling to
exotic destinations in her list of things she enjoys, but currently settles for enjoying a good
book and a glass of wine from the comfort of her couch.
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The Marriage Match
by Tracy March

Resort tycoon Trent Hawthorne is looking for a wife. His all-business, no-nonsense
grandmother (and the matriarch of the small town of Maple Creek) has selected three
potential brides?all beautiful and approved. Each “fantasy date” will take place in a lush
Caribbean setting, filmed like a reality show to promote the Hawthorne family’s chain
of resorts. All of Trent’s hopes for love combined with a clever marketing gimmick…
what could possibly go wrong?
As it turns out, all it takes is a kiss. A sizzling, sweet-as-sin kiss. But Cynthia Sawyer
isn’t one of the bachelorettes, and she’s definitely not supposed to be making out with
her boss’s sexy grandson. Not to mention it’s strictly against company policy. But
Cynthia has her own reasons for hooking Trent up with a bride who isn’t her as soon as
possible. And losing her heart is a price that she’s willing to pay…

Suddenly Smitten Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661671
1/19/2015
230
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Boss and Employee,
Forbidden Love

“Take your sunscreen and grab a pretty umbrella drink! The Marriage Match takes you
on a romantic island adventure where you’ll practically feel the sand between your toes
and the sun on your face. This sweet story is adorable. It’s a feel--good book guaranteed
to make you smile!” --Nancy Naigle, USA Today Bestselling Author
“Every book in Tracy March’s Suddenly Smitten series has been a fun andsexy romp
and The Marriage Match fits that description perfectly. I don’t knowthat I could have
liked these characters more. From beginning to end this book was smart, sassy, fun, and
completely entertaining and I loved every minute ofit.” --Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews

ABOUT TRACY MARCH
Award-winning author Tracy March writes romantic thrillers and lighthearted romances
inspired by her real-life happily ever after. Always up for travel and adventure, Tracy has
flown in a stunt plane, snowmobiled on the Continental Divide, ziplined in the Swiss
Alps, and been chased by a bull in the mountains of St. Lucia. She loves Nationals baseball,
hiking in the Rockies, Saturday date nights and Dairy Queen Blizzards--and rarely goes a
day without craving pizza.Tracy lives in Yorktown, Virginia, with her superhero husband
who works for NASA.
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Tempted in the Tropics
by Tracy March

Paige Ellerbee’s life is far from perfect after moving back to small-town Maple Creek-there’s her struggling bakery, Sweet Bee’s; her aging father; and the fact she’s practically
the only single girl in town. But when Lane Anderson, the town’s hot--and young!--new
doctor, moves in next door, she wouldn’t mind receiving some intensive care...until
their first conversation starts a feud.
Lane came to Maple Creek to lay low after inadvertently being associated with a pillprescribing scandal. When the gorgeous blonde next door asks for his help with a
program that could raise eyebrows, he has to refuse. He’s been burned in the past when
blinded by love, yet Paige’s feisty personality has his blood running hot.
When a little matchmaking lands Lane at Paige’s best friend’s wedding in St. Lucia,
suddenly the romantic island vibe tempts them to kiss and make up. A temporary truce
might be just what they both want--but forever love might be more than they can agree
on.

Suddenly Smitten Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661626
9/9/2013
192
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

RT Book Reviews TOP PICK!
“Prepare to be swept away to the Caribbean coast as a tender love story unfolds.
March’s novel is contemporary, heartfelt and chock full of lively characters who make
it magically delicious. The author has a wild imagination and uses her gift to create
an unforgettable, quirky romance that your friends will be begging to borrow. A
phenomenally unexpected sweet treat.” --Jaime A. Giraldi
“I devoured this in one go, swooning and sighing over one very delectable and dishy
doctor. With loveable characters, a captivating storyline, and set in a descriptively
beautiful setting, I was smitten and loved every page.” --Nicola Armstrong, Goodreads

ABOUT TRACY MARCH
Award-winning author Tracy March writes romantic thrillers and lighthearted romances
inspired by her real-life happily ever after. Always up for travel and adventure, Tracy has
flown in a stunt plane, snowmobiled on the Continental Divide, ziplined in the Swiss
Alps, and been chased by a bull in the mountains of St. Lucia. She loves Nationals baseball,
hiking in the Rockies, Saturday date nights and Dairy Queen Blizzards--and rarely goes a
day without craving pizza.Tracy lives in Yorktown, Virginia, with her superhero husband
who works for NASA.
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The Practice Proposal
by Tracy March

Nationals first baseman, Cole Collins is in trouble. He’s upfor contract renegotiation,
but after too many late-night parties, he needssome positive publicity before he can
make the roster. So when the last womanhe ever expected wins a date with him at a
charity auction, Cole realizes he’sfound his fake fiancée. She’s gorgeous and smart and
he’s instantly hooked.
Liza Sutherland isn’t looking for love. Especially not witha notorious playboy like Cole
Collins, the guy she secretly obsessed over as anawkward teenager. When Cole’s agent
makes Liza a deal she can’t refuse--a betshe will fall in love with Cole or a cool half mil
goes to charity--the game ison. Even if it means betting against her own heart.

Suddenly Smitten Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668762
3/1/2013
166
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Fake Engagement

RT Book Reviews TOP PICK!
“March knocks it out of the park with this Suddenly Smitten novel that will delight both
fansof baseball and romance. A light and airy summer read, it focuses onfamily and
companionship, but the remarkable, memorable romance is agrand slam, too. Readers
will wholeheartedly connect with thedown--to--earth heroine and swoon over Cole,
the sexy ball player.” --Jaime A. Geraldi
“A homerun on a stick swirled in chocolate! ThePractice Proposal is one of those books
that will have you laughing,crying, and cheering sometimes all in the same scene.”
--Slick, Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT TRACY MARCH
Award-winning author Tracy March writes romantic thrillers and lighthearted romances
inspired by her real-life happily ever after. Always up for travel and adventure, Tracy has
flown in a stunt plane, snowmobiled on the Continental Divide, ziplined in the Swiss
Alps, and been chased by a bull in the mountains of St. Lucia. She loves Nationals baseball,
hiking in the Rockies, Saturday date nights and Dairy Queen Blizzards--and rarely goes a
day without craving pizza.Tracy lives in Yorktown, Virginia, with her superhero husband
who works for NASA.
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Head Over Heels for the Boss
by Susan Meier

Isabelle Cooper’s in big, big trouble. Her flower shop? Well, it was just bought by the
man she’s had a crush on forever. Her new boss, Devon Donovan, is a tall glass of meltin-your-mouth hotness. The problem? Devon is definitely not interested in love. No ifs,
ands, or buds about it.
Devon knows Isabelle has been crushing on him since college, but buying her business
shouldn’t be a problem. Not only is she his employee, but as the eldest Donovan
brother, he’s too busy protecting the family fortune for romance. But tomboy “Izzy” is
all grown up now. And he’s finding it impossible to resist her, no matter how hard he
tries...

Donovan Brothers Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754287
9/14/2015
211
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Boss and Employee,
Forbidden Love,
Unrequited Love

“Susan Meier has a way of making you laugh, cry and have an all out good time.” Isha
Coleman, Goodreads
“I absolutely loved this book! SusanMeier always writes characters that burrow into my
heart stay with me longafter I’ve turned the final page, and she absolutely knocks it out
of the parkin Head Over Heels for the Boss.” --SharonSaracino, Goodreads
“Such a charming adorable book! I read this in one sitting. I loved all the characters in
the book. I absolutely love the Donovan family!!!” --Melissa Joseph, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT SUSAN MEIER
Susan Meier spent most of her twenties thinking she was a job-hopper until she began
to write and realised everything that had come before was only research! One of eleven
children, with twenty-four nieces and nephews and three kids of her own, Susan lives in
Western Pennsylvania with her wonderful husband, Mike, her children, and two over-fed,
well-cuddled cats, Sophie and Fluffy.
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Chasing the Runaway Bride
by Susan Meier

When Marine-turned-rancher, Cade Donovan, inherits his grandfather’s grocery
store, he has no choice except to return home. A couple problems with that: The small,
gossiping town still doesn’t know the real reason Cade left 12 years ago. And for some
reason, his grandfather added an unexpected detail to the will --Cade has to share
ownership with Piper O’Riley.
The O’Rileys and the Donovans have been at each other’s throats ever since Cade’s
grandfather won the store in a poker game. And now Cade has to share his inheritance
with the enemy? The gorgeous, tempting, all-grown-up enemy...
After ditching two fiancés at the altar, Piper’s earned a reputation as the town’s runaway
bride. Ironically, Piper is woefully inexperienced with men. Her attraction to Cade and
working side-by-side with him is torture. By day, it’s non-stop-bickering, but at night,
she can’t stop imagining all the delicious things Cade could teach her.
With the family grudge and the secret of why Cade really left town between them,
there’s no way they could ever be together. Right?

Donovan Brothers Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751064
11/17/2014
266
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Military/
Men in Uniform,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forced Proximity

“Chasing The Runaway Bride was an entertaining enemies to lovers story and a
fantastic addition to this series!” --Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews
“Enemies to lovers is one of my favourite tropes and Susan Meier has done it justice;
I adored the latest addition to her Donovan Brothers series. From the allure of the
storyline to the charm of the main and secondary characters, Chasing the Runaway
Bride is a fun, sexy and sweet read.” --Nicola, Goodreads
“HOT MARINE TURNED COWBOY EQUALS HOT. This is a great read, this is a
perfect romance novel.” --Chrissy, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT SUSAN MEIER
Susan Meier spent most of her twenties thinking she was a job-hopper until she began
to write and realised everything that had come before was only research! One of eleven
children, with twenty-four nieces and nephews and three kids of her own, Susan lives in
Western Pennsylvania with her wonderful husband, Mike, her children, and two over-fed,
well-cuddled cats, Sophie and Fluffy.
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Her Summer with the Marine
by Susan Meier

The last person Ellie McDermott wanted to run into after returning to her hometown is
Finn Donovan, her high school nemesis and the guy she crossed the line from enemies
to lovers with one night years ago. Now ex-military, tattooed, and still sexy as hell,
Finn is a complication Ellie doesn’t need-she needs to concentrate on saving her family
business.
Finn’s entire life, Ellie was there, going head-to-head with him in every class, bee,
and test. So it’s no surprise she’d show up just as he was about to take over her father’s
struggling business. It is a surprise, though, that his attraction to her is even more
explosive than it had been. Acting on their attraction is one thing, but Finn has to turn
a profit to save his own family, and nothing-not even love-will get in his way.

Donovan Brothers Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664986
3/10/2014
260
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Military/Men in
Uniform, Enemies
to Lovers, Opposites
Attract

“This book touched my soul as I too have a loved one stricken with Alzheimer’s and the
way it robs you of the person you’ve loved all of your life. I appreciate the way it was
handled and felt the heroine’s actions and feelings were very well written. “ --Guilty
Pleasures Book Reviews
“This story was like no other that I’ve read before and the originality of the story line
blew me away. “ --Swept Away by Romance
“Bliss readers who have been looking for a little more steam will be thoroughly
satisfied. And readers who love a small town, enemies (or frenemies) to lovers story,
will be in heaven.” --Larissa, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT SUSAN MEIER
Susan Meier spent most of her twenties thinking she was a job-hopper until she began
to write and realised everything that had come before was only research! One of eleven
children, with twenty-four nieces and nephews and three kids of her own, Susan lives in
Western Pennsylvania with her wonderful husband, Mike, her children, and two over-fed,
well-cuddled cats, Sophie and Fluffy.
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The Switched Baby Scandal
by Theresa Meyers

Single mom Taylor Lawrence just discovered that the hospital sent her home with the
wrong infant five years ago. Now the headstrong and handsome biological father wants
his child back. But Emily has always been her daughter, and Taylor wont give her up
without a fight.
Widower Reece Wallace believed his life was over when a drunk driver killed his wife
and daughter. So when he learns of the baby switch, he sees this child as his ultimate
salvation. But he never anticipated the fiery woman on the other side of this custody
battleor how shed stir feelings in him long dormant.
As the media storm surrounding the hospitals mistake intensifies, Taylor and Reece
find theres more to sort out than custody of Emily they must work together to protect
her while grappling with their growing attraction. Can they pick up the pieces of two
broken families and meld them into something new?

Scandals of San Sebastian Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661619
6/10/2013
220
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“I enjoyed this book very much. I recommend this book, as it was a nice romance;
a couple you liked, and rooted for; and the precious child they both loved. “ --The
Reading Cafe
“Heartwrenching yet truly heartwarming.” --Nicola, Goodreads
“This book got to me. As a parent there is no more scary thought than losing a child.
Thankfully I knew going in that there had to be a happy ending but getting there…
Break out the tissues.” --Donna, Goodreads

ABOUT THERESA MEYERS
Raised by a bibliophile who made the dining room into a library, Theresa has always been
a lover of books and stories. First a writer for newspapers, then fornational magazines,
she learned to compensate for her dyslexia so she could write. She is married to the first
man she ever went on a realdate with (to their high school prom), who she knew was hero
material when he suffered through having to let her parents drive, and her brother sit
betweenthem in the backseat of the car.
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The Christmas Layover
by Robert Tate Miller

The weather forecasters said the snowstorm would miss the eastern seaboard. They
were wrong. When Ally Henderson’s flight from Southern California to get married in
New York City for Christmas gets diverted to the tiny Midwestern town of Bethlehem,
she’s desperate to get back in the air and back to the Big Apple. But with all the airports
closed, she’s forced to rely on Midwestern hospitality to wait out the storm. And she
soon learns that she has a storm of her own to weather. One that could shatter her life.
Living with a kind stranger is one way to spend a snowed-in Christmas, but when she
meets the local diner owner, Jake, sparks fly. Only, Ally’s a big-city girl with big-city
dreams, and Jake will always be a Bethlehem boy.

“This is such a feel good Christmas story! I couldn’t put this one down once I started it.”
--Melanie, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636835
11/12/2018
270
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Fish out of Water,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds,
Road Romance

“This has Hallmark Christmas Movie written all over it! I can totally see this as a movie
on that channel and getting lost in its festive romance every winter!” --Shia, Goodreads
“This was a really nice xmas story, lots of wonderful characters, a beautiful town,
budding friendships and new romances. This book would make the perfect hallmark
story, slightly unbelievable but charming nonetheless.” --Book Lovers Anonymous

ABOUT ROBERT TATE MILLER
Born in Atlanta, Georgia, Robert Tate Miller was raised in Hendersonville, North Carolina
where he started writing at a young age. Rob has written many screenplays and has had six
movies produced for the small screen. His TV movie credits include Three Days, Secret
Santa, Hidden Places, Farewell Mr. Kringle, Christmas Cookies and Love Struck Café.
Rob wrote the novels Secret Santa (Atria), Forever Christmas (Thomas Nelson), and The
Christmas Star (Waterfall Press). Rob graduated from the University of Georgia with a BA
in Journalism/Mass Communications. He lives in Los Angeles, California.
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Cowboys Need Not Apply
by Robert Tate Miller

No, prima donna ballerina Jessica Carmichael isn’t interested in the rough-and-tumble
rodeo cowboy she met in physical therapy. In fact, she’s actively uninterested in his
cocky smile, and his go-with-the-flow attitude, and how his silly little bets make her
work harder than ever to fix her knee. She’d like nothing more than to strangle him, if
she wasn’t so busy thinking about kissing him.
Matt Walker’s best hope of getting back in the saddle is charming Jessica into teaching
him ballet. He needs to get back on the bronc…even if he has to get there in tights.
Only the uptight ballerina lives in a completely different world, one he wouldn’t touch
with a ten-foot mechanical bull. But maybe the one thing she needs more than control
is to lose control for once—with him.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636163
8/13/2018
255
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Fish out of Water,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds,
Redemption

“I absolutely loved this book. It was such a phenomenal read and had amazing
characters as well as an amazing story line. I just couldn’t get enough of it and once I
started reading it I couldn’t put it down. I highly recommend that you read it!” –Amy
D., NetGalley
“What a fun read! I smiled and laughed through most of this story. I loved the Cowboy!
Robert Tate Miller is a wonderful storyteller.” –Susan R., Goodreads
“This is the first book that I’ve read from Robert Tate Miller and I can happily say that
I am fan now. Cowboy Need Not Apply was a very fun, entertaining read. I love a good
cowboy book and this book did not disappoint.” --Ofelia A., Goodreads
“This book was so swoony and cute!” –Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT ROBERT TATE MILLER
Born in Atlanta, Georgia, Robert Tate Miller was raised in Hendersonville, North Carolina
where he started writing at a young age. Rob has written many screenplays and has had six
movies produced for the small screen. His TV movie credits include Three Days, Secret
Santa, Hidden Places, Farewell Mr. Kringle, Christmas Cookies and Love Struck Café.
Rob wrote the novels Secret Santa (Atria), Forever Christmas (Thomas Nelson), and The
Christmas Star (Waterfall Press). Rob graduated from the University of Georgia with a BA
in Journalism/Mass Communications. He lives in Los Angeles, California.
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The Daddy Coach
by Karen Muir

Hoping to vindicate her brother, botanist Gina Dunn poses as a nanny to the man she
believes framed him. Even though she grew up in a dysfunctional home, how hard can
it be looking after twin four-year-old boys? If she can nurture rare orchids, surely she
can handle this.
Instant fatherhood hits contractor Will Sinclair hard when his twin sons he didn’t know
existed come to live with him. The rebellious boys reject Will as their real dad, forcing
him to turn to Gina, his new nanny, for her “expert” help.
Interacting with Will and his boys as a “daddy” coach, Gina starts to crave the family
she’s always longed to have. But Will’s reaction when he learns of her deception isn’t her
biggest fear—one of two men she loves is lying…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638570
9/9/2019
254
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Boss
and Employee, Fish
out of Water, In Love
with the Nanny

“This story was so freaking cute. I love cute romance books with children as an
important part of the plot, and this one was no different. I hope Ms. Karen writes more
books in this heartwarming style.” --Eliana S., Goodreads
“This is a sweet romance that I just loved!” --Linda Q., Goodreads
“This is my first book by Karen Muir but it will not be my last. This is a perfect summer
beach read.” --Skye Y., Goodreads
“A heart of hearts read with a real rollercoaster of emotions feel, witness, and sensual
highlights throughout. The kind of romance I had to read all in one sitting!” --Jackie D.,
Goodreads

ABOUT KAREN MUIR
A sense of humor was a must when Karen taught elementary grades and Head Start, and
she’s always loved books and movies that make her laugh. Karen’s Fish Out of Water series
from Entangled Publishing deals with heroines thrust outside their comfort zones. Their
first meetings with their heroes tend to be quirky. An English Lit major at the University
of Washington, Karen now reads mostly genre novels. Contemporary and historical
romances and mysteries are my favorites. She loves camping--out in the wilds and close to
nature--with all the comforts of our motor home. Sitting by a clear mountain stream with
a good book to read is her idea of heaven.
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The Sheriff ’s Little Matchmaker
by Carrie Nichols

When teacher Sasha Honeycutt kisses a handsome cowboy in a bar on a dare, she never
expects to see him again. To her surprise, though, he walks through the door of her
classroom for a parent-teacher conference. Sheriff Remy Fontenot might be sexy as
sin, but Sasha has no interest in falling for another police officer. Rose Creek, Texas is
her fresh start after being “that poor widow.” Only, Remy’s precocious daughter has big
plans for the two of them…
After their stolen kiss, Remy knows there’s a sexy woman hiding under that school
marm charm. When fate—aka his seven-year-old—keeps putting her in his path, he
decides to take it as a sign. His daughter needs a mom, and the intriguing, beautiful
Sasha is perfect for the role. Not to mention their chemistry is off the charts.
Unfortunately, he’s set his sights on the one woman in town who has no interest in
falling for another man with a badge.

Rose Creek, Texas Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636477
10/8/2018
240
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Dare, Girl Next
Door, Second
Chance

“What a great read this is! Carrie Nichols covered all the bases with this gem and it is a
fantastic, fun and sexy read.” --Lori Z., Goodreads
“This is just one of those sweet feel good romances that you shouldn’t pass up!” --Becky
W., Goodreads
“This adorable book charmed the socks off of me!” --Erika C., Goodreads
“If you enjoy small--town, character--driven romance with plenty of humor and heart,
give Carrie Nichols a go. She creates characters with layers and stories with satisfying
emotional depth while infusing enough humor to keep them light rather than angsty.”
--The Romance Dish

ABOUT CARRIE NICHOLS
2016 RWA® Golden Heart® Winner and 2016 & 2015 Maggie Award winning author,
Carrie Nichols, is a hardy New Englander transplanted to the Deep South, where she
marvels how two inches of snow can bring a city like Atlanta to its knees. She loves to
travel, is addicted to British crime dramas and knows a Seinfeld quote appropriate for
every occasion. She has one tolerant husband, two grown sons, and two critical cats.
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Letters from Home
by Beth Rhodes

An Army doctor, Lena Rodriguez has always been too busy with school or the Army for
romance. But the letters she received during deployment have captured her heart. Back
home for the holidays, she awaits Christmas morning to meet the man who has turned
her life upside down.
When Zack Benson watched his best friend’s sister Lena leave for Afghanistan, he knew
he had to tell her he loved her. So he sent her anonymous love letters. Now that she’s
home, he realizes he’s made a tactical error. Lena has fallen for the man in those letters
but still thinks of him as a brother. He has to convince her otherwise because if he
succeeds, he’ll get the best Christmas present ever. But if he fails, he could lose her for
good.

“WOW! This one was a very cute story.” --Calatasde, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622663835
11/25/2014
111
0.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Military/Men in
Uniform, Best
Friend’s Little Sister

“Letters From Home is a delightful, light romance --full of warmth and humor. With
irresistible characters, realistic dialogue and genuine emotions, Strasser delivers an
enjoyable holiday treat.” --Romantic Reads and Such
“Letters from Home is a sweet story of a friendship that blossoms into something more.
It’s a novella around 100 pages long, but despite the short length the characters were
well--developed.” --Book Soulmates

ABOUT BETH RHODES
It’s no wonder Beth writes romance. Married to her best friend, they have six kids and still
manage to find things to do together, to laugh at and make fun of... life is good. Love is the
center of their life, and she’s inspired by it every day.
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Mismatched in Mayhem
by L.E. Rico

Welcome to Mayhem, Minnesota, with its sweater-wearing cats and ultra-competitive
trivia nights. Where love really does conquer all...if you’ll let it.
Walker O’Halloran is finally ready to shed her “wild child” persona. Bartending at her
family’s pub, babysitting her adorable niece and nephews, and getting her degree during
the day. What she doesn’t do is date--or even think about dating. Ever. Until he walks
into her bar, looking like a former Mr. Quarterback of the Football Team and Student
Council President all rolled into one. No, thank you.
Mason Stevens has a secret—and it prevents him from knowing if someone is truly
interested in him, or just what he can do for them. Until he meets Walker. She’s the
first person in ages who doesn’t recognize him, and her grouchy attitude feels like the
greatest challenge of his life. And he’s ready for it.
But the more time they spend together, the more he’s desperate to come clean—it’s just
never the right time. Until the paparazzi do it for him…

Whiskey Sisters Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638594
1/13/2020
300
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Fish out of Water,
Opposites Attract

“The Mayhem series is one of my all time favorite romance series --all of the stories
have so much to offer because they aren’t your usual, formulaic stories. There is so
much depth and so many layers to this story that I honestly didn’t want to stop reading
until I’d finished it.” --Heather P., Goodreads
“The story is an intriguing read with heart, humor, angst, love and family.” --Jamie B.,
NetGalley
“This is a fun, romantic read with good writing to make you laugh and sigh in delight.”
--She Just Loves Books Blog
“I found this charming small town hilarious yet comfortably warm and friendly.”
--A.K., Goodreads

ABOUT L.E. RICO
L. E. Rico was going to be principal French horn of the New York Philharmonic. That was
her plan, anyway. The New York Philharmonic had no idea of her intentions, and that’s
probably a good thing, since she wasn’t an especially good French horn player! Lauren
was, however, an exceptionally good classical music radio host. She has made a career of
demystifying classical music for her audiences by taking it off a dusty old pedestal and
putting it into a modern context. Lauren has recently discovered a passion for writing,
which she’s managed to combine with her love and knowledge of the classical music world.
She also writes new adult under Lauren E. Rico.
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Mistletoe in Mayhem Boxed Set
by L.E. Rico

A Christmas Wedding In Mayhem
You’re cordially invited to the wedding of the century! Please join bride-trying-not-tobe-a-zilla Hennessy O’Halloran and her prince-in-shining-snow-boots as they finally
say, “I do.” Unless a rogue wedding planner and a blizzard that takes out the entire
Midwest can stop them, these two will get married on Christmas. The town of Mayhem
will make sure of it.
A Surprise Baby In Mayhem
The town of Mayhem, Minnesota, is about to have a population explosion and the
Whiskey Sisters are getting more than they expected! While newlyweds Henny and
Bryan are anxiously awaiting not one but two little bundles of joy, Jameson and Scott
are focusing on planning their own perfect wedding, with only one troublesome toddler
in tow. But babies have a way of arriving on their own schedules…and fate has a way
of intervening in this quirky hamlet. Now, the couple finds themselves scrambling to
beat the clock—and the odds—to their own happily ever after before their unexpected
special delivery arrives.

Whiskey Sisters Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637191
11/12/2018
350
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Fish out of Water,
Girl Next Door,
Overcoming Odds

“These stories were full of so much fun and so much Christmas spirit. They made
me laugh and cry. I found the stories to be fast paced, and very festive.” --Sherri B.,
Goodreads
“These stories were full of fun, love and Christmas. I laughed and cried, and loved the
series as a whole!” --J.B., NetGalley
“This box set is a trifecta of goodness! Set during the holiday season, we’ve got
weddings, babies and the Whiskey sisters!” Sheryl H., Goodreads
“This is a fun laugh out loud series.” --Susan R., Goodreads

ABOUT L.E. RICO
L. E. Rico was going to be principal French horn of the New York Philharmonic. That was
her plan, anyway. The New York Philharmonic had no idea of her intentions, and that’s
probably a good thing, since she wasn’t an especially good French horn player! Lauren
was, however, an exceptionally good classical music radio host. She has made a career of
demystifying classical music for her audiences by taking it off a dusty old pedestal and
putting it into a modern context. Lauren has recently discovered a passion for writing,
which she’s managed to combine with her love and knowledge of the classical music world.
She also writes new adult under Lauren E. Rico.
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Mischief and Mayhem
by L.E. Rico

Welcome to Mayhem, Minnesota, home of the Knitty Kitty, The Little Slice of Heaven
Pie Shop, and O’Halloran’s Pub—owned by the four young women known as The
Whiskey Sisters.
In the wake of her divorce, Jameson O’Halloran has gone man-vegan. And this is one
diet she’s determined to stick with. Even when her long-lost ex-brother-in-law shows up
looking like two scoops of double dutch dipped in chocolate… She’s not giving in. Been
there and still wearing the messy T-shirt.
It’s been a decade since Scott Clarke left his family and his hometown, never to return.
But when tragedy strikes, he finds himself dragged back to the land of gossip, judgment,
and the one woman he absolutely, positively, without a doubt can never have. His
brother’s ex is off-limits. He just needs to keep repeating that to himself until it sinks in.

Whiskey Sisters Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635906
7/9/2018
315
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Fish
out of Water, Older
Brother’s Best Friend

“This was such a lighthearted, absorbing read. That grabbed me from the start and
never let go.” --Mags N., Goodreads
“Mischief and Mayhem is just the kind of romance that I am a sucker for. It’s smart,
funny, well--paced, low on unnecessary angst, and magical. And, by magical, I mean
everything that word embodies: captivating characters, a visit by a Goober (Uber)
driving Angel, pies that can predict the future or guide on a path, and fun that literally
makes you smile while reading.” –Sacha D., Goodreads
“Well written, funny, sad and sweet, book 2 in the Whiskey Sister series hits all the right
notes and brought each character vividly to life for this reader.” –Cheryl H., Goodreads

ABOUT L.E. RICO
L. E. Rico was going to be principal French horn of the New York Philharmonic. That was
her plan, anyway. The New York Philharmonic had no idea of her intentions, and that’s
probably a good thing, since she wasn’t an especially good French horn player! Lauren
was, however, an exceptionally good classical music radio host. She has made a career of
demystifying classical music for her audiences by taking it off a dusty old pedestal and
putting it into a modern context. Lauren has recently discovered a passion for writing,
which she’s managed to combine with her love and knowledge of the classical music world.
She also writes new adult under Lauren E. Rico.
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Blame It on the Bet
by L.E. Rico

Welcome to Mayhem, Minnesota, where the cats wear sweaters, the local priest
dispenses dating advice, and you can find your fortune in the bottom of a pie tin.
When her family’s pub is threatened with foreclosure, Hennessy O’Halloran, along with
her three sisters, is determined to raise enough money to keep it out of the hands of the
L.A. real-estate developer trying to raze it and replace it with a—god forbid!—multiplex
theater.
Bryan Truitt always gets what he wants. And what he wants is the sweet corner property
on Mayhem’s Main Street where O’Halloran’s Pub sits. But his “quick business” turns
into more than he bargains for when he meets the feisty Hennessy. Next thing he
knows, he’s betting her he can outlast Mayhem’s punishing winter in time to make the
pub his—or he’ll gift it to her for free.
Hennessy knows better than to flirt with the enemy. But suddenly Bryan’s not sure
which he wants more…the property or the woman who owns it.

Whiskey Sisters Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633742
9/11/2017
236
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Bet,
Enemies to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

“This was my first book by this author and I was incredibly impressed! L.E. Rico has a
really smooth and easy to follow writing style that is infused with the kind of hilarity
that I very much enjoy in a book. If you enjoy humor of both the subtle and laugh out
loud varieties, you’re going to enjoy this one.” --Heather P., Goodreads
“I found myself being entertained with both characters as well as the citizens of
Mayhem. Oh they are a HOOT!!” --Midnight Amie
“The author has created a wonderful story that just draws the reader in and wraps
them into the story to the very end leaving you with a smile on your face and another
favourite book for you to read again and again.” --Melinda S., NetGalley

ABOUT L.E. RICO
L. E. Rico was going to be principal French horn of the New York Philharmonic. That was
her plan, anyway. The New York Philharmonic had no idea of her intentions, and that’s
probably a good thing, since she wasn’t an especially good French horn player! Lauren
was, however, an exceptionally good classical music radio host. She has made a career of
demystifying classical music for her audiences by taking it off a dusty old pedestal and
putting it into a modern context. Lauren has recently discovered a passion for writing,
which she’s managed to combine with her love and knowledge of the classical music world.
She also writes new adult under Lauren E. Rico.
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A Royal Second Chance Summer
by Viv Royce

Prince Nicolas is looking for a priceless royal heirloom. Trying to stay under the radar,
he keeps that he’s a prince secret—especially from the cute antiques dealer he asks to
help him. The longer it takes, the more time they get to spend together, though no
matter how attracted he is to Lizzie, love is certainly not an option for the heir to the
crown of Belfort.
Lizzie Cates fled her family’s new-found fame and fortune because life in the spotlight
wasn’t for her. She loves her small town, where the most exciting thing on the schedule
is the car parade for the Fourth of July. That’s just how she likes it, until Nicolas comes
along. Lizzie finds herself falling for the caring man who craves the country and smalltown life as much as she does.
Except Nicolas has a secret that will shatter both their dreams...

Little Shops on Heart Street Series,
Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682816127
6/22/2020
220
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Opposites Attract,
Royalty

“A modern Cinderella story.” --Nathalie B., NetGalley
“If you’ve ever wanted to be a princess and live vicariously in your own Hallmark
movie this book is it. Their journey spans an ocean to the happily ever after. I highly
recommend this read for a full romantic and fairytale.” --Lindsay E., Goodreads
“It was really moving; I even shed a tear! I really hope there will be a second book!”
--Jessie L., Goodreads
“A Royal Second Chance Summer by Viv Royce a sweet five-star read.” --Sara O.,
Goodreads

ABOUT VIV ROYCE
With the same trademark atmospheric settings, relatable characters and cute canines that
made several of her cozy mysteries #1 Amazon US and Canada bestsellers in multiple
categories, Vivian Conroy pens romance as Viv Royce, creating heartthrob heroes ranging
from rugged pilots to royals reluctant to believe in true love who meet their match in that
girl next door or the co-worker with the business ideas exactly opposing their own --happy
endings guaranteed!
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A Valentine Proposal
by Viv Royce

Just as free-spirited bookstore employee Cleo Davis faces closure of her beloved shop,
the owner informs her it will continue as part of the successful Stephens chain. When
the chain’s risk assessor, the very reserved, very attractive Mark Stephens, enters the
store to look over her business plan, Cleo clashes with him right away. Oil and water
have nothing on them.
Mark has always followed the rules. But the minute he steps into vibrant and spunky
Cleo’s store, he knows he’s in trouble. One moment he’s in her “craft corner” painting
bookends with kids, the next in a bidding war with Cleo at a charity auction. He can’t
deny that opposites attract, and Cleo’s vivacious personality has him rethinking his life
in more ways than one.
But when Cleo’s store officially becomes part of the bookstore chain, Mark will become
her boss…and completely off limits.

Little Shops on Heart Street Series,
Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682814963
1/13/2020
180
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Girl Next Door

“A sweet and cute romance that made me smile and root for the characters.” --Anna G.,
Goodreads
“What a nice, and sweet romance. It was very enjoyable to read it in this cold winter
day. When I started reading, I was glued to my kindle and simply had to finish it in one
sitting. I liked every part of it.” --Marija L., Goodreads
“This story has such a sweet, feel good vibe to it. The whole time reading it, Mark and
Cleo pulled on my heartstrings. You pull for them from the beginning because they are
both genuine, a little lonely, and they meet the internal need of the other perfectly. This
is a clean romance full of heart, a little sadness on their family dynamics, but a sense of
hope.” --Lori G., NetGalley

ABOUT VIV ROYCE
With the same trademark atmospheric settings, relatable characters and cute canines that
made several of her cozy mysteries #1 Amazon US and Canada bestsellers in multiple
categories, Vivian Conroy pens romance as Viv Royce, creating heartthrob heroes ranging
from rugged pilots to royals reluctant to believe in true love who meet their match in that
girl next door or the co-worker with the business ideas exactly opposing their own --happy
endings guaranteed!
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A Family by Christmas
by Viv Royce

Chocolatier Emma Miller has a new business selling bonbons to the residents of the
quaint town of Wood Creek. When a tiny visitor stops by her shop with an interesting
request, Emma is intrigued. The young girl needs chocolates that will help her widowed
dad fall in love, preferably with her teacher. What Emma didn’t count on was Casey’s
ever so charming and handsome dad, Grant, stepping into her life. She has to remind
herself to be cautious because the one thing she learned in foster care is that people
always leave.
Pilot Grant Galloway is touched by his daughter’s gift and is curious about the person
who made the world-class chocolates. But when he steps into Emma’s shop full of
delicious smells and tasty morsels, he forgets to breathe. And it has nothing to do with
his favorite dessert. She’s pretty and kind, and when she has to deal with a difficult
client, his protective instincts kick into high gear. But he risked his heart once. When
his wife died, it left him broken. He’s just now beginning to pick up the pieces, and
he and his daughter will be leaving town once the holidays are over. Thanks to some
Christmas wishes, though, these two might discover that their carefully laid plans are
about to change.

Little Shops on Heart Street Series,
Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638693
10/14/2019
173
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Girl Next Door,
Opposites Attract

“This was just a sweet, sweet story!” --Alicia M., Goodreads
“This was a sweet romance which captured my heart.” --Shalini G., Goodreads
“A Family by Christmas is a cozy, heartwarming, holiday read set in the quaint town
of Wood Creek. The prose is atmospheric and light. The characters are lonely, friendly,
and thoughtful. And the plot is an engaging tale full of tender moments, friendship,
family, community, self--discovery, merry preparations, and of course a touch of
romance!” --What’s Better Than Books Blog
“A very sweet and endearing story!” --Suzette P., NetGalley

ABOUT VIV ROYCE
With the same trademark atmospheric settings, relatable characters and cute canines that
made several of her cozy mysteries #1 Amazon US and Canada bestsellers in multiple
categories, Vivian Conroy pens romance as Viv Royce, creating heartthrob heroes ranging
from rugged pilots to royals reluctant to believe in true love who meet their match in that
girl next door or the co-worker with the business ideas exactly opposing their own --happy
endings guaranteed!
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Just for Appearances
by Jenna Rutland

Rachel Clarke is a single mom with three boys, and she needs help. Now. Unfortunately,
her only option is John MacDonald-her high school sweetheart and the disgraced
hometown hero who’s just returned to Lake Bliss. He’s perfect for the job. He cooks,
he cleans, and he’s amazing with kids. He’s also still far too sinfully hot for Rachel’s
comfort...
Rachel is just as gorgeous as John remembers. But in order for his new youth activity
center to be a success, John needs Rachel’s help to earn the town’s trust back. In
exchange, he’ll take care of her boys for the summer while she works. Except keeping
their relationship strictly business is harder than he imagined. But summer can’t last
forever, and when it ends, so will their arrangement-and John’s time in Lake Bliss.

Lake Bliss Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750579
4/14/2015
206
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Fling, In Love
with the Nanny,
Overcoming Odds,
Road Romance

“I could sympathize with everything they (John and Rachel) went through, just as if it
was my own life. When a writer can hijack my feelings like that, I have no other choice
but to give them 5 stars and tell everyone they need to read it!!!” --Sheila, Goodreads
“This is just one of most sweetest love stories I’ve read recently. Jenna does a super fine
job with the narration and the flow of the story. It’s charming, it’s emotional, it’s witty
and one heck of a romantic read for everyone!” --Alima Livzletivs, Goodreads
“The twists kept me on the seat of my pants. The author knows how to get you involved
and make you root for John and Rachel...she knows how to get you and your feelings
involved right from the start.” --April Symes, Goodreads

ABOUT JENNA RUTLAND
Jenna Rutland lives in a small Michigan community with her husband, son and senior cat.
Her daughter and son-in-law have recently given Jenna the awesome title of grandmother!
While her days are spent working as a medical transcriptionist, her nights are filled writing
contemporary romance-stories of love, laughter and happily ever after. Guess which
occupation is more fun? Jenna takes pleasure in spending time with her family. She also
enjoys reading, gardening and loves the challenge of a new recipe. Jenna welcomes the
chance to connect with writers and readers.
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Just for the Summer
by Jenna Rutland

Dani Sullivan has come to Lake Bliss to write her latest cookbook and take a breather.
After the year she’s had, she deserves a summer retreat to reevaluate priorities and make
peace with past decisions. But from the moment single dad and sheriff Matt Reagan
shows up, she has a hard time convincing herself that a life away from Lake Bliss could
beat the life she might have here.
Recently divorced Matt is ready for a new relationship, but he doesn’t want shortterm—his son needs permanence, and so does Matt’s heart. Unfortunately, it’s the
smart-mouthed and sinfully sexy Ms. Sullivan who catches his eye. But when Matt
learns Dani’s secrets, will he still want her to stay? Or will her chance for love last just
for the summer?

Lake Bliss Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668786
3/1/2013
131
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Law
Enforcement, Fling,
Road Romance

“This book is well written, the characters are well developed, and the story is not likely
one you’ll forget. Just For The Summer is an emotionally charged yet playfully sexy
romance that is not to be missed.” --Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews
“Just For The Summer is one the books that makes my heart soar through the clouds.
It was a quick and fun read full of love. One of those book where you love all the
characters and the story.” --Jena, Shortie Says
“This book was filled with playfulflirtations and witty banter between Dani & Matt.
Some of their dialogues are so spontaneous and lough--out--loud hilarious that you
know you’re going tohave a blast reading their story.” --Aman, Enticed by Books

ABOUT JENNA RUTLAND
Jenna Rutland lives in a small Michigan community with her husband, son and senior cat.
Her daughter and son-in-law have recently given Jenna the awesome title of grandmother!
While her days are spent working as a medical transcriptionist, her nights are filled writing
contemporary romance-stories of love, laughter and happily ever after. Guess which
occupation is more fun? Jenna takes pleasure in spending time with her family. She also
enjoys reading, gardening and loves the challenge of a new recipe. Jenna welcomes the
chance to connect with writers and readers.
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His Outback Temptation
by Annie Seaton

Freelance photographer Sebastian Richards has put aside travelling the world to show
his grandmother he is capable of helping out on the family farm, even though it’s hard
to let go of his wanderlust. But when he rescues a beautiful woman from a difficult
situation, and Sebastian learns Isabella Romano is going to his hometown, heading
back to Prickle Creek holds more appeal.
Isabella has come home to the Outback for a short visit to her father before she heads
off to begin her dream job in England. Circumstances throw Isabella and Sebastian
together at every turn—so maybe a short summer fling could be fun?
Isabella is determined to leave, even though her heart wants to stay. Sebastian is
determined to stay, though his heart wants to go. But the only way for them to be happy
is to take a chance on love.

Prickle Creek Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635029
5/14/2018
262
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Opposites
Attract, Redemption,
Reunited Lovers

“Annie Seaton takes us back to Prickle Creek in the Australian Outback in this
wonderful story filled with love. Love of a job, love of a family, love unexpected but
genuine and real. There are great characters in an equally great story of love and
determination. This is definitely a book I recommend.” –Bette H., Goodreads
“This romance was flirty and fun. Really just a feel good book!” –Hello, Booklover
“The final grandchild--cousin gets his story and Sebastian was well worth the wait!” –
Carolyn P., Goodreads
“A swoony love story sure to leave you smiling.” –Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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His Outback Nanny
by Annie Seaton

Jemima Smythe is over the world of fashion. But when her dream of teaching falls
through, Jemmy is determined to show her hometown she’s ready to put down roots.
Three beautiful and boisterous kids in need of a nanny offer her an opportunity to
prove just that. But their smoking-hot dad, Ned, offers her another—become his wife,
as a matter of convenience only.
Ned McCormack is at his wits’ end. A single father to three kids, he quit the city and
moved home to the Australian Outback in order to spend more quality time with his
family. Unfortunately, the farm needs a lot of work. Just when he’s ready to give up, help
comes unexpectedly in the form of a supermodel mistaken as his wife-to-be.
Not a bad arrangement, if only they can stick to the rules of their strictly-business
marriage—no kissing and absolutely no falling in love allowed.

Prickle Creek Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634404
1/15/2018
220
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
In Love with the
Nanny, Marriage of
Convenience

“Annie Seaton wrote a sweet, interesting, fun story. In fact, this was a one day read for
me because I had to see where the story was going, how they were going to work out
their arrangement and when Ned ws going to realize that this was more than a business
arrangement.” --Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews
“His Outback Nanny is sweet and heartwarming and a great addition to the Pickle
Creek series. Looking forward to Sebastian’s story next.” --Winnie Lim, Goodreads
“His Outback Nanny” was an easy read for me. As I read I could see this book as a
movie on the Hallmark channel...A love story that I’d recommend to others. I wanted to
make sure things ended the way that I wanted them to.” --Jessica Claypoole, Goodreads

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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Outback Affair
by Annie Seaton

Jessica Trent wants to be a full-time writer for Cuisine magazine, but in order to land
the gig she has to snare a one-on-one with the reclusive Alessandro Ricardo, a man
hell-bent on staying out of the limelight. The last thing she expects as she heads to
Crocodile Springs resort in northern Australia is to end up traveling across the Outback
with a rugged and far too gorgeous barramundi fisherman.
Ex lawyer Alex Richards protects his privacy and his heart in equal measure. So when
a Yankee bombshell in need of a ride turns up and threatens both, he decides to teach
her a lesson. As they make their way through the wild country together, the attraction
between them is hard to ignore. Alex must choose between his heart or letting go of his
past … and will Jessica understand why he lied once she finds out who he really is?

Affair Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634558
12/4/2017
188
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Bait and Switch,
Mistaken Identity

“Annie Seaton’s writing is delicious but it is her wonderful characters that will draw
you in time and again. They are real and honest and their witty repartee is completely
engaging. You can read the stories of Alex’s gorgeous older brothers in Holiday Affair
and Italian Affair too. This series has been wonderful.” --Susan Rees. FIVE stars
“Breathtaking adventure, amazing location, sizzling passion...Annie Seaton never
disappoints!” --Rachel Lyndhurst

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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Italian Affair
by Annie Seaton

Free-spirited Brianna Ballantine has four days to find a fiancé so she can inherit her
birth mother’s Italian villa. Commitment is not on the agenda. Writing her book and
signing legal papers are. And once all is said and done, she’ll return home to Australia,
but not without a little fun first.
For finance guru Tomas Richards, relationships have been a bad investment—give
him stocks and shares any day. When Tomas offers a marriage of convenience to help
Brianna secure her inheritance, this gorgeous, quirky woman promises an affair to
remember, despite family complications at every turn.

Affair Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“Ms Seaton has hit the spot again --the perfect holiday read.” --Amanda Clymo,
Goodreads

9781640634541
12/4/2017
175
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Marriage of
Convenience

“This is a sweet and hot book I recommend to anyone looking for an unforgettable love
affair.” --Karen Kennedy, Goodreads
“Whether you love the genre, have moved away, or never read it --’Italian Affair’ will
make you happy you fired up your reader. And the ending?” --Julie G., Goodreads

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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Her Outback Surprise
by Annie Seaton

Angie Edmonds is content with life in her small town. Being alone doesn’t bother her.
Really. Until Liam Smythe, the man who broke her heart, shows up at her vet clinic with
an injured puppy. Unfortunately, he’s just as irresistible as she remembers. In an attempt
to prove to him that she’s moved on, somehow a little white lie begins…
When Liam returns to help run the family farm, his enjoyment of the slow life in Spring
Downs surprises him. After all, he’s used to the thrill of chasing the next big story.
Running into the girl he’s never been able to forget is unexpected, and he’s shocked to
learn she’s getting married--to someone who’s not him. She’s off-limits, but Liam can’t
stop thinking about the gorgeous vet and what could have been. But convincing her he’s
changed will be harder than finding a needle in a haystack.

Prickle Creek Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633780
10/9/2017
218
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Forbidden Love,
Reunited Lovers

“This was a truly fun read and I loved watching Angie and Liam dance around each
other. Very well written with great characters. I think this is a book everyone will
enjoy. I highly recommend it!” --Bette H., Goodreads
“First thing that comes to mind is CUTE. This book made me cry! After reading
this story I feel the need to tell my husband that I love him more often!” --Tanja K.,
NetGalley
“This book was a fun read about two people who loved each other but had never
admitted it. So many cute moments!” --Miriam W., Goodreads

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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Her Outback Cowboy
by Annie Seaton

The last thing advertising art director Lucy Bellamy wants is to go home to the
Outback, but duty to family calls. At least there’s one bonus—her first love, sexy cowboy
neighbour, Garth Mackenzie, is there and the attraction between them is still explosive.
But Lucy has no intention of getting stuck in this two-bit town and she counts down the
days until she can go back to her real life.
After an engineering degree and working in the mines of Western Australia, Garth
has returned to the Outback and is home to stay. His goal is to settle down, start a
family, and work his beloved land with the girl he’s always loved. But if it comes to Lucy
choosing between the glamour of the city or making a home with him in the Outback—
he’d lose, hands down.

Prickle Creek Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631335
6/19/2017
204
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Opposites Attract,
Reunited Lovers

“Ms.Seaton is a brilliant novelist that brings the Outback alive. Hercharacters are strong
and fiercely loyal to family.” --Debra, Goodreads
“Another sensational read from Annie Seaton. I was captivated from the veryfirst page
and struggled to put it down.” --Leah H., Goodreads
“Her Outback Cowboy is a well written romance. The book has a good plotand I loved
the characters and the setting.” --JoAnn, Goodreads
“I loved this book. I have always enjoyed books with an Australian outbacksetting and I
was not disappointed with Her Outback Cowboy.” --Marcia S., Goodreads

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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Guarding His Heart
by Annie Seaton

Bestselling author Liam Wyndham needed an escape, and Half Moon Bay, with its
small town charm and beautiful ocean, is the perfect place to hide out from the scandal
surrounding his estranged dead wife. A place where he can enjoy his writer’s block in
sweet isolation. But all of his plans to become a surly recluse disappear when carpenter
Georgie Sacchi marches into his house…
Georgie wants an adventure, and she has a plane ticket that promises her everything she
needs—excitement, independence, and a way to escape the memory of her last ruined
relationship. Still, she has one last job to complete before she can leave the country.
The last thing she needs is a recalcitrant author with a gorgeous face (and a hot body)
distracting her from her plans.
But life doesn’t always give you what you think you need…

Half Moon Bay Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752191
3/10/2015
241
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Boss and Employee,
Overcoming Odds

“Guarding His Heart by Annie Seaton is a beautiful story of finding your way in times
of sorrow and pain.” --Isha, Goodreads
“The Half Moon Bay series has been a great read, I highly recommended all the books.”
--Irene, Goodreads
“Guarding His Heart will capture your heart, it did mine. I absolutely loved this great
story by Annie Seaton!” --Debra, Goodreads
“It’s a romance that melts your heart and want to cuddle into a loved ones arms. Liked
this one a lot.” --Samantha A., Goodreads
“I couldn’t stop reading it, till I was done.” --Chrissy W., NetGalley

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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Tangling with the CEO
by Annie Seaton

Blake Buchanan and Anastasia Delaney were roommates in college and could never see
eye to eye about anything. The only time their walls came down was during one night
of passion before Ana left without a word, never expecting to cross paths with Blake
again.
Years later, Blake has made his millions. He comes back to Ana’s small California town
to manage a corporate takeover that will close down the home restoration business
she’s poured her heart and soul into. The fiery Ana is determined to convince moneyminded Blake of her business’s worth, but when a family emergency throws them
together, their walls come tumbling down once again…
Problem is, Blake’s business-first position hasn’t changed. And Ana can’t fall for the
man who could become her boss—it’s not only her job at stake, but her heart.

Half Moon Bay Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660902
12/9/2013
202
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forced Proximity

“Captivating and romantic, it’s sweet, low angst yet not without frustration, touching,
heartfelt and is filled with wonderful endearing characters. And with five under eight’s
playing a huge part it’s not short on the humour (and stress) that kids bring.” --Nicola,
Goodreads
“Family and community, love and trust are the heart of this beautiful story by Annie
Seaton. And the gorgeous West Coast around Half Moon Bay.” --Susanne, Goodreads
“This book is refreshing and captivating, it made me laugh.” --Monica Cardoza,
Goodreads

ABOUT ANNIE SEATON
Annie Seaton lives on the edge of the South Pacific Ocean on the east coast of Australia
with her own hero of many years. Their two children are now grown up and married, and
three beautiful grandchildren have arrived. Now they share their home with Toby, the
naughtiest dog in the universe, and two white cats. When she is not writing Annie can
be found in her garden or walking on the beach... or most likely on her deck overlooking
the ocean, camera in hand as the sun sets. Each winter, Annie and her husband leave the
beach to roam the remote areas of Australia for story ideas and research.
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Romancing his Rival
by Jennifer Shirk

Hopeless romantic Elena Mason doesn’t often hate people, but she hates her ex-fiancé’s
insufferable best man, Lucas Albright III. She just knows Lucas is the one who talked
her ex out of getting married—so Lucas is clearly the cause of all her problems.
And now she’s expected to work with him? Oh, heck no.
Lucas Albright wants nothing more than to make partner at his advertising firm, and
he knows he works best alone. But then Elena ends up as his partner on an account that
could win him a promotion. He had a great reason to end her engagement, not that
she’d ever believe him. Still, he’s willing to try working as a team.
Unfortunately, his new “partner” wants him dead.
Elena knows she’s going to have to give in and work with her nemesis, though nobody
said it had to be easy for him. But what happens when fighting starts feeling a whole lot
like falling in love?

Accidentally Yours Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637504
2/11/2019
204
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Romantic Comedy,
Coworkers, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love

“I smiled the entire time I read this book. It was fun, cute and I read it in one sitting I
was that into it.” --Kristy S., NetGalley
“Romancing the Rival by Jennifer Shirk a five--star read that will make you swoon.”
--Sara O., Goodreads
“This is another sweet romance by Jennifer Shirk!” --Thomas N., Goodreads
“Jennifer Shirk always writes such sweet romances and Romancing His Rival was a
great addition to the Accidentally Yours series.” --Stephanie’s Book Reviews

Rights sold in Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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Catch Him If You Can
by Jennifer Shirk

Veterinarian Wade Roberts is done with love. But try convincing the elderly folk of
Cape Harmony who are determined to play matchmaker. Now the young single women
in town are bombarding him with baked goods and love notes, and being “taken” is the
only way to stop the meddling grannies—which is why he needs a fake fiancée. Fast.
Arden Pearson loves planning weddings. Other people’s weddings, that is. After her
own engagement ended in disaster, she prefers to live vicariously through her work.
But when she needs to persuade a big client that she’s capable of planning the celebrity
wedding of the year, she’s willing to go as far as pretending to be engaged herself to her
best friend’s older brother.
Soon their ruse has everyone in town believing they make the perfect couple—
including Arden. She’s always been nothing more than a kid sister to Wade, and it
might take a village to convince him otherwise...

Accidentally Yours Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636156
8/13/2018
243
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Romantic Comedy,
Best Friend’s
Little Sister, Fake
Engagement, Friends
to Lovers

“I was laughing while reading chapter one... I was hooked!” –Jessica C., Goodreads
“I couldn’t turn the pages fast enough! A new twist on a small town grapevine.” –
Pamela D., NetGalley
“I’m a huge fan of the tropes in Catch Him if You Can: fake fiancé and friends to lovers.
In Shirk’s capable hands, the tropes feel new and fresh.” --Erica H., Goodreads
“Jennifer Shirk always delivers a light, engaging romance with endearing characters.”
--Nicola A., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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Bargaining with the Boss
by Jennifer Shirk

Kinsley just wanted to have some fun for a change. Then she wakes up in a stranger’s
bed, with her bridesmaid dress on backward and a hazy memory of what happened at
her friend’s wedding. With a quick escape, she can get back to her predictable life. But
then she meets her new boss—the same guy she’d woken up next to—and seeing him
with a clear head doesn’t make him any less attractive.
Mixing business with pleasure has never been Damon’s style, and easily avoided, but the
hotel he just bought comes with an unexpected perk—its manager. “Sensible” Kinsley
today is as alluring as “impulsive” Kinsley was the night before, and she talks him into
a deal. If she can turn around the hotel by the end of summer, he won’t tear it down to
put up more profitable condominiums.
Their plan is simple…until falling for each other becomes more than they bargained
for.

Accidentally Yours Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634411
1/15/2018
235
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Romantic Comedy,
Boss and Employee

“This was a fun, lighthearted read.” --Kathy, Bookworm Nation, Goodreads
“This is a delightful, sweet, romantic comedy that is heart warming and leaves you
smiling!” --Elaine, Goodreads
“Bargaining with the Boss is romantic comedy at it’s sweetest.” --Isha Coleman,
Goodreads
“Bargaining with the Boss, by Jennifer Shirk, is so much fun. Its a quirky, laugh--out-loud, swoony type of love story.” --C.E. Hart, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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Wrong Brother, Right Match
by Jennifer Shirk

Matchmaking guru Kennedy Pepperdine’s life is perfect. Perfect job. Perfect friends.
Perfect boyfriend. Except…when she gets trapped in an elevator with a handsome
stranger, she accidentally confesses a secret: maybe her perfect boyfriend, Justin, isn’t so
perfect for her after all. But a matchmaker should be able to successfully match herself,
right? Thankfully, she’ll never see the handsome stranger again. Until she heads home
with Justin for the holidays and learns that the sexy stranger is none other than Justin’s
older brother, Matt.
Matt Ellis is trying to be on his best behavior for his mother—it is Christmas, after
all. But when he recognizes the beautiful woman from the elevator—the one he hasn’t
been able to stop thinking about for months—his best behavior is being held by a
thread. Matt’s always sacrificed for his family, and nothing is more important than their
happiness, but the more time he spends around Kennedy, the more he wonders if her
supposed “right match” might just be the wrong brother.

Anyone But You Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757806
12/5/2016
214
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Fake Relationship,
Forbidden Love,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract

“If you want to be swept away into a sweet read that will keep you glued to the page
then this is the book for you. There was just something about this storyline that was the
right amount of sweet, romance and fun that made it unputdownable.” --The Sub Club
Books
“Wrong Brother, Right Match is basically a Hallmark Christmas Movie in book form
and I love it!” --Stephanie’s Book Review”Charming! Simply charming! That’s what this
story is.” --Bette H., Goodreads
“Wrong Brother, Right Match is a sweet romantic read in the style of many Hallmark
Christmas stories.[...]. A wonderful heartwarming story I’d recommend to anyone
looking for a holiday story.” --Pam D., Goodreads

Rights sold in Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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From Fake To Forever
by Jennifer Shirk

Sandra Moyer’s preschool is struggling, so when her sister suggests allowing a superfamous actor to research his latest role there, she reluctantly agrees. Except the actor
turns out to be Ben Capshaw—a playboy who’s never serious, always joking around,
and who knows zero about kids or being a parent. Case in point: his involvement in the
untimely death of the preschool’s class pet…
Ben is enjoying teaching more than he thought he would, but that doesn’t mean he’s
looking for a permanent position. Sure, he’s ready for more serious movie roles and less
goofing off, but the buttoned-up, beautiful Sandra and her young daughter are more
than he bargained for. Plus, Sandra still won’t trust him—what if it’s all an act, research
for the role? As the lines between make-believe and reality blur, Ben will have to decide
if love is worth casting aside the role of his life for a new role…that could last a lifetime.

“I sucked up the feelings in this book in one sitting and could not get enough. I
absolutely enjoyed every minute of it.” --Melissa P, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756397
6/6/2016
196
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Across the Tracks,
Playboy Reformed,
Fish out of Water

“Really enjoyed!! Laugh out loud and tender--hearted moments as well.” --Heather,
Goodreads
“Great writing, incredible characters, and a storyline that touches your heart make this
one a perfect lazy afternoon read. I highly recommend it.” --Bette H., Goodreads
“Jennifer Shirk has written a beautiful sweet romance which made me laugh plenty of
times.” --Anniek, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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Wedding Date for Hire
by Jennifer Shirk

Maddie McCarthy is single, between jobs, and (oh, the shame) lives with her mother.
To make matters worse, she’s the maid of honor for her sister’s wedding, and desperately
needs a date. Then she sees her salvation-Match Made Easy, a service for women in
Maddie’s exact position. If she can’t find a boyfriend, she’ll do the next best thing…
Hire one.
Trent Montgomery isn’t actually part of Match Made Easy. He’s just doing a favor for his
cousin, but one look at the blonde who hired him, and he’s totally hooked. Now Maddie
thinks that the attraction sizzling between them is just “part of the package.” And Trent
is running out of time to prove to her that her date-for-hire might just be her happilyever-after…

Anyone But You Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754560
10/12/2015
164
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Fake
Relationship, Forced
Proximity, Right
Under Your Nose
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“The story was fun and gave youall those wonderful tingling feelings you love to love.”
--English Rose, Goodreads
“Overall, this was a charming story and a very fun read. Highly recommend.” --Kathy,
Bookworm Nation
“Jennifer Shirk’s writing style had me completely engaged and completely gobbled it up
in less than a day.” --Book Lover
“I recommend Wedding Date for Hire if you enjoy a funny, sweet romance with great
chemistry.” --Donna, More than a Review
“Cheeky, funny and lots of sass!” --Talking Books

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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Fiance by Fate
by Jennifer Shirk

Sabrina Cassidy believes in fate. So when her fiancé breaks off their engagement, she’s
convinced they’ll get back together eventually. But fate was not on her side when it
brought Jack Brenner into her life--and work. Frustrating, gorgeous, and cocky, Jack has
an offer that Sabrina can’t refuse. Not if it means getting the life she’s always imagined.
Despite being one of the town’s most eligible bachelors, Jack has a reputation that’s
working against him. He has to convince his father--and his company’s board--that
he’s ready to settle down if he wants a promotion. But convincing Sabrina to be his fake
girlfriend turns out to be the easiest part. What he didn’t count on was their intense
attraction and how easily their lie would escalate. Sabrina’s still hung up on her ex, and
Jack will never settle down. But fate has other ideas...

Anyone But You Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664993
4/14/2014
242
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Bachelor Reformed,
Fake Engagement

Rights Sold in Gaming

“I was laughing out loud and I’m sure you will be too.” --Fresh Fiction
“As smooth as silk, this story glides along and wraps you up in the manufactured world
of Sabrina and Jack.” --Best Chick Lit·
“Jennifer Shirk has written a truly sweet romance that will leave you smiling.” --Read
Your Writes Book Reviews
“From the moment they laid eyes on one another and agreed to help each other out, it
was like electricity filled the pages.” --HEAs Are Us
“Don’t miss this story!! You will fall in love with all the characters!!” --Cool Joe
Reviews

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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A Little Bit Cupid
by Jennifer Shirk

Finding love should be easy, but wedding photographer Pheobe Ward knows better.
When Cupid shows up on a crazy mission to help her—and save the world in the
process—Phoebe realizes love might be even more complicated than she thought. Even
with Cupid showing her Mr. Right, she can’t stop thinking about his best friend, Mr.
Wrong.
Cal Crawford has never had time for love, but now he’s falling for Phoebe. Which
means it’s got to be just plain wrong to set her up with his best friend, right? But even
though seeing Phoebe with someone else will break his heart, he can’t walk away from
her.
Phoebe can’t afford to choose the wrong guy with the fate of the world at stake. But
maybe Cupid has it wrong. Maybe she has to rely just a little bit on Cupid, and a whole
lot more on her heart.

“A fun read with some funny twists, turns and moments that will have you smiling.”
--Talking Books
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660049
4/14/2014
86
0.99 USD
Contemporary,
Overcoming Odds,
Right Under Your
Nose

“But I can say that it (A Little Bit Cupid) was fun, charming, and well--written.”
--Bookish Babe
“If you are looking for a romance with some fun characters then this is a good one to
pick up.” --Book Loving Mom
“A Little Bit Cupid has a little bit of everything a reader wants in a love story: romance,
humor, dancing, a nice gal and a great guy. Fast, flirty and lots of fun.” --Reader Girls

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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Kissing Kendall
by Jennifer Shirk

Kendall Grisbaum is finally taking charge of her life--pouring her heart into opening a
new bakery business and even allowing her best friend Georgie to play matchmaker for
her. Trouble is, the one guy she secretly wants is Georgie’s older brother, Brad, who is
decidedly off limits.
Brad can’t seem to get his little sister’s best friend out of his mind. He and Kendall used
to be close friends, too, and as a local policeman, Brad can’t help but play protector,
looking out for Kendall. When he offers to help her renovate her new bakery space on
the side, their friendship--and their attraction--flares back to life.
Amid the temptation of doughnut muffins and blueberry cobbler, a new temptation
draws them both closer. Can they take a chance on love when it means risking their
friendship, even when not doing so risks everything?

Maritime City Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668137
12/1/2012
202
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Law
Enforcement, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Protector, Friends
to Lovers, Second
Chance

“Kissing Kendall is a fun contemporary romance and once again Shirkdoes not
disappoint..” Waves of Fiction
“Kissing Kendall was an entertaining read, itmade me hungry with all the descriptions
of cupcakes and desserts...” --A Girl, Books, and Other Things
“Jennifer Shirk has done a really good job withboth the character development in this
story and the pace of the romance.” --Books to Brighten Your Mood
“If you like sweet romances, Kissing Kendall, just delivers it richly.” --Rhi Reading

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER SHIRK
USA TODAY bestselling author, Jennifer Shirk, has a bachelor degree in pharmacy-which
has in NO WAY at all helped her with her writing career. But she likes to point it out, since
it shows romantic-at-hearts come in all shapes, sizes, and mind-numbing educations. She
resides in a beach resort in NJ, and when she’s not involved in all the above, she’s taking
care of her most treasured possessions: her husband, daughter, guinea pig (Rocco), puppy
(Sox) and four hermit crabs.
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No Heartbreaker Required
by JoAnn Sky

When an avalanche crushes her world, Olympic hopeful Starr Taylor loses her job,
her boyfriend, and worst of all, her confidence. She’s working on getting her life back
together and moving forward, and it certainly won’t be with Spencer Kensington, the
far-too-attractive playboy lawyer she’s forced to play nice with at their friends’ wedding.
Unfortunately, Spencer’s trip to Reno gets extended unexpectedly, and Starr suddenly
finds herself way too close for comfort with the man she’s quickly realizing is more than
he appears.
Spencer is a tough, no-nonsense New York businessman with a no-commitment rule
in the bedroom. But a few days of living with Starr, feeding goats and helping her save
troubled teens, has him feeling something he can’t identify. In fact, the more Spencer
gets to know the surprisingly vulnerable and tempting woman, the duller his superficial
life in the city starts to seem. But everything he’s worked for is waiting for him, and as
Spencer’s flight back home grows closer, he’s left wondering if the life he has is really the
life he wants.

Biggest Little Love Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637771
6/10/2019
300
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Romantic
Comedy, Bachelor
Reformed, Enemies
to Lovers, Forced
Proximity

“A beautifully uplifting read!” --Sara C., NetGalley
“No Heartbreaker Required by JoAnn Sky is a five--star read!” --Sara O., Goodreads
“This sweet romance swept me off my feet. Relatable characters and a swoony romance
kept me up way past my bedtime reading.” --Erika C., NetGalley
“This was one story I found hard to put down.” --Becky B., Goodreads
“The story is engaging from the first page to the last. The characters are complex and
very likable. It is at times heartbreaking as well as heartwarming. A story that will
definitely touch your heart.” --Yvonne C., Goodreads

ABOUT JOANN SKY
JoAnn Sky writes adult contemporary romance and (as J.A. Sky) young adult romance.
She is two-time Golden Heart® finalist (2014 YA category and 2017 Contemporary Short
category). Originally from the Midwest, JoAnn currently lives in northern Nevada with
her husband a.k.a. love of her life, three teenage children, and two crazy rescue dogs.
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No Cowboy Required
by JoAnn Sky

Grace Harper is a pro at handling the unexpected—which comes in handy when she
inherits the ranch she ran away from years ago...along with a young, autistic stepbrother
she’s never met. And because nothing ever goes easy for her, Grace finds her frustrating,
sexy ex-flame, Noah, taking care of JJ. But if she’s getting out of this nowhere town,
she’ll have to find a way to keep from throttling Noah—without kissing him first.
Noah Taylor may be enemy number one to Grace, but she needs his help. He knows the
girl he used to love is still there, beneath the heels and fancy clothes, so he’ll help her—
and keep his distance like she says she wants. Only the more time they spend together,
the closer he wants to get. Grace has no intention of staying, but she belongs in his
arms—he just has to prove it to her.

Biggest Little Love Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635012
5/14/2018
246
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Enemies
to Lovers, Reunited
Lovers, Second
Chance

“I devoured this enchanting romance and absolutely loved it.” –Brigitte H., Goodreads
“This was a wonderfully heartwarming story with the small town flair I adore.” –Bette
H., Goodreads
“This second chance romance has so much heart!” –Erika C., NetGalley
“If you love second chance love stories and charming small towns with loads of great
characters, you’ll love this book! JoAnn Sky weaves a swoon--worthy romance!” –
Morgan B., NetGalley

ABOUT JOANN SKY
JoAnn Sky writes adult contemporary romance and (as J.A. Sky) young adult romance.
She is two-time Golden Heart® finalist (2014 YA category and 2017 Contemporary Short
category). Originally from the Midwest, JoAnn currently lives in northern Nevada with
her husband a.k.a. love of her life, three teenage children, and two crazy rescue dogs.
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Saving the Sheriff
by Roxanne Snopek

Every Christmas, free-spirited Frankie Sylva banishes her holiday loneliness with good
deeds. This time, she’s rescuing a truckload of neglected reindeer--until a blizzard
sidetracks her scheme, and now she’s stuck...literally.
Local sheriff Red LeClair is shocked to find a very cute, half-frozen woman trespassing
on Three River Ranch in a ditched rig, with a suspiciously empty trailer. Is she a horse
thief? Is she on the run? Is she out of her mind? He has no choice but to take her back
to the ranch and keep an eye on her.
But when the power goes out, Red and Frankie are forced to depend on each other in
a way that both have avoided for years. The sheriff ’s quiet holiday is suddenly festive: a
crackling fire, candles, carols, and an irresistible stranger...who might be a felon.

Three River Ranch Series, Book 3.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750265
7/28/2014
119
0.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Holiday
Romances, Law
Enforcement, Forced
Proximity

“Loved it! The story had great main characters, an interesting, different kind of plot
mixed with a lot of humor.... emotional without being so heavy you got weighted
down...chock full for being a novella...Overall, a wonderful story...” --WindRider,
Amazon
“Be ready to put a smile on your face because this story is definitely going to do it.”
--Read Your Writes Book Reviews

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROXANNE SNOPEK
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROXANNE SNOPEK writes contemporary
small-town romance, usually with a dollop of crazy, and a dog or two. Praised for her
strong heroines and true-to-life heroes, her award-winning stories always contain
complications arising from modern family dynamics. As a former veterinary technician,
mother of three grown daughters and wife of mumble-mumble years, animals, kids
and husbands are her forte. Emotional conflict, tears, angst... those wretched “growthopportunity” moments your friends comfort you about... that’s what she writes, and
readers love it.
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Resisting the Rancher
by Roxanne Snopek

Country veterinarian Celia Gamble is in trouble and the only person she can turn to is
Jonah Clarke, her brother’s best friend, the family lawyer -- and her childhood crush.
Jonah is happy to help CeeCee, if only she’d get her story straight. And he could
keep his head on straight. But with his best friend’s wedding on the horizon, and the
fashionista bride giving CeeCee a makeover, the little duckling Jonah remembers is
suddenly a definite swan.

Three River Ranch Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661688
4/14/2014
268
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Blackmail

“A sweet and tender contemporary romance, Resisting The Rancher sparkles with rich
emotion and warm characters.” --JANE PORTER, The Good Daughter
“...a laugh out loud, emotional read that had my attention from the start. --Talking
Books blog
“...a wonderful read...” Journey With Books

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROXANNE SNOPEK
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROXANNE SNOPEK writes contemporary
small-town romance, usually with a dollop of crazy, and a dog or two. Praised for her
strong heroines and true-to-life heroes, her award-winning stories always contain
complications arising from modern family dynamics. As a former veterinary technician,
mother of three grown daughters and wife of mumble-mumble years, animals, kids
and husbands are her forte. Emotional conflict, tears, angst... those wretched “growthopportunity” moments your friends comfort you about... that’s what she writes, and
readers love it.
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Fake Fiance, Real Revenge
by Roxanne Snopek

Real-estate tycoon Mitchell Granger has a problem. In order to avoid an awkward
situation with an eccentric client, he told the teeny white lie that he was engaged...and
now he needs to prove it. Even worse? The only name that came to mind was midwife
Sabrina Becker, the girl he was never good enough for growing up, and who still lives
near his family ranch.
Sabrina doesn’t mind posing as Mitch’s fake fiancée--no, she doesn’t mind at all. One,
she’ll make him pay with new construction for her birthing center. And two, Sabrina’s
got a plan to exact revenge on her first love, the boy who left her and Three River Ranch
behind. She’ll pretend so well, he’ll fall in love with her...and then he’ll get a taste of
what true heartbreak feels like.
But as Mitch sheds his corporate skin and picks up his dusty jeans and cowboy hat,
Sabrina catches a glimpse of what they might have again. But she’s got more than one
secret to tell. And it’s a doozy...

Three River Ranch Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661015
8/12/2013
191
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, Fake
Engagement,
Revenge

“Roxanne Snopek writes with emotion and heart.... thoroughly enjoyable... strong,
warm characters who come to life on the page.” --USA TODAY Bestselling Author
RaeAnne Thayne
“... LOVED the Three River Ranch series...” --Kim, Read Your Writes Book Reviews
“Fans of the talented Ms. Snopek, and I include myself among them, will be as
delighted as I was to read Mitch’s story, and I hope to see this author add more books to
this wonderful series...” --Angie Just Read, The Romance Reviews
“...another great book by Roxanne Snopek and I truly recommend it.” --Harlequin
Junkie

Rights Sold in French

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROXANNE SNOPEK
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR ROXANNE SNOPEK writes contemporary
small-town romance, usually with a dollop of crazy, and a dog or two. Praised for her
strong heroines and true-to-life heroes, her award-winning stories always contain
complications arising from modern family dynamics. As a former veterinary technician,
mother of three grown daughters and wife of mumble-mumble years, animals, kids
and husbands are her forte. Emotional conflict, tears, angst... those wretched “growthopportunity” moments your friends comfort you about... that’s what she writes, and
readers love it.
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Dances with Wolf
by Farrah Taylor

Horse whisperer Abby Macready’s love for animals runs as deep in her blood as her
Native American heritage. If she were even half as good at reading men, she’d…well,
she’d probably still be fantasizing about her best friend’s big brother, Wolf Olsen.
Playboy, cowboy, and breaker of Abby’s teenage heart.
Staying on top of the rodeo circuit means that Wolf has to stay focused and never settle
down. He certainly wasn’t expecting to return to the Flathead Valley to find Abby’s
flashing dark eyes and a backside that could bring a man to his knees. But his sister’s
best friend is definitely off-limits…even if Abby’s soothing touch has a completely
different effect on Wolf. But this wild cowboy can’t let one sweet whisperer tame him…

Big Sky Love Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751750
3/10/2015
250
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Cowboys, MultiCultural, Playboy
Reformed, Older
Brother’s Best Friend

“I enjoyed this sweet romance right from the start it has a great storyline and characters
which have been executed extremely well.” --Heidi, Goodreads
“If you enjoy reading Bliss books, I do recommend it!” --Adventures in Bookland
“The setting is superb and the author engages the reader into the dilemmas and action
so you feel totally immersed and involved in this fantastic romance. Another great book
to get lost in and totally enjoy --highly recommended!” --Elaine, NetGalley

ABOUT FARRAH TAYLOR
Farrah Taylor recently celebrated her tenth anniversary as a first-grade homeroom teacher
in the Lake County, Montana public school system. Farrah, who earned her masters degree
in Early Childhood Education and Child Development at Montana State University in
Bozeman, MT, is a fiction junkie who strives to instill in her students a lifelong love of
reading.
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Love Songs for the Road
by Farrah Taylor

The only thing rock star Marcus Troy loves more than making music is his kids. So
finding just the right nanny to take on tour with them is important—as is proving to
his ex he deserves joint custody. Falling for his employee wouldn’t just be fodder for the
paparazzi: it could ruin everything.
Too bad the perfect nanny turns out to be beautiful, vibrant Ryan Evans. Ryan’s never
left her small Montana town before, so she jumps at the chance to see the country. And
as much as accidental fame doesn’t gel with shy Ryan, what does is her relationship with
her capricious, smoking-hot, shockingly good dad of a boss. Marcus is nothing like
what she expected. But when the whole world’s watching them, will life in the spotlight
be too hot to handle?

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661640
1/13/2014
274
2.99 USD
Contemporary, In
Love with the Nanny

“The whole storyline is a fresh take on the rock star genre going around. It’s sweet,
funny, heartwarming and not over the top racy. Sometimes you need a break from that
and this is the book you will want.” --Rachel Goodreads
“A sexy Dad rock star hero, a feisty no nonsense heroine, two bright and loving
children, an original plot featuring a beautiful love story makes Love Songs for the
Road an amazing first effort by Farrah Taylor!” --Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews
“Romantic, sweet and fun, Love Songs for the Road is a charming read filled with
emotion.” --Nicola, Goodreads

ABOUT FARRAH TAYLOR
Farrah Taylor recently celebrated her tenth anniversary as a first-grade homeroom teacher
in the Lake County, Montana public school system. Farrah, who earned her masters degree
in Early Childhood Education and Child Development at Montana State University in
Bozeman, MT, is a fiction junkie who strives to instill in her students a lifelong love of
reading.
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Just My Luck
by Kelley Vitollo

Betsy Harris has worked hard to make sure her life appears as normal as possible. With
how shy she is, she’s sure everyone in Shamrock Falls already knows there’s something
different about her, but she’ll do anything to keep them from learning her secret.
Especially Jace Macnamara, the guy she’s been crushing on since she moved to town.
Only, when Jace makes Betsy an offer that will solve her money problems, she finds
herself a whole lot closer to the gorgeous lawyer than she ever expected.
Jace just found out he needs a wife ASAP. His childhood home—the last reminder
he has of his deceased parents—can only become his if he marries, but Jace, ever the
playboy, never dreamed of settling down for real. Neither Betsy nor Jace wants to ruin
their friendship when their fake marriage inevitably ends, so they vow to keep things
light, professional, easy. But as Betsy comes out of her shell, Jace begins to see his “wife”
for the beautiful, caring woman she is. Suddenly, there’s a lot more at risk than just his
inheritance.

Shamrock Falls Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660865
6/10/2013
185
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Bachelor Reformed,
Boss and Employee,
Fake Relationship,
Forbidden Love,
Friends to Lovers

“Just My Luck is an engaging, relatively clean read, with a sweet love story between two
incredibly likable characters. I’m excited to see what Kelley Vitollo does next with this
series.” --Nose Stuck in a Book
“With moments that will make you smile, along with those that are truly heartwarming
and pull on your heartstrings, this was a perfect sweet romantic read.” --Nicola,
Goodreads
“If you are looking for a sweet romance with friends who came to each others aid, I
would suggest checking out Just My Luck. It leave you with that warm--fuzzy feeling.”
--Melody May, What I’m Reading

ABOUT KELLEY VITOLLO
Kelley has been writing for as long as she can remember. She won her first writing contest
in third grade for an essay she wrote on, “Tomorrow’s Leaders on the Move”. Like dreams
sometimes do, they fell to the background for a while. She married her best friend, worked
full time, and started her family. In 2004 Kelley, her husband and their new baby girl made
a move from Oregon to Southern California and that’s when everything changed.
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Luck of the Draw
by Kelley Vitollo

Rowan McKinley isn’t looking for one wild night while vacationing in Vegas, but she
gets it anyway when she meets professional poker player—and professional ladies’
man—Breck Wilder. Breck’s easygoing charm and lighthearted banter draw in the
reserved Rowan, and though she’s always dreamed of the kind of forever love her best
friends Sidney and Kade share, she’ll settle for one night with the charismatic player.
After their crazy one-night stand, Breck never expected to see the mysterious redhead
again. So when he shows up at a Shamrock Falls B&B looking to get away for a few
weeks and Rowan answers the door, he’s floored. Breck’s rolling-stone lifestyle and
ill-fated history with women means he’s not interested in anything long-term. But the
longer he stays at the B&B, the more he considers dropping the poker face and putting
all his cards on the table…for Rowan.

Shamrock Falls Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668144
1/1/2013
203
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
One Night Stand,
Reunited Lovers

“Utterly amazing and I really didn’t go to bed until really late finishing the book.”
--What I’m Reading
“I couldn’t put I down I had to finish it so I read way past “bedtime.”I truly did love it!”
--Marran, Goodreads
“Oh my goodness...I loved this book! Not that I’m all that surprised. I loved Sidney and
Kade’s story, but Rowan and Breck’s story was perfect!” --Autumn Review

ABOUT KELLEY VITOLLO
Kelley has been writing for as long as she can remember. She won her first writing contest
in third grade for an essay she wrote on, “Tomorrow’s Leaders on the Move”. Like dreams
sometimes do, they fell to the background for a while. She married her best friend, worked
full time, and started her family. In 2004 Kelley, her husband and their new baby girl made
a move from Oregon to Southern California and that’s when everything changed.
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Lucky Break
by Kelley Vitollo

One lucky break is all struggling actress Sidney Williams needs. But when living the
LA life becomes too much, she heads back to the small town of Shamrock Falls for the
vacation she needs to get her life on track—and immediately runs into Kade Mitchell,
her former best friend and the boy next door she’s always regretted leaving behind.
Kade, the new owner of Lucky’s—once the most popular bar in Shamrock Falls—is
determined to bring the place back to its former glory, and seeing Sidney again is a
distraction he doesn’t need. Sure, the chemistry between them is explosive, but Kade
can’t let himself fall into a fling with his best friend—not when he knows she’s soon
heading back to the glitter of Tinseltown. Now, with the possibility of her first major
acting role looming, Sidney must decide if her lucky break is in Hollywood or right
where she left it—in Shamrock Falls.

Shamrock Falls Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622669684
8/12/2012
257
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Boy
Next Door, Reunited
Lovers, Second
Chance

“This is a very entertaining read about second chance love.” --Harlequin Junkie
“Enjoyable, fun, sweet, friends to lovers story.” --Carla, Goodreads
“A sweet story about second chances in love.” --Romance Junkie
“I really loved the simplistic romance of Lucky Break. and cannot wait to read the
second installment in the Shamrock Falls series. I’d love to see what happens to Rowan,
Jace, and Betsey.” --The Book Chick, NetGalley

ABOUT KELLEY VITOLLO
Kelley has been writing for as long as she can remember. She won her first writing contest
in third grade for an essay she wrote on, “Tomorrow’s Leaders on the Move”. Like dreams
sometimes do, they fell to the background for a while. She married her best friend, worked
full time, and started her family. In 2004 Kelley, her husband and their new baby girl made
a move from Oregon to Southern California and that’s when everything changed.
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The Kiss List
by Sonya Weiss

All Haley Bowman has ever wanted was her One True Love. But now, with her cousin
getting married and Haley back in her small town, the pressure is on. Good thing she’s
got a foolproof Kiss List, full of potential OTLs. Her parents knew they were soul mates
at their first kiss, so surely Haley will know the same. All she needs to do is...well, kiss
each of these guys…
Enter Max Gallagher: bane of Haley’s existence, her nemesis since childhood, and,
unfortunately, as a local, her way in with all the guys on the Kiss List. Max wants
nothing to do with love and certainly nothing to do with Haley, but he can clear the
way for her to get to know the guys on the list. Of course, he wants something in return:
to be made a partner in Haley’s family’s business. One kiss for relinquishing her holdout vote on Max.
But the more time Max and Haley spend together, the clearer it is that there’s a paperthin line between love and hate. Max will have to decide between the job he’s always
dreamed of or the girl of his dreams before his fate is sealed with someone else’s kiss.

Love List Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815304
2/10/2020
236
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Romantic Comedy,
Coworkers, Enemies
to Lovers

“A lovely story, fun characters and a very cute plot!” --Sharon M., NetGalley
“The Kiss List is a sweet and adorable romantic comedy.” --Eliana S., Goodreads
“What a sweet, wholesome story of enemies to friends to soul mates! I loved the banter
between Haley and Max! Never a dull moment with these two.” --Lori G., Goodreads
“This is such a cute romance --all the sweetness being perfectly balanced out by all the
laughs --it’s almost addicting. Once I picked this book up --I didn’t put it down until I
was finished with it.” --Scarlet I., NetGalley

ABOUT SONYA WEISS
Sonya Weiss is a freelance writer, ghostwriter and author. She’s addicted to great books,
good movies, and Italian chocolates. She’s passionate about causes that support abused
animals and children. Her parents always supported her bringing stray animals home
although the Great Dane rescue was a surprise.
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The Firefighter’s Cinderella
by Sonya Weiss

What’s a Cinderella to do when she’s accidentally kicked her Prince Charming in the
face and broken his nose? Hold an audition, of course.
Harper Bailey is desperate to keep her family’s amusement park business up and
running, but her employees keep quitting, and the man playing prince to her Cinderella
in the company’s mainstage show is just the latest casualty. When sexy firefighter
Rafferty Bradford, the most eligible bachelor in their small town, offers to step in,
Harper agrees--reluctantly. After all, she and Rafferty are ex-best friends with a ton of
past history. Surely they’ll have zero chemistry onstage.
Rafferty has his own reasons for agreeing to play Prince Charming, and none of them
are good. If Harper finds out the truth, it’ll just reinforce every rumor she’s believed
over the years about Rafferty’s bad rep. But when their chemistry explodes both onstage
and off, he’ll have to choose between happily-ever-after for himself...or the Cinderella
he’s fallen for.

Fire and Sparks Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638518
11/18/2019
350
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Firemen, Wager,
Enemies to Lovers

“If you enjoy sweet (and clean) contemporary romance, you will love this book. The
author is on my must read authors’ list.” --Linda Q., Goodreads
“As a Georgia girl myself, this book gave me all the homesick feels. In a good way!
Sonya Weiss did a fantastic job of keeping this story well laid out and fun.” --Jayne W.,
Goodreads
“A sweet and quirky story.” --Suzette P., Goodreads
“This sweet romance charmed the socks off me! So stinking cute!” --Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT SONYA WEISS
Sonya Weiss is a freelance writer, ghostwriter and author. She’s addicted to great books,
good movies, and Italian chocolates. She’s passionate about causes that support abused
animals and children. Her parents always supported her bringing stray animals home
although the Great Dane rescue was a surprise.
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The Firefighter’s Perfect Plan
by Sonya Weiss

Josie Moore is in big trouble. After a few too many glasses of wine and tired of her
mother’s constant disappointment, Josie tells what she thinks is a harmless lie—that she
is sort of in a relationship with her childhood crush, firefighter Lincoln Bradford. The
lie comes back to bite her when her mother moves back to town, and now Josie has to
make the fantasy a reality.
Lincoln has a perfect plan to protect his heart—and rule number one is: don’t fall in
love. There’s no such thing as happily ever after, especially when it comes to love. But he
didn’t factor in Josie, his sister’s quirky, gorgeous best friend. He agrees to help her, with
the understanding that they’re definitely not going to be anything more.
But every time they try to break up, they only end up tangled deeper together. Lincoln’s
carefully laid plans are about to come crashing down...

Fire and Sparks Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634985
3/12/2018
250
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Firemen, Fake
Engagement, Fake
Relationship,
Friends to Lovers,
Girl Next Door

“The Firefighter’s Perfect Plan by author Sonya Weiss is such a heart melting read that
gets the heart fluttering. A story full of fetching characters and many laugh out loud
moments with each character stealing the limelight. A great story with a small town
backdrop that was a joy to read!” --Talking Books
“I love escaping into these Bliss books from Entangled and this is another superb story
from the highly talented author, Sonya Weiss.” --Elaine B., Goodreads
“The Firefighter’s Perfect Plan is the perfect blend of fake and real relationship that
made this book even better.” --Eva S., Goodreads

ABOUT SONYA WEISS
Sonya Weiss is a freelance writer, ghostwriter and author. She’s addicted to great books,
good movies, and Italian chocolates. She’s passionate about causes that support abused
animals and children. Her parents always supported her bringing stray animals home
although the Great Dane rescue was a surprise.
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Wedding Date Rescue
by Sonya Weiss

As a Firefighter, Kent Wakefield has been burned before, and not just by fire. So when
Casey Bradford, his best friend’s off-limits, gorgeous little sister, asks him to be her fake
boyfriend, he flat out refuses. He doesn’t do relationships, real or otherwise. But when
his well-meaning, marriage-pushing mother corners him about his cousin’s wedding, he
panics and tells her he has a date.
After being left at the altar, Casey is out of options. She needs a boyfriend ASAP or she
can kiss her dreams good-bye. Who better than her brother’s emotionally-unavailable
best friend, Kent. She may have nursed a childhood crush, but this arrangement will be
purely platonic...that is until he kisses her and suddenly it gets a lot harder to remember
it’s all pretend.

Fire and Sparks Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758872
2/27/2017
191
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Firemen, Friends
to Lovers, Older
Brother’s Best
Friend, Right Under
Your Nose

“Delightfully charming!! Sonya Weiss creates story worlds I want to live in and
characters I want to know. Casey is BFF material, and Kent defines the words sexy
hero. Sharp, witty banter and the sweet, slow burn of friends becoming more...this
is everything I love about romance!!” --Rachel Harris, New York Times Bestselling
Author
“A genuinely wonderful story that’ll leave you with a light heart and a smile. Ms Weiss
has created relatable characters who are filled with so much personality that it is
extremely difficult not to fall in love with them.” --Reading Between the Wines Book
Club

ABOUT SONYA WEISS
Sonya Weiss is a freelance writer, ghostwriter and author. She’s addicted to great books,
good movies, and Italian chocolates. She’s passionate about causes that support abused
animals and children. Her parents always supported her bringing stray animals home
although the Great Dane rescue was a surprise.
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Stealing the Bachelor
by Sonya Weiss

Having missed out on the “drop-dead-gorgeous” gene in her family, Ann Snyder
decides to kick a little butt in the business world instead. That is, until her skeezy
manager’s “side business” has the FDA raiding her chocolate shop. Now Ann’s in huge
trouble...and the only person who can help her is the adorkable guy who completely
humiliated her in high school.
Lawyer Eric Maxwell has been in love with Ann as long as he can remember. He figured
he never stood a chance-don’t the beautiful girls always prefer the bad boys to the
nerds? So he makes Ann a deal. He’ll provide her with free legal services...if she’ll move
in and help transform him from nerd-without-a-clue to bona fide bad boy.
And once the transition is complete, all he has to do is prove that he’s the only bachelor
for her...

Stealing the Heart Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754096
1/11/2016
190
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Enemies to Lovers,
Right Under Your
Nose, Ugly Duckling

“If you enjoy clean romances that touch the heart, then you have to check out this sweet
read by Sonya Weiss.” --A Midlife Wife
“This is a delicious, sweet, enemies to friends romance with great characters, plenty of
worry and a cute read.” --Elaine, Goodreads

ABOUT SONYA WEISS
Sonya Weiss is a freelance writer, ghostwriter and author. She’s addicted to great books,
good movies, and Italian chocolates. She’s passionate about causes that support abused
animals and children. Her parents always supported her bringing stray animals home
although the Great Dane rescue was a surprise.
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Resisting her Rival
by Sonya Weiss

Abby Snyder finally has the opportunity to expand her diner now that the building next
door is available. Unfortunately, she must compete with Nick Coleman to get it. Abby—
usually über-responsible—shared one night with the playboy, and she’s been trying to
forget it ever since. But then he makes her a bet she can’t refuse… and the winner gets
the building.
With his reputation ruining his chances at gaining some big clients, Nick needs a way
to prove to everyone that he’s reformed. Dating Abby, the most respected girl in town—
and the only one he wants—is the perfect solution. Unfortunately for Abby resisting
Nick is harder than she thought.

Stealing the Heart Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751088
11/17/2014
200
2.99 USD
Contemporary, Law
Enforcement, Bet,
Enemies to Lovers

“Resisting Her Rival was such a cute romantic story about two rivals fighting over a
building, and whose hearts collide as they start to realize that they are meant for each
other.” --Jackie’s Book World
“Resisting Her Rival is a quick witted fun read.” --Karie, Goodreads

ABOUT SONYA WEISS
Sonya Weiss is a freelance writer, ghostwriter and author. She’s addicted to great books,
good movies, and Italian chocolates. She’s passionate about causes that support abused
animals and children. Her parents always supported her bringing stray animals home
although the Great Dane rescue was a surprise.
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Stealing the Groom
by Sonya Weiss

Chad Walker may be a take-no-chances man with a plan, but there’s no way Amelia
Snyder is going to let her best bud marry Mean Girl #1—even if the wedding is solely so
he can secure the controlling shares in his family’s company. But free-spirited Amelia’s
at-the-altar groomnapping scheme takes a surprising turn when she ends up as the
blushing bride instead.
Suddenly, with Amelia living in her handsome husband’s home—in his bedroom, no
less—she starts to reconsider their strictly platonic arrangement. But Chad’s always
been strictly anti-risk and definitely anti-love, and betting a lifetime of best friendship
on the chance at forever might be the biggest gamble of all.

Stealing the Heart Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662876
3/10/2014
220
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Accidental Marriage,
Friends to Lovers

“Stealing the Groom was hilarious! This is the kind of book that should be made into
a movie, something I can picture on Lifetime or something. It had romance, humour,
great characters and character development and was just all around a perfect read for
me! Definitely one of my favourite reads for 2014” --Bookish Wanderlove, Goodreads
“This was one of the best stories of friends becoming more that I have read in a very
long time.” --Char, Goodreads

ABOUT SONYA WEISS
Sonya Weiss is a freelance writer, ghostwriter and author. She’s addicted to great books,
good movies, and Italian chocolates. She’s passionate about causes that support abused
animals and children. Her parents always supported her bringing stray animals home
although the Great Dane rescue was a surprise.
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Your B&B or Mine
by Melissa West

Savannah Hale never planned to come back to Maple Cove, Georgia. Her hometown
has too many painful memories, especially of her high school sweetheart, who was
killed during combat. And yet here she is...broken-hearted from her mother’s death and
left to deal with the Hale family legacy--Maple Cove’s landmark bed and breakfast. In
need of repairs and near foreclosure, she’s hanging on to the B&B by a thread.
And the man out to buy it is the man she’s never been able to forgive...or forget.
Former soldier Logan Park is haunted by memories of his own. Some are of his best
friend. Others are filled with longing for the girl he could never have. Now Savannah is
back, and their attraction can’t be denied. But Logan has already sacrificed everything
to atone for his sins, and there’s no way he’ll let himself fall for a girl who might never
love again.

Maple Cove Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753907
11/9/2015
165
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Military/Men in
Uniform, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love, Second
Chance

“...a beautifully written contemporary romance.” --Fresh Fiction
“Great characters, a wonderful story, and of course some swoon to make you want a
Logan of your very own.” --Fiction Fare
“A heartwarming blend of Stars Hollow and BlueBell, YOUR B&B OR MINE? is small
town romance at its best!” --NYT Bestselling Author Rachel Harris

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MELISSA WEST
Melissa West writes heartfelt Southern romance and YA sci-fi romance, all with lots
of kissing. Because who doesn’t like kissing?. She lives outside of Atlanta, GA with her
husband and two daughters and spends most of her time writing, reading, or fueling her
coffee addiction.
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Bikers and Pearls
by Vicki Wilkerson

When rebel biker Bullworth Clayton gets tangled up with pastel-and-pearls-clad
April Church, sparks fly. Sure, April would clearly rather work with anyone else, but if
teaming up with Bull means a successful charity event for a sick little boy they both care
about, then so be it.
April is baffled at how drawn she is to the leather-wearing, tattooed Bull—he just
doesn’t fit with her simple, safe, country-club life. And as much as the handsomely
rugged man tempts her, she still can’t shake the images of the tragic motorcycle accident
from her past, which left her scarred and her father broken.
Bull tempts her to don a pair of leather pants and go for a ride with him, while April
desperately tries to resist her attraction to the wild side and keep her exploits hidden
from her small town. Will they be able to navigate their differences and find a middle
road to love?

Summerbrook Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661947
8/12/2013
238
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Across the Tracks,
Opposites Attract

“This story is beautifully written.” --Ashley, the Book Junkie
“With wonderful characters and a captivating story, it has a perfect combination of
moments that are heartwarming and touching, those which make your heart ache and
humour at which I laughed out loud.” --Nicola, Goodreads
“First of all I just have to say WOW! This book is a wonderful sweet romance with a lot
of emotion. “ --Crystal, Goodreads

ABOUT VICKI WILKERSON
Vicki is a native of the Charleston, South Carolina, Lowcountry and loves to share her
enchantment with the area with readers through her writing. Even in childhood, she
enjoyed penning stories and poems—no doubt fueled by her grandfather’s enthusiasm for
telling local tales himself. Where else—but in the South—could one find the interesting
blend of salt water, eerie swamps, unwritten traditions and unique characters? In her spare
time, she loves traveling, painting, spending weekends on nearby Lake Marion, renovating
her historic Victorian home, and cooking (with lots of wine).
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Be My Valentine
by Sean D. Young

Patrice McClendon wants to create a signature scent for her family’s aromatherapy
and day spa this Valentine’s Day. The holiday is crucial for the family business, even
if Patrice has never been a hearts and flowers kind of girl. But creating the fragrance
isn’t easy, and Patrice needs help. She gets that and more when she meets successful
perfumer Jacques Germain.
There are instant sparks when Jacques meets Patrice, but she’s asked him for
professional help, and mixing business with pleasure is a no-no. But they soon realize
that none of the rules apply when love is involved, and Jacques is determined to show
Patrice that Valentine’s Day can bring gifts more precious than anything money can
buy.

McClendon Holiday Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640630390
1/15/2018
311
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Multi-Cultural,
Coworkers

“Count on Sean D. Young for some family fun and holiday magic with her irresistible
McClendon series.” --Isha Coleman, Goodreads
“This is a lovely romance which features many of the McClendon clan who have
been included in earlier stories in this series. However, each story is written to be a
standalone, so you don’t need to have read any of them to still enjoy this one. The
characters and plot are well developed, taking the reader into the angst and turmoil
which surrounds this romance.” --Elaine, NetGalley

ABOUT SEAN D. YOUNG
Sean Young has always been an avid reader. This Gary, Indiana native joined her first book
club at the age of seven. A lover of the happily ever after, Sean uses her vivid imagination
to craft heartwarming and passionate family love stories that deal with forgiveness,
promise, romance and redemption. A certified wedding planner by trade, Sean continues
to help brides plan the wedding of their dreams.
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A Husband By New Year’s
by Sean D. Young

When Renee McClendon was a teenager, she made a list of all the qualities her perfect
man would have, but no matter how many handsome guys have ticked the boxes, she
has yet to find the man for her. She wants a regular guy who’s not afraid to get his hands
dirty, and she’s given herself a deadline. If she doesn’t find Mr. Right by New Year’s, she’s
done searching.
Patrick Dunlap is used to woman looking at him as a lowly chauffeur…until they
realize he owns the whole company. All he wants is a woman who’ll want him for who
is, and not only see dollar signs. He hits it off with Renee right away, so while they get
to know each other, he withholds some small details instead of risking what they’re
starting to build.
But when the truth comes out, how forgiving will Renee be?

McClendon Holiday Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640630406
11/13/2017
334
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Multi-Cultural,
Social Issues,
Mistaken Identity,
Redemption

“Ms. Young managed to convey a ton of realistic emotion in a classically uncomplicated
story. The most gifted of artists are not remembered for the words they say or the things
they do but the magic they leave behind. That is how A Husband By New Year’s made
me feel. Like I was standing in the presence of something special.” --Isha C., Goodreads
“Another installment in the McClendon daughters finding love was thoroughly
enjoyable!” --Krystal K., NetGalley
“The story slowly sneaks up on you and by the end you aren’t ready for it to be over.
This is a sweet little cute love story.” --Curious Reader, Goodreads
“Definitely a blissful read!” --Elaine B., NetGalley

ABOUT SEAN D. YOUNG
Sean Young has always been an avid reader. This Gary, Indiana native joined her first book
club at the age of seven. A lover of the happily ever after, Sean uses her vivid imagination
to craft heartwarming and passionate family love stories that deal with forgiveness,
promise, romance and redemption. A certified wedding planner by trade, Sean continues
to help brides plan the wedding of their dreams.
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The Christmas Promise
by Sean D. Young

Jennifer McClendon is in need of a vacation. What better place to get away from
everything than a sun-drenched tropical island? And there’s no better way to get over
her ex and have some fun than to spend a little time with a handsome software engineer
who’s also on holiday. What could it hurt? They won’t see each other again anyway.
Simeon Baker wants more than a holiday romance with the gorgeous woman he meets
on vacation, but a tragic accident that almost ends his life leaves him in hospital for
months, and he isn’t able to follow up on his promise to keep in touch. But Fate steps
in four years after their magical island holiday, and Simeon realizes Jennifer didn’t only
leave the island with good memories. If he can convince Jennifer to give them a chance
at something permanent, this might just be their first family Christmas.

McClendon Holiday Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640630383
10/9/2017
323
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Multi-Cultural, One
Night Stand, Secret
Baby, Accidental
Pregnancy

“Another heartwarming story from Sean D Young with the adorable McClendon
family! I enjoyed this even more than the first in this series. Jennifer and Simeon’s
relationship impressed!” --Krystal K., NetGalley
“This is an awesome read from one of my favorite authors!” --Mickala R., Goodreads
“A sweet heartwarming story that is perfect for the season. The story is very well done
and definitely left me with a smile on my face and warmth in my heart. I recommend
this book to everyone!” --Bette H., Goodreads
“Heartwarming romance that makes you want to curl up by the fire with someone
special.” --Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT SEAN D. YOUNG
Sean Young has always been an avid reader. This Gary, Indiana native joined her first book
club at the age of seven. A lover of the happily ever after, Sean uses her vivid imagination
to craft heartwarming and passionate family love stories that deal with forgiveness,
promise, romance and redemption. A certified wedding planner by trade, Sean continues
to help brides plan the wedding of their dreams.
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A McClendon Thanksgiving
by Sean D. Young

Fashion designer Faith McClendon is back in Chicago to start over. She put her
promising career on hold for too long, and she’s ready to get back in the game. She’s
not willing to put her heart on the line again—it’s still far too bruised from her failed
marriage for that, so when a renewed childhood friendship starts to make her think
about second chances at love, she’s more than a little hesitant.
Photographer Michael Montgomery was Faith’s biggest cheerleader when she decided
to move to New York City, and he’s been her shoulder to cry on since she came home
to Chicago. He’s never been able to tell her how he feels, but maybe now is his chance
to make the family portrait in his head—the one with Faith by his side—a reality. First,
he’s going to have to break down the walls Faith has around her heart and convince her
they can be so much more than friends.

McClendon Holiday Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640630376
9/11/2017
327
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Holiday Romances,
Multi-Cultural,
Friends to Lovers

“This is an awesome read one by my favorite authors! Can’t go wrong with any book
from her, so grab a copy today!” --Mickala R., NetGalley
“Beautifully written and was a quick read. Sean Young has a new fan in me!!!”
--Reading in Black & White
“So many cute moments! It was easy to see the depth of the bonds between the two
main characters.” --Krystal J., NetGalley
“An entertaining contemporary holiday romance focused on family, friendship, and
food!” --Reading with Beth

ABOUT SEAN D. YOUNG
Sean Young has always been an avid reader. This Gary, Indiana native joined her first book
club at the age of seven. A lover of the happily ever after, Sean uses her vivid imagination
to craft heartwarming and passionate family love stories that deal with forgiveness,
promise, romance and redemption. A certified wedding planner by trade, Sean continues
to help brides plan the wedding of their dreams.
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